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Even Old Dogs 
L ast weekend I found myself sharing a 

river with an old friend, someone I had 
not kayaked with in nearly a decade. As 

w e  drifted toward the take-out he said. "You've 
watched me boat today. Whatwould make me 
a better paddler?" 

His question left me speechless. I had 
never been asked that question before. I was 
both astonished and flattered. The question 
implied that I had some level of expertise, 
that I might be expected to  dispense paddling 
pearls of wisdom. The honest truth is that I 
am a decent paddler, but not a great one. Just 
an old schooler who has managed to negoti- 
ate countless moderately-difficult rivers and 
creeks by virtue of persistence, experience, 
stamina, and luck. If I am famous for any- 
thing it is not my form and technique, but 
rather my lack of them. No one has ever 
mistaken me for Eric Jackson. 

But as I pondered my old friend's query, I 
realized what he was getting at. He wasn't 
implying that I had morphed into a great 
paddler since we last shared a river, he was 
just acknowledging that I had become a bet- 
ter paddler. And he wanted to know how I did 
it. 

I have been paddling for nearly twenty- 
five years, but, as I remember, my paddling 
skills seemed to plateau after the second year. 
Sure, during the next fifteen years I got better 
at reading water and, like everyone else, I 
benefited from new boat designs. 3ut ,  really, 
I don't think my technique started to improve 

until ten years ago. And most of the progress 
has probably occurred in the past three years. 
My paddling style is still not "pretty," but it is 
better than ever before. It improved enough 
to impress my old friend, anyway. 

I've never taken a formal lesson or read a 
book on paddling techniques. I'm not even 
comfortable with the instructional termi- 
nology. But I can pinpoint some things that 
made me a better recreational paddler, and 
I'm willing to share them. Many of my sug- 
gestions will seem laughably obvious, par- 
ticularly to new school boaters. Never- 
theless, I still see plenty of paddlers, young 
and old, who could benefit from my simple 
suggestions. 

First and foremost, get in shape and stay 
in shape. About ten years ago I dropped thirty 
pounds of flab. Did it make a difference in my 
boating? You bet it did! Try running a river 
with a thirty pound sack of potatoes in your 
boat. Alittle cardiovascular conditioning and 
cross training helped as well. Twelve years 
ago carrying my kayak up the mountain at 
the Panther Creek take-out on the Gauley 
was a brutal 40-minute ordeal. Now, at 48. I 
do it in fifteen minutes with energy to spare. 
But I can't help noticing how many gasping 
20 and 30 year olds I pass along the trail. And 
asurprising number of these breathless won- 
ders are sucking on cigarettes. Get real! 

Accept the sad fact that drifting a river 
does not constitute exercise. It doesn't take 
much energy to float like a turd down a 

familiar Class IV river. And if you celebrate 
that accomplishment by pigging out on beer 
and pizza. ... The bottom line is that a day on 
the river will only be a real work out if you 
bike or jog the shuttle. Or paddle aggres- 
sively. 

Which brings me to my second point. If 
you want better technique, you have to work 
at  it. Watch Johnny Regan paddle the Upper 
Yough, or Clay Wright paddle the Gauley, or 
Charley MacArthur paddle the Roaring Fork. 
They don't just make the mandatory moves; 
they are in perpetual motion .... driving 
through obscure slots into tight eddies, at- 
taining, ferrying, boofing, spinning, surfing 
and cartwheeling. They paddle thirty miles 
during asingle trip down a ten-mile river. Do 
you think that they need to do that to get 
down the creek? Of course not. They are 
maintainingand honing their technique. That 
technique serves them well when they tackle 
less familiar, more difficult rivers. 

So, the next time you paddle your home 
river, follow their example and look for diffi- 
cult moves that you can add to your reper- 
toire. When I paddle the Upper Yough, I make 
it a rule to attempt a number of tough ma- 
neuvers that push me to the limit.. . moves 
that I successfully complete less than half of 
the time. They aren't dangerous or  conse- 
quential, just challenging. If you don't prac- 
tice moves that are really hard for you, you 
won't get any better. 

My third suggestion is to take a good look 
at your boat and gear. There was a time when 
the Dancer and the T Slalom and the Crossfire 
were state-of-the-art boats. That day is gone. 
Long gone. If you are paddling a tub and you 
really want to get better, check out the new 
designs and find one that fits your build, 
style, and needs. Take advantage of the 
progress that has been made in boat design. 
If you want to paddle really big water and do 
some serious creeking and compete in ro- 
deos, you will probably need two and possibly 
three boats. True, Eric Southwick could 
paddle a tiny rodeo boat down Mann's Creek 
and the North Fork of the Payette in flood. 
But your name is not Eric Southwick! 

Take a look at your paddle as well. Several 
years ago I sustained a partial rotator cuff 
tear in a mountain bike accident. Within two 
weeks I was back in my boat, paddling in spite 
of the pain. I figured it would soon run its 
course. But it didn't. After nine months of 
unrelenting misery, I was ready to consider 
surgery. Finally, at a friend's insistence, I 
skeptically set aside my stiff, heavy, and long 
paddle and tried a short, light model. Within 
two weeks my shoulder was pain free! And 
my paddling improved to boot. 

My fourth suggestion is to sit up in your 
boat. Paddle with an aggressive, forward pos- 
ture and resist the temptation to lean back on 
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the deck when you run a drop. New school 
boaters and those who had formal instruc- 
tion often have good paddling postures, but 
most old schoolers do not. I think there is a 
good reason for this. Fifteen years ago most 
of us were paddling long, pointy boats that 
were prone to dive. We would have been hard 
pressed to boof those boats, even if we had 
known how. So we cultivated the habit of 
throwing our weight backwhenwe went over 
falls and ledges, hoping to avoid pitons. This 
became an instinctive habit, one that is hard 
to break. Many of us know in our heads that 
we need to lean forward, but when things get 
tense, we slip back to our old ways. Fight this 
tendency. Sit up. A back band or brace may 
help, but the rest is up to you. 

Which brings me to suggestion number 
five. Take the time to outfit your boat cor- 
rectly. You will not paddle well if you are 
rattling around in your kayak like a jumping 
bean in a tin can. Many of us who learned to 
boat a long time ago still find it disconcerting 
to oaddle tightlv-fitted boats. This is under- 
standable, cur iirst boats had tiny cockpits 
and we worried about entrapment. I paddled 
for 15 years before I even tried a back band or 
hip pads. That was a mistake. You cannot use 
your legs, hips, and abdominal muscles effec- 
tively if you are not snug in your boat. 

Suggestion number six: Don't just paddle 
with your arms, use yourwhole body to move 
your boat. Especially your shoulders, abs and 
hips. There is a reason why expert boaters 
like Coleen Laffey and Brian Homberg have 
washboard abs. They use them. Stretching a 
bit before you launch and periodically during 
the day seems to facilitate whole body pad- 
dling. 

Number seven: Conquer your fear of rocks. 
Again, this is tough for old timers, especially 
those of us who spent time in fragile fiber- 
glass boats. Not long ago I showed an ex- 
treme video to an old slalom paddler, one 
who had been on the national team 30 years 
ago. He had been away from the sport for 
more than a decade. When he saw the creekers 
in action he was horrified. "They don't even 
try to miss the rocks, they just bang into 
them!" he snorted. Of course, during his 
hayday creekswere riverswithgradients more 
than 125 feet per mile. And plastic boats were 
totally uncool. 

Today's creekers often paddle streams that 
drop 300 feet a mile and more. They don't 
manage that feat by intentionally slamming 
headlong into rocks, but they certainly don't 
dodge them all, either. If you want to creek 
you need to learn to use the rocks, and the 
water that pillows up and swirls around them. 
Expect to lose a little knuckle meat and 
plastic in the process. It's the price of admis- 
sion. 

Number eight: When facing a difficult 

move, look at the precise feature that you 
need to attain and focus on it. It might be a 
point on an eddy line, or the launch pad of a 
ledge. It might be the edge of a hydraulic, or 
the peak of a wave. Whatever it is, keep 
looking at  it as you go for it. 

My ninth suggestion is a simple me- 
chanical observation: the last paddle stroke 
you take before you launch a vertical move 

is the most important. The placement and 
timing of that stroke will determine whether 
you land flat or pencil in, whether you boof o r  
goof. The mechanics ofthat stroke seem to be 
even more important than your approach 
speed and angle. Learning to place that final 
stroke correctly takes practice. This is not 
one of my strengths, but I am working on it. 

Number ten: Visualize a difficult move 

ess is More??? 
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before you attempt it. Athletic coaches 
have been preaching this for years. And 
with good reason. It works. If you can't 
even imagine yourself performing a diffi- 
cult, dangerous move, you probably 
shouldn't try it. For example, I cannot 
visualize myself boofing into the crux 
eddy in Jacob's Ladder on the North Fork 
ofthe Payette. Hence, I have not attempted 
it. Know and respect your limitations. 
Sometimes discretion is the better part of 
valor! 

One final thought, keep paddling in 
perspective. Set goals for yourself, but 
don't forget that running whitewater is 
supposed to be fun. After all, it's only rock 
and roll! 

Bob Gedekoh 
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Is Cascade a nanometer thicker than some of the Paris-fashion-show, waif-model type hats you've been lusting after? You bet. 
Hey, what are you, a river driver or some gad, fashion slave? You have the right to help lower the risk of death or serious injury, 

particularly your own. (It's right there i n  the Constitution ... somewhere...we think.) Exercise that right with Cascade. 



Please Watch Your 
Step! 

Dear American Whitewater Staff Mem- 
bers, 

First of all, I would like to thank you for 
your great work in all you do for the WW 
community. From river access to safety stan- 
dards, I respect your work above all others. 

Second of all, I would like to respectfully 
implore you to be responsible with the type of 
advertising and trip reports you choose to 
run in your magazine, based on the effort I 
read in the last issue to generate article sub- 
mission and readership of children thru your 
Kids Korner. 

Although I haven't noticed any articles 
recently that blatantly ignored safety prac- 
tices, like not scouting unknown difficult 
rapids, that I've seen in the past, please keep 
up the good work there. Please give top prior- 
ity to those articles that detail the safety 
practices involved in running whitewater 
along with the excitement. I personally LIKE 
to scout rapids. I think its part of the fun to 
pick a line from shore and then hit the line 
while running the rapid. It helps me deter- 
mine how well I'm paddling and how much I 
need to learn. These topics should be empha- 
sized to young paddlers and not agonized 
over (like, oh, what a drag, we have to get out 
and scout). 

Some of the recent advertising I've seen 
by Riot and BomberGear in paddling maga- 
zines has just been plain inappropriate for 
young readership in my opinion. Advertising 
with the sole purpose of being obscene (look 
up the def in Webster's), such as the Riot ad 
on page 49 of your JanIFeb 2000 issue. This 
just isn't appropriate for a magazine that 
actively solicits readership and contributions 
of children. Although I'm not a parent myself 
and most people who aren't don't under- 
stand, I do know paddling parents or those 
with paddling children who are canceling 
memberships because of lewd images their 
children are now seeing in paddling maga- 
zines from organizations that tout them- 
selves as family organizations. It's not just 
about showing some skin, it's when the in- 
tent is designed to incite lust. 

Please, please don't shirk the responsibil- 
ity so many other people and media have. 
Thank you for you time. 

Sincerely, 
Debbie Meller 
Whitewater Enthusiast 
ACA SWR Instructor 

Editor's reply: 
Thanks for your thoughtful comments. 

Because American Whitewater is a volun- 
teer-generated magazine with askeleton staff 

and difficult deadlines, we are unable to 
review the ads that we run. It is hard enough 
to monitor the editorial content of the maga- 
zine, much less the advertising. I first see the 
ads when the magazine comes out, the same 
as you. So, we must rely on the good taste and 
judgement of our advertisers. 

In regard to the specific Riot ad that you 
mentioned, I don't think most folks would 
consider it obscene. (The ad includes the 
picture of a statuesque woman in a bikini.) I 
certainly will grant you that the bikini in 
question is tiny. In fact, when I first saw the 
ad, I couldn't help but recall the silly pop 
song from the sixties, "Itsy Bitsy, Teeny 
Weenie, Yellow Polka Dot Bikini." But I don't 
think you fit too many polka dots onto that 
lady's bikini, even itsy bitsy ones! 

Look on the bright side. Maybe as a 
function of that ad, Riot will sell thousands 
of kayaks this year and so be able to afford to 
buy that woman some clothes! 

More seriously, we are trying to reach a 
broad audience. We definitely want to attract 
young boaters; they are the future of the 
sport. But many of our readers are adults 
accustomed to mainstream magazines such 
as Men's Journal, Outside, and Rolling Stone, 
whose contents are far more liberal than our 
own. We have to appeal to them as well. I 
think that most of our content is appropriate 
for kids, but once in a while we do publish 
some stories that are "adult" in nature. So, I 
would encourage concerned parents to read 
through American Whitewater first and re- 
move any material they consider inappropri- 
ate for children, before passing the magazine 
on. 

Whoops! 
I would like to apologize to the family 

and friends of Pete Cary for the spelling error 
in the JanuaryIFebruary article. I don't know 
how that one crept in from my earlier drafts. 
Perhaps Pete would have been amused. 

Sincerely, 
Paul Everson 

A Dark and Stormy 
Night Remembered 
Hey Bob- I don't get to spend as much 

time on the water or readingAmerican White- 
water as I used to, but when I read the 
replies/commentary about Teresa Gryder's 
article in the Forum in the MarchIApril is- 
sue, well I just had to weigh in. I was one of 
the paddlers on that trip down Section IV of 
the Chattooga in the dark and in the rain, 
and it did not seem like the dang big death 
defying deed that our friend in San Rafael 

would like to make it out to be. I remember 
it as one of the greatest experiences on the 
water I have ever had in the 24 years of 
thrashing, hacking, and swimming that I 
have graciously endured. 

Context is important ..., but I am sure she 
got it right since she is a relentless about 
getting the story straight. We were all pretty 
tuned up, paddling or raft guiding at least six 
days a week. It was in the middle of the 
summer of medium to high water. I think. All 
of us had more than 300 runs on Section IV. 

I was paddling the river five times a week 
(alone, I might add) as a photographer for 
NOC. 

Teresa had been paddling the river since 
who knows when. There is a rock in Woodall 
Shoals namedafter her dad. Therewere three 
other folks with us who were all very experi- 
enced on the Chattooga-Cathy Holcombe, 
daughter of NOC founder Payson Kennedy 
and mother of maybe one of the greatest 
boaters on the scene right now, Andrew 
Holcombe. Kory Kais was there too, a brute 
of a boater who ran Soc'em Dog twice under 
the light of underpowered head lamps. Ed 
Bowen was the other paddler, a legend in my 
mind from the Cumberland Plateau in Ten- 
nessee. At the time, we were all solid pad- 
dlers, intimately familiar of where we were, 
paddling a warm river at  a moderate level. In 
that context, I do not feel whatwe did was out 
of control. What I do know is that the experi- 
ence was really cool. 

For me, paddling is the ultimate recre- 
ation for the individual. You excel a t  the 
sport a t  your own pace, and you don't have to 
listen to a bunch of folks yelling foul, throw- 
ing flags, or benching you because you under 
preformed. Its just you, your boat, water, and 
rocks. You make your own calls, .and that 
night five or six years ago in July, we made 
our call to put on the river in a driving rain 
and were rewarded with an incredible experi- 
ence. With the amount of time I spend on the 
water and the shape I am in now, I would not 
be up for it, but at the time I was. I never see 
the what, where, and how (God forbid) I 
paddle orwhat others paddle as a recommen- 
dation or endorsement for the general pad- 
dling population. Its justwhat we did, and we 
had a great time. Make your own call, and if 
you're going to be dumb, you gotta be tough. 

Christopher Smith 
PS: To the new school- you will be old 

school before you know it. 

Correction 
In the last issue we misprinted the e-mail 

address for Robert Farmer who wrote "Les- 
sons," published in our Rivewoices section. 
His correct e-mail is rsfarmer@starpower.net 
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Lower Yough 
Clarification 

According to the American Whitewater 
Safety Code, US Standard Rated Rapids, 
Dimple/Swimmers on the Lower Yough is 
rated Class I11 at levels between 1.6 and 2 feet. 
Two fatalities have occurred in the Dinmplel 
Swimmers rapid according to our data base, 
which spans three decades. 

A Real Riot!!!! 
Bob, 
As a woman, I find the Riot advertise- 

ments more amusing than offensive. I for 
one would never be seen on the river with 
only a dental floss sized thong, but hey, to 
each their own. I do, however, take offense at  
the disproportionate number of ads featur- 
ing nubile women in (or out) of boating gear. 
As a woman with normal tastes, I would 
appreciate a few ads with the men on shore 
and a woman tearing it up in the water. Take 
that Eric Jackson for instance. I saw him at  
the Gaulev take-out one dav, and he was one 
chiseled h h k !  o r  how about ~ o r r a n ~ d d i s o n .  
I would love to see a Riot ad featuring Isabella 
in a boat, and Corran in a speedo! I think that 
would be great. I've heard him brag about 
womens' interest in him, and I wanna see 
what the fuss is about! So come on Corran, 
how about it. Girl in a boat, you in a speedo. 
Or are you too, um... shy? 

Jennifer Brown-Carpenter 

Sredits for "The 
I Whorn Saga" 
~ublished in the last 
ssue were 
accidentally 
~mitted. The article 
Mas written by AW 
5oard Member 
Barry Grimes and 
Ihe ohotos were 
laken by Tom 
Jlhman. 

+ Featur ing :  The World Record Freefall 
Waterfall Descent! S h a n n o n  Carrol l  
d r o p s  78' on Sahalie Falls. 

+ Tao Berman cascades l00t feet on the Rio 
El Salto. 

+ BJ Johnson threads through the narrow 
80 ft. gorge on the NF Slate River. 

+ Plus "play the river" freestyle action never 1 
before seen! 

Over The Edge is the third in the line of 
kayaking's best entertainment videos. 
Fallin' Down Wet Ones Over the Edge 

Collect all three! 

Kayak66. Send $24.95 plus $4.00 shipping 
and handling to FDP PO Box 242 Lansing, 
WV 25862. 

I 
Available at Falling Down Productions 1800 / 

) And one of the best ever 1 
I soundtracks by: 

J~mm~e's Chicken Shack GO Over the Edge with I 
I 

Nectar 
Martm Brothers Another Falling Down Production! 
Anti-Heros 
Steel Pterodactyl 

Presented by BALZOUT! 

Maine + North Carolina + Colorado + Washington + Oregon + British Columbiaflest Virginia + 
C* 
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I Rivers 

Exploring COSTA RICA 

Cultures 
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Wave Sport Wa terslied 
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on bottom 2 zippered micro fleece 

By Blue Ice Clothing 
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I W Logo embroidered Kavu Cap: $18 (postage $I ) /  Colors Gold or Black 

1 II AW License Plate Frames: $5 (postage $1) 

I . AW Embroidered Patches: $2 

I AW Waterproof Decals: $.50 

I I Insulated Travel Mugs with lid: $5 ($2k 

I 
I 
I 
I Mail to AWA, P.O. BOX 636, POSTAGE 

I Margaretville, NY 12455 
I Credit Card orders: 
I Call 914-586-2355 or Fax 914-586-3050 
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I ~ l t ~ ~ ~ s c  rc;d this ~xn4ulIy ~ ~ C ~ I I I Y  S~,IILIIII$ 11s 
your articles and photos! This is a volunteer puh- 
lication, please cooperate and help us out. 110 not 
send us your material without a release - signed 
b.y all authors and photographers (attached)!!! 

The editorial staff of American Whiteu1ater 
carefully reviews all material submitted for publi- 
cation. We are particularly interested in receiving 
full-length feature articles, conservation and club 
news, special event announcements, articles per- 
taining to whitewater safety and short, humorous 
pieces. 

Articles should fit our established format: that 
is, they should be stylistically pattered to fit into 
our Features, AW Briefs, River Voices, Conserva- 
tion Currents, Safety Lines, Humor or End Notes 
sections. Exceptional photographs and whitewater 
cartoons are also welcomed. 

If possible, articles should be submitted on a 
3-112-inch computer disk. (Microsoft Word if 
possible - others accepted.) Please do not alter 
the margins or spacing parameters: use the stan- 
dard default settings. Send a printed copy of the 
article as well. 

Those without access to a word processor may 
submit their articles typed. Please double space. 

Photos may be submitted as slides, black or 

' v l ~ i t , ,  prints, 11r C , I , I ~ I ~  pril~is. l i r~ ,p  yc~ur I I ? ~ ~ I I ? : I I S  
i111d send us duplicates iipossihle: i1.e cannot guur- 
antee the safe return of your pictures. If you want 
us to return your pictures, include a self-addressed 
stamped envelope with your submission. Because 
we publish in black and white, photos with a lot of 
contrast work best. 

American Whiteulater feature articles should 
relate to some aspect ofwhitewater boating. Please 
do not submit articles pertaining to sea kayaking 
or flat water. The best features have a definite 
slant ... or theme. They are not merely chronologi- 
cal recountings of river trips. 

Open the story with an eye-catching lead, per- 
haps by telling an interesting anecdote. Dialogue 
should be used to heighten the reader's interest. 
Don't just tell us about the river ... tell us about the 
people on the river ... develop them as characters. 
Feature articles should not be written in the style 
of a local club newsletter. 

If you are writing about a commonly paddled 
river, your story should be told from a unique 
perspective. Articles about difficult, infrequently 
paddled, or exotic rivers are given special consid- 
eration. Butwe are also interested in well written. 
unusual articles pertaining to Class I11 and IV 
rivers as well. Feature stories do not have to be 
about aspecific river. Articles about paddling tech- 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Release For Publication 

4 I hereby release my work (literary, graphic or photographic) for publica- 
tion in American Whitewater magazine. 

4 I understand that my work may be edited or cropped at the editors' 
discretion. 

4 I understand that I will not be paid for my work. 
4 I accept responsibility for the accuracy of the information included in my 

submission. I have not libeled or slandered any individual, corporation or 
agency in this work. 

4 I understand that all or some of my work may be reprinted at  some future 
date in an American Whitewater publication. 

4 I promise that this material has not been and will not soon be published 
by another magazine or publication and the rights to this material are 
clear and unrestricted. 

4 I understand that once this material is printed in American Whiteuiater 
it may be reprinted or reproduced in other publications if I wish, providing 
I notify them that it has already appeared inAmerican Whitemater. 

niques, the river environment and river personali- 
ties are also accepted. Pieces that incorporate 
humor are especially welcome. Open boating and 
rafting stories are welcome. 

Don't be afraid to let your personality shine 
through and don't be afraid to poke a little fun at 
yourself ... and your paddling partners. 

Profanity should be used only when it is abso- 
lutely necessary to effectively tell a story; it is not 
our intent to offend our more sensitive members 
and readers. 

Please check all facts carefully, particularly 
those regarding individuals, government agen- 
cies, and corporations involved in river access and 
environmental matters. You are legally respon- 
sible for the accuracy ofsuch material. Make sure 
names are spelled correctly and river gradients 
and distances are correctly calculated. 

Articles will be edited at the discretion of the 
editors to fit our format, length, and style. Expect 
to see changes in your article. Ifyou don't want us 
to edit your article, don't send it to us! Because of 
our deadlines you will not be able to review the 
editorial changes we make prior to publication. 

American Whitewater is nonprofit; the editors 
and contributors to American L@hitewater are not 
reimbursed. On rare occasions, by prearrange- 
ment, professional writers receive a small hono- 
rarium when they submit stories at our request. 
Generally, our contributors do not expect pay- 
ment, since most are members of AW, which is a 
volunteer conservation and safety organization. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  

Signed 

Date 

This release must besigned byallthe contributingauthor(s), photographer(s) 
and graphic artist(s). 

Send your material to Bob Gedekoh, R.D.#4, Box228, Elizabeth, PA. 15037. 
Please use regular first Class postage .... Not certified mail. 

You m save a river forever. .. 
Your gift can: 

4 Secure permanent access to rivers for generations to come 
4 Protect andlor restore an endangered whitewater river 
4 Promote whitewater safety 

4 Support the world's leading whitewater organization 

Will 

bequests 4 real estate 
4 stocks 4 insurance 

4 trusts 

Please direct inquiries to Ken Ransford, attorney and CPA, 970-963-6800, or by e-mail at ransford@csn.net. 
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American mitewater 
Our mission is to conserve and restore 
America's whitewater resources and to enhance 
omortunities to enjoy them salely. 

The American Whitewater (Awl is a national 
organization with a membershiu consisting of 
thousands ol individual whitewater boating 
enthusiasts, and more than 100 local uaddling 
club altiliates. 

CONSERVATION: AW maintains a complete 
national inventory of whitewater rivers, monitors 
threats to those rivers, publishes information on 
river conservation, provides technical advice to 
local groups, works with government agencies 
and other river users, and- when necessarv 
takes legal action to prevent river abuse. 

RIC Alesch Pres~dent Chuck Estes 
14262 W Warren Place 114 Bay Path Dr~ve 
Lakewood CO 80228 Oak R~dqe. TN 37830 

RIVER ACCESS: To assure public access to 
whitewater rivers pursuant to the guidelines pub- 
lished in its official Access Policy, AW arranges for 
river access through private lands by negotiation 
or purchase, seeks to protect the right of public 
passage on all rivers and streams navigable by 
kayak or canoe, resists unjustified restrictions on 
government managedwhitewater rivers andworks 
with government agencies and other river users to 
achieve these goals. 

EDUCATION: Through publication of the bi- 
monthly magazine, and by other means, Ameri- 
can Whitewater, ( AW) provides information and 
education aboutwhitewater rivers, boating safety, 
technique and equipment. 

SAFETY: AW promotes paddling safely, pub- 
lishes reports on whitewater accidents, maintains 
a uniform national ranking system forwhitewater 

Chris Kelly 
3201 Rodeo Drlve 

Jay P.K. Kenney 
1675 Larimer, Sulte 735 
Denver, CO 80202 

rivers (the International Scale of Whitewater Dif- 
ficulty) and publishes and disseminates the inter- 
nationally recognized AW Whitewater Safety Code. 

EVENTS: AW organizes sporting events, con- 
tests and festivals to raise funds for river conserva- 
tion, including the Ocoee Whitewater Rodeo in 
Tennessee, the Gauley River Festival in West Vir- 
ginia (the largest gathering of whitewater boaters 
in the nation), the Arkansas River Festival in 
Colorado, the Kennebec Festival in Maine and the 
Deerfield Festival in Massachusetts. 

AWwas incorporated under Missouri nonprofit 
corporation laws in 1961 and maintains its princi- 
pal mailing address at 1430 Fenwick Lane, Silver 
Spring, MD 20910 (301) 589-9453. AW is tax ex- 
empt under Section 501(c) (3) of the Internal 
Revenue Code. 
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Strategic and Organizational Planning 

F or anyone who has everwatchedaskilled 
paddler run a difficult drop, you know 
there is more to it than just paddling 

over the lip. 
Running difficult whitewater successfully 

comes from good planning and realistic skill 
assessment. Before you commit to any drop 
or any new river, you want to know where you 
are going, what skills and moves you need to 
do it right, what the options are once you 
commit, and any hazards in the way. 

American Whitewater is beginning to pre- 
pare for our next Strategic Plan, a framework 
for the growth and success of this organiza- 
tion and a guideline for our efforts from now 
until the year 2005. Since we represent 
whitewater boaters, we are approaching our 
planning in the same way that we would prep 
for a new rapid or river. Right now we are 
checkingwith our friends and members, iden- 
tifying routes and potential problems, and 
assessing skills and needs. We hope you will 
help, so that at the end of the next five years 
we all agree that American Whitewater has 
done everything within it's power to restore 
rivers, protect  access, and improve 
whitewater. 

American Whitewaterwrote it's first stra- 
tegic plan in 1995, and revised this in Sep- 
tember of 1997. This plan was a bible for our 
staff and program committees. It was a good 
plan, and it was instrumental in growing 
American Whitewater in terms of budget, 
staff, programs, andvision. More importantly, 
it was successful; we accomplished each of 
the goals that we set for ourselves back in 
1995. 

Once you've completed a drop, you have a 
better idea of how you want to run it the next 
time. Maybe you'll choose a totally different 
route or just reach the bottom with a little 
more flair? American Whitewater plans to do 
an even better job with this next strategic 
plan. Just like planning a trip, we have hired 
local talent (a consultant) to help guide us 
through the process and planning. And we 
are gathering information to see what others 
think of us, gather new ideas and perspec- 
tives, and get through this process safely and 
in style! 

Good boaters leave little to chance. They 
talk to their friends, consult guidebooks, and 
study top0 maps. Often, hard rapids are bro- 
ken down into smaller and more manageable 

portions. Over the next two months, we will 
be researching the future of this organiza- 
tion. Instead of using guidebooks, we will 
hold meetings in California, Pennsylvania, 
North Carolina, Washington DC, Idaho, and 
Colorado to gather information from mem- 
ber and nonmember paddlers, from river 
agencies, and from other river and recre- 
ation groups. 

We expect to complete our research in 
April, and complete a draft of our strategic 
plan at  our upcoming board meeting in Idaho 
this May. After this, we will be finalizing and 
distributing the plan to all of those who 
helped chart the course. 

Please help us with this planning. Your 
input will help to guide our future direction 
and will provide us with ideas on how best to 
respond to our members' priorities. Send 
your ideas to me or to our strategic planning 
committee (Risa Callaway, Richard Penny; 
Jeff Leighton, Bill Sedivy, Kevin Lewis, Jay 
Kenney, Barry Tuscano) via this office at 
(301)  589-9453 or  e-mail  a t  
Richb@amwhitewater.org/ 

S.Y.O.T.R. 
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uregort uoverIior Kitzhaber 
Takes Stand on Lower Snake 
River Dams 

In a move uncommon to most politicians, Oregon Governor John 
Kitzhaber took a decisive stand on a resource issue critical to the 
Pacific Northwest. Kitzhaber recently called for the breaching of four 
lower Snake River dams, shocking fellow western governors who 
have resisted the idea. Kitzhaber also criticized the delays and 
inaction on salmon restoration in the Pacific Northwest. Kitzhaber 
pushed aside the political rhetoric and let the data speak for itself. He 
ignored the whining of the industries subsidized multiple times by 
the dams through water, power, and shipping not to mention the 
agricultural subsidies. We should all applaud Kitzhaber for his clarity 
and honesty on this issue and courage to stand alone. 

The idea of breaching the four lower Snake River dams has been 
gaining momentum in recent years as other methods for restoring 
collapsing salmon runs have failed. In the Pacific Northwest, $4 
billion has been spent since 1980 on restoration projects such as 
building ladders on dams so migrating fish can get upstream, install- 
ing screens on diversion pipes and canals so fish don't get pumped out 
of the river, and even barging fish around dams. Still, salmon 
populations are faltering. A Draft Lower Snake River Salmon Migra- 
tion Feasibility Report and Environmental Impact Statement by the 
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers and a Conservation of Columbia Basin 
Fish Plan by the Federal Caucus were issued earlier this year. The 
documents included analvsis of seven salmon restoration alterna- 
tives. The public comment period closed on March 31,2000. 

since 1983! 
If you're 
looking for 
an exceptional 

trip, come 
play with us. 
Phil & Mary 

Our wilderness trips 
can take you to: 

Ecuador 
January & February 

California Sierra 
May & June 

Middle Fork of 
the Salmon River 

phone/fax: 530.295.0830 July 

email: infoQadventurekayaking.com Rogue River, OR 
www.adventurekayaking.corn August & September 

Whitewater Boating Survey on the South 
Fork American, California 

The El Dorado Irrigation District (EID) is surveying boaters on the 
South Fork American River above Slab Creek reservoir to  assess 
demand for the whitewater resource and boaters flow preferences. 
American Whitewater Affiliation, Friends of the River, and several 
local boaters requested that EID better define whitewater boating 
opportunities on the South Fork and Silver Fork, and identify the 
effects of Project operations on flow. The paddling community must 
make every attempt to participate in this survey. The results will be 
used to determine the degree to which the El Dorado Hydroelectric 
Project impacts whitewater opportunities on the upper South Fork 
American. 

Surveys will be available electronically at the following web sites: 
awa.org, resourceinsi8hts.com, EIDhvdro.com, and, 
friendsoftheriver.org. Surveys will also be distributed at local stores 
and other key locations. Copies of the survey forms are also available 
at EID's main offices, which are located at 2890 Mosquito Road in 
Placerville, California. Complete a survey form for each time you boat 
the Silver Fork or the South Fork this season. This will enable flow 
comparisons based on your assessment of the boating quality at 
various volumes. 

EID recently purchased the El Dorado Hydroelectric Project 
(Project No. 184) from PG&E. The hydropower project affects flows 
along the Silver Fork of the American River (Silver Fork) and the 
South Fork of the American River (South Fork) between Strawberry 
and Slab Creek Reservoir. This project is currently undergoing 
relicensing. 

For more information contact John Gangemi. 406-837-3155: e- 
I mail: igan8emi@di8isvs.net or Mike Bean m~ke@rivervilla.com. 
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he Future of Roadless Are 
Kathryn Kessler 

The importance of forest cover and roadless areas has increased 
the world continues to watch deforestation occur. While unroaded E 

ly a small percentage of total land cover in the United States, their va 
~dless areas are National Forest System lands that have been "un 
ing that they have been closed for one reason or another and allot\ 
D their natural state. The inventoried roadless areas have been a topic 
ste for the last 30 years. These areas remain roadless for a variety o 
jing inaccessibility, rugged terrain, or their environmental sensitiv- 
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SFS has responded to public concerns about the use and abuse of 
1 Grassland resources by setting up the Roadless Areas Initiative. 
ction proposal has two primary purposes. The first is to restrict 
, such as road construction and reconstruction in specified areas. 
determine what activities are appropriate for continual protection 
~ssociated with roadless areas. These roadless areas serve a number 
ecological purposes. Roadless areas function as reference areas for 
:arch, a buffer against invasive species, and as aquatic protection fo 
ology, recreation, and commercial value. They also provide and prote 
f drinking water and seasonal habitat for wildlife, as well as providin 
1 and serenity in a world where vehicles tend to dominate. 
le  Roadless Initiative was sparked by the Forest Service's concern for 
ural resources and also their budgetary constraints. Currently, the 

Service is lacking the necessary funds to care for its existing 380,OO 
system. The agency receives only 20 percent of the annual fur 
needed to maintain the current system. They also have a backlo 
$8.4 billion needed to bring roads up to par. This leaves many to ( 

build new roads in light of the current situation. 
The new proposed rule on roadless areas, as described by Mike I: 

of the United States Forest Service, would hinder any new roads fi 
areas that have been labeled "unroaded." These areas were given 
dllvinq the second meeting of the Roadless Area Review and Evalui 

neeting, areas of land were set aside and prohibited for use as r 
the area of land that is set aside by this new proposal is alreac 
.hat is protected and will not be built upon. However, over 24 million new acres ( 
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During these meetings, officials stated their proposals and allowed for irLuLvL,uuA, 

to make comments on the environmental, social, and economic impacts related to 
the proposal. The comments were recorded and will be considered in the final 
drafting of the proposals. 

Previous studies, such as those conducted in the Columbia River Basin, Sierra 
Nevada Ecosystem, and Southern Appalachia, show benefits to unroaded areas. The 
protection of biodiversity, a decrease in the risk of fire occurrence and tree mortality, 
and a reduction of hazardous wastes were all benefits that have been seen in areas 
that have been protected from the building of roads and automoti\lp nnlllltinn 

Ither positive affects as seen by these case studies show a decrease in sec 
p, erosions, landslides, and slope failure all of which risks increase 
mtruct ions of roads. 
boaters, we are particularly interested in what effects this roadless polic 
our access to rivers. According to the United States Department 

' " 

lew rule will not affect the recreational uses of National Parks. Our 
ate in activities such as camping, boating, hunting, and hiking 
ered. Foot trails will continue to allow access to the rivers. Howev 
v roads to be built may have detrimental affects on the quality 
th rivers in forested areas. This decline in water quality will al: 
's ability to access recreational activities on the rivers. Rivers suc 
in SC, NC, and GA, the Selway and Middle Fork Salmon in ID, tl 
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headwater rivers and creeks in the Cheat watershed in WV, may 
terms of health and recreation if new roads are built on currently- 

help in our effort to protect our vanishing forest lands, please 
lents to USDA Forest Service, Attn: Roadless, PO Box 221090, 
. Send e-mails to roadless/wo caet-slc@fs.fed.us and faxes to 



Cheoah and Little Tennessee Coalition 
A number of paddling groups, en- 

vironmental organizations, and 
paddle manufacturers recently 
formed a coalition to work jointly 
on restoration of the Cheoah and 
Little Tennessee Rivers in North 
Carolina and Tennessee impacted 
by four hydropower facilities oper- 
ated by the Tapoco Corporation, a 
subsidiary of Alcoa Aluminum. 

Forming a coalition brings together diverse interests capable of 
working on holistic restoration of the rivers. The coalition offers 
solidarity on individual issues where the utility might normally 
attempt to pit one interest group against another. The coalition 
brings strength to each group at  the table. Ultimately it provides the 
best balancing of resource uses. The following groups have joined 
the coalition: American Whitewater, American Rivers, Trout Unlim- 
ited, Western Carolina Paddlers, Chota Canoe Club, East Tennessee 
Whitewater Club, and the Tennessee Clean Water Network. 

The coalition requested Tapoco fund a technical coordinator to 

workon behalf of the respective groups participating in the relicensing 
process. Tapoco elected to use an alternative licensing process. This 
process requires intensive meetings by all stakeholders in the pro- 
ceeding to scope out all the issues, develop and conduct studies, and 
finally synthesize the results into a final application for the new 30- 
year hydropower license. This three-year effort exhausts the avail- 
able resources of most paddling clubs and environmental organiza- 
tions. The technical coordinator acts like an additional employee for 
each individual group focusing solely on the relicensing. The utility 
benefits because the stakeholders are able to participate more effec- 
tively and efficiently thus avoiding additional delays in the licensing 
process. The coalition is currently negotiating the details of the 
technical coordinator with Tapoco. 

In other news on the Cheoah relicensing, American Whitewater, 
Western North Carolina Paddlers, and Chota Canoe Club are devel- 
oping the protocols for a whitewater controlled flow study with 
Tapoco's consultant. The flow study will help identify minimum 
acceptable and optimum flows for scheduled whitewater releases 
below Santeetlah dam into the nine-mile Class IV Cheoah River. The 
license for this project expires in February 2005. Our intention is to 
have an annual schedule of whitewater releases in the next 30-year 
license in addition to daily instream flows sufficient to restore the 
Cheoah River. 

For more information about this relicensing or to volunteer your 
expertise contact  John  Gangemi, 406-837-3155, e-mail:  
&an~emi@digisvs.net 
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One Step Closer to a Free- 
Flowing Sandy River 
In March of this year, Portland General 
Electric (PGE) released their Draft 
Application for surrender of the Bull Run 
Hydropower license. PGE had announced 
their intention to surrender the project in 
May of 1999. American Whitewater has 
been actively engaged in this relicense and 
surrender process from the outset. 
Removal of these dams will restore the 
free-flowing character of each river and 
increase whitewater recreational 
opportunities. 

The Bull Run Hydropower project consists of a complex water 
conveyance system involving two diversion dams on the Sandy and 
Little Sandy Rivers respectively and a powerhouse on the Bull Run 
River. Five alternatives are being reviewed in this license surrender, 
four of which entail various forms of dam removal on both the Sandy 
and Little Sandy Rivers. American Whitewater supports the complete 
removal of both dams and restoration of the former river channel 
inundated by the reservoir. 

- 

Load Up On 
Style, Function, Innovation, and service 

I Call for free catalog I 
Made wi th  pride in Friendsville, MD 

Ironically, some agencies propose construction of a new dam 
upon removal of Marmot Dam on the Sandy River. Marmot Dam 
currently acts as a barrier to upstream salmon migration on the 
Sandy River. The fishery agencies use this barrier to sort hatchery 
salmon stock from wild salmon. Maintaining a barrier at this location 
will enable the agencies to continue stocking hatchery fish for 
angling. Hatchery programs are controversial in the restoration of 
the PNW salmon stocks. Hatchery fish introduce "genetic pollution" 
with wild stocks specially selected for a given watershed. In addition, 
hatchery fish compete with wild salmon for habitat and food re- 
sources. American Whitewater does not support the use of hatchery 
programs except in extreme cases where a stock has been extirpated 
from a watershed. In the event that a new barrier is constructed on  
the Sandy River, American Whitewater insists on it being passable for 
downstream navigation. 

Marmot Dam currently diverts water away from a popular 6.5 mile 
Class IV whitewater run (see page 190 run #I39 in Soggy Sneakers). 
Removal of the dam would return the Sandy to a free flowing river, 
increasing the volume and frequency of whitewater flows. The little 
Sandy River has not been paddled due to the dam diverting 100% of 
the flow into the flume. Reconnaissance has revealed that this is 
likely to be a Class IV-Vcreek run approximately 2 miles in length. An 
additional 2.5 miles on the Class I11 Bull Run River would complete 
the run (Soggy Sneakers page 185, #135). Removal of the Little Sandy 
Dam would restore natural flows capable of flushing out the vegeta- 
tion that has encroached this run making it passable for paddlers. 
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Comments on the draft surrender are due May 5,2000. Send 
comments to: Julie Keil, Portland General Electric Company, 
Hydro Licensing Dept. (3WTC-BRHL), 121 SW Salmon Street, 
Portland, OR 97204. Reference the Bull Run Hydroelectric 
Project Draft Environmental Assessment. Send a courtesy copy 
of your comments to John Gangemi. Toview the DEAvisit PGE's 
relicensing website www.~Qe-hl.com 

Key points to include in your 
comments: 

All alternatives must address ecological and navigational 
restoration of river channel currently inundated by reser- 
voir. 

Long-term river access and temporary river access during 
deconstruction must be addressed in all alternatives. 
PGE should discourage future dam or barrier construction 
at each site. In the event that damharrier construction is 
necessary then the barrier must include safe passage for 
downstream navigation. 

For more information contact John Gangemi at American 
Whitewater; 406-837-3155, e-mail &angemi@digisvs.net; or 
Keith Jensen at Alder Creek Kayak and Canoe, 503-285-0464. 

Chipmill Impacts on 
Paddling in the 
Southeast 

Since 1985, 100+ high-capacity chipmills (facilities that grind 
whole logs into chips used for paper products and fiberboard) have 
been constructed in the southeastern region of the United States. 
These mills encourage clearcutting and the conversion of native 
forests to single species pine farms. A major environmental concern 
facing the Southeastern United States is the declining water quality 
in our creeks and rivers. Unchecked development and industrial is 
a major contributing factor. 

In the mid-1980s the pulp and paper industry was forced, due to 
overcutting, to make a geographic shift from the Pacific Northwest 
to the South where there is a larger prevalence of privately-owned 
forestland and much fewer logging regulations. Each of these 
chipmills consumes an average of 8,000 to 10,000 acres of forest a 
year. The total forest consumption by chipmills in the Southeast is 
approximately 1.2 million acres per year. In ten years, this will 
equate to approximately 12 million acres of our forests, an area five 
times the size of Yellowstone National Park, being cut to supply 
these mills. 

These high-capacity chipmills are owned by multinational cor- 
porations. These corporations are engaging in industrial-scale 
clearcutting to supply their ever-growing appetite for trees. Indus- 
try and government studies document that the current level of 

--- 
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cutting cannot be sustained over the long run. Timber industry 
analysts and the USFS admit that removal of softwoods in the region 
exceeds growth. They also predict that if current trends continue, 
removal of hardwoods will exceed growth within the next 10 years. 
This is causing the southeast to see a decline in all native forest types 
while heavily-managed pine farms (the pulp and paper industry's 
"reforestation and replanting programs") are increasing in their 
place. These farms are still unable to meet the industry's continually- 
growing demand. This expanding demand for trees to feed the 
chipmills is forcing these large corporations and large landowners to 
use more and more intensive forms of "forest management" to speed 
the growing cycles of their pine plantations. This "forest manage- 
ment" consists of increasing the use of stronger pesticides, herbi- 
cides, fertilizers and bio-engineered (genetically altered) trees. Now 
we are starting to see an increasing use of crop-duster planes, 
especially in Eastern Tennessee, to spread these chemicals, throwing 
them even farther and wider into our rivers and remaining forests. 

This aggressive timber harvesting directly affects paddlers in two 
ways. First, we are being exposed to high amounts of pesticides, 
herbicides, and fertilizers both on and off our rivers. This is coming 
directly from the intensely-managed pine farms that are replacing 
our native forests. Second, there are higher concentrations of sedi- 
ment and larger amounts ofwoody debris in our rivers. This happens 
as a result of the poor management of timber harvests (clearcutting, 
lack of streamside buffer areas, and road building on steep slopes). 
Several of our classic southeastern runs, including the Chattooga, 
Obed-Emory, Big South Fork, North Chick and Piney are being 
threatened by these chipmills. This list is by no means all-inclusive, 
in fact, one would be hard pressed to find a creek or river in the 
southeastern Appalachians that is not threatened by this excessive 
logging and pine conversion. To make matters worse, these corpora- 
tions continue to expand their chipping operations and expect our 

southeastern forests to supply their growing demand for the next 50- 
plus years. Our forests and streams cannot survive several more 
decades of industrial overhawesting. 

Paddlers need to speak out on this issue. Demand these multina- 
tional corporations be held accountable for the damage they are 
doing to our rivers and creeks. Currently, southeastern states have 
few regulations in place to ensure the protection of water quality 
from logging operations. The regulations that are in place are 
voluntary. Timber harvests on private land currently do not have to 
be reported to the state or federal agencies responsible for resource 
protection. As a result, these agencies have no way of tracking timber 
harvests and monitoring compliance with these voluntary regula- 
tions. 

Please take a few moments to call and write Vice President Gore. 
Ask him to take a leadership role in protecting our forests and the  
water quality in our creeks and rivers. 

While he was a United States Senator from Tennessee in 1992, 
Vice President A1 Gore stated, "I want to take this opportunity t o  
restate and reaffirm in the strongest possible terms my opposition t o  
granting permits for chipmills along the Tennessee River, either i n  
Tennessee or Alabama.. .I have expressed repeatedly my concern that  
forest clearcutting, by far the most used harvesting technique for 
chip mills, could devastate the environment.. ." WithVice President 
Gore running for President, we need to ask him to use his leadership 
to protect the forests of the South from the impacts of chipmills and 
irresponsible industrial forestry. 

Vice President Al Gore 
The White House 
1600 Pennsylvania Avenue 
Washington, DC 20500 
(202) 456-2326 
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Message: 
Chipmills in the Southeastern United States are consuming our 

forests at an unprecedented rate. The harvest practices of these mills 
and the associated tree farms being planted in place of our native 
forests are greatly impacting water quality. Our forests and streams 
cannot sustain this current harvest rate. 

I am a citizen who actively enjoys the outdoors and is committed 
to the conservation of our southeastern forests and rivers. I ask you 
to use your leadership to protect the forests and rivers of your home 
state of Tennessee and the South from the impacts of chip mills and 
irresponsible industrial forestry. 

I want to applaud you for your previous opposition to chip mills in 

Tennessee. I urge you to call for a moratorium on any new chip mill 
permits in your home state of Tennessee and the rest of the South. 

For more information on this issue, please call or e-mail the 
Dogwood Alliance in  Brevard, NC a t  828-883-5826, 
info@do~woodal l iance.org,  o r  e-mail 
jason barrin8er@~ata~onia.com, or contact American Whitewater 
Conservation Director John Gangemi, igangemi@di~[isvs.net 

Jason Barringer works as the manager in Patagonia's Atlanta 
store and is currently working with several people in the southeast- 
e m  paddling community to ensure that paddler's voices are being 
heard on this issue. 

- 

Whitewater Boating Survey on Lower 
Kern River, California Starting April 2000 

In early April, 2000, Southern California Edison (SCE) will begin 
surveying whitewater boaters along the lower Kern River from 
Democrat Dam to the Kern River No. 1 powerhouse. This section 
includes the Cataracts of the Kern. This Recreational Monitoring 
Study is a by-product from the relicensing of the Kern River No. 1 
hydropower facility operated by SCE. The hydropower facility diverts 
400 cfs out of the Kern River, dewatering a substantial length with 
whitewater opportunities. In the relicense proceeding, SCE argued 
that an annual schedule of whitewater releases was unwarranted due, 
in part, to the fact that few whitewater boaters used the reach. The 
U.S. Forest Service supported SCE's argument ignoring the fact that 
the agency precluded individuals from boating below Democrat for 
years. American Whitewater, Kern River Alliance, and Friends of the 
River argued for an annual schedule of releases. The new license 
required a 5 year recreational use study. American Whitewater, Kern 

River Alliance, and Friends of the River have worked with SCE to 
develop the study methodology. 

The objective of the study is to quantify whitewater use and 
evaluate user satisfaction with access, facilities, and flows. It is 
imperative that boaters respond objectively to the survey questions. 
The study will take place over a five year period. The results will be 
used in part to determine the need for additional mitigation for 
impacts to the whitewater resource. Please be courteous and coop- 
erative with the surveyors. Most importantly, mark the days you are 
surveyed in your personal calendars so we can cross reference with 
the results at a later date. 

For further information contact John Gangemi, Conservation 
Director for American Whitewater, phone 406-837-3155, e-mail: 
gangemi@digisv.net 

Chelan PUD Balking 
on Whitewater Studies 

Chelan Public Utility District (PUD) in Chelan County Washing- 
ton is back-pedaling on their commitment to conduct a whitewater 
controlled flow study on the Chelan Gorge. Chelan PUD views 
whitewater boating in the Gorge as an inherently-dangerous activity 
with liability exposure. "From a liability point of view, Chelan PUD 
cannot voluntarily agree to  participate in providing access or releas- 
ing water to facilitate the on-water assessment for kayaking in the 
Gorge because it would expose ratepayers to potential liability for 
money damages if a participant or spectator were severely injured or 
killed" (Chelan PUD letter to the FERC Feb. 2000). Chelan PUD 
requests that the FERC order them to conduct the whitewater flow 
study thereby placing the liability responsibility on the FERC. Be- 
cause this is an alternative licensing procedure where the stakehold- 
ers and the utility jointly develop and submit the new license 
application, the FERC will not order the study. The FERC, however, 
will order the study if in their review of the final license application 
there are information gaps making it difficult for the FERC staff to 
complete their assessment of the application. American Whitewater's 
preference is to do the study this summer as part of the alternative 
licensing process. Studies in Colorado have shown that whitewater 
boating is less dangerous per capita than motor boating or horseback 
riding both of which are activities permitted by the Chelan PUD 

without concern for liability. American Whitewater's legal advisors 
are working closely with staff to resolve this issue. 

Chelan PUD dewaters the Gorge by diverting water from Lake 
Chelan to a powerhouse four miles downstream. In 1999, John 
Gangemi traveled to the Chelan Gorge for a preliminary boating 
study of the Chelan Gorge to determine navigability and identify a 
range of flows for a more detailed controlled flow study. Chelan PUD 
canceled the boating component at the last minute. Gangemi did 
explore the Gorge on foot during that trip. He observed five Class V 
drops with one potential portage at  375 cfs. All the rapids were 
portagable. He also described the area as a whitewater cathedral- 
aquamarine water spilling over steep drops in a deep gorge with the 
potential for warmwater releases from the top of Lake Chelan. 

Show your support for whitewater studies in the Chelan Gorge. 
Explain to Chelan PUD and the FERC that whitewater boating is not 
an inherently dangerous activity. Explain the distinction between 
perceived risk and actual risk. Address your letters to  Gregg 
Carrington, Chelan PUD, PO Box 1231, Wenatchee, WA 98808-1231. 
Send a courtesy copy to John Gangemi for his files. He will forward 
them to the FERC. Address: John Gangemi, 482 Electric Ave., 
Bigfork, MT 59911. E-mail: jgangerni@digisvs.net 
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Bear River Hvdro 
Relicensing Enfers 

Critical Stage 
The Federal Energy Regulatory Commis- 

sion (FERC) accepted for filing PacifiCorp's 
application for new licenses on the Bear River 
for three hydroelectric 
projects; Soda, Grace-Cove, 
and Oneida. This filing sets in 
motion anew and critical stage 
in this relicensing process. Up 
until now, American 
Whitewater, along with Idaho 
Rivers United and paddling 
groups in Idaho and Utah, has 
worked directly with the util- 
ity, PacifiCorp, attempting to 
draft a new license for the Bear 
River that balances power gen- 
erationwith restoration of riv- I 
erine processes and whitewa 
ter flows. ~ h u s  far, PacifiCorp - I 
has been unwilling to accept 
changes in their hydro opera- 
tions to accommodate 1 
whitewater flows or restora 
tion of the river. The FERC - !  
will conduct an environmen- 1 
tal review process of their own 1 
to determine the appropriate I 
allocation of water for respec- I 
tive resource uses such as 
whitewater. American White- 
water will submit substantive I 
information justifying the 
flows and number of annual 
days necessary for whitewater I 
recreation. I 

continued next page ) 
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The current license dewaters three bypass reaches below dams 
and produces widely fluctuating flows below the Soda and Oneida 
powerhouses. American Whitewater is particularly interested in 
establishing an annual schedule of whitewater flows in the 6 mile 
Black Canyon of the Bear below Grace Dam and weekend 
whitewater flows below the Oneida powerhouse. PacifiCorp does 
not release any water into the Black Canyon in the current license. 
Whitewater opportunities only occur during extremely wet years 
in southeast Idaho when runoff exceeds storage capacity. On 
average this occurs once every 10 years, an average unacceptable 
for the boating community in Idaho and Utah. 

American Whitewater and Idaho Rivers United are jointly 
working on a separate, yet 
closely related issue on the 
Bear River. Bear Lake sits 
upstream of PacifiCorp's 
four hydropower projects 
on the Bear River. His- 
torically, Bear Lake was a 
closed basin lake mean- 
ing that water flowed into 
the lake basin but due to 
topography nothing 
flowed out. At the turn of 
the century, industrious 
folks, recognizing the tre- 
mendous storage capac- 
ity of Bear Lake, diverted 
the Bear River into Bear 
Lake to serve as a storage 
reservoir. A canal system 
was constructed to draw 
water off Bear Lake. Bear 
Lake in effect acts as a 
multipurpose upstream 
storage reservoir sewing 
agricultural irrigation 
needs, flood control, and 

I power generat ion.  
PacifiCorp owns and operates the canal system to and from Bear 
Lake. The annual water budget is dictated by a tri-state compact 
between Wyoming, Utah, and Idaho. Water delivery down the Bear 
River from Bear Lake is dictated by irrigators needs and pool 
elevation rule curves at the lake. PacifiCorp's powerhouse facili- 
ties were designed specifically to operate within the volumes 
dictated in the compact. Now the clincher. Bear Lake is not 
considered to be part of PacifiCorp's hydropower facilities. In fact, 
the FERC ruled two years ago that Bear Lake was non-jurisdic- 
tional meaning that the FERC has no authority to tell PacifiCorp 
how to operate Bear Lake outflow. American Whitewater and 
Idaho Rivers United appealed the decision based on a similar case 
in the northeastwhere the FERC reversed an initial non-jurisdic- 
tional decision determining after more careful examination that 
upstream storage reservoirs are a necessary part of power genera- 
tion facilities and as a result fall under the FERC's authority. 
Linking Bear Lake to the downstream hydropower facilities is 
critical for mitigation since the water necessary for river restora- 
tion and whitewater flows is stored in Bear Lake. 

Comments are due to the FERC by May 14th, 2000. Visit the 
American Whitewater website <awa.org> for commenting in- 
structions and key points to include in your letter. For more 
information on the hydropower relicensing and the Bear Lake 
jurisdiction issue contact John Gangemi, 406-837-3155, e-mail: 
$angerni@digisvs.net 

PacifiCorp 
Releases Draft License 

Application for the 
Bigfork Hydropower Project 

on the 
Swan River 

PacifiCorp released their draft license application for public re- 
view for the Bigfork Hydroelectric Project on the Swan River in 
Montana. True to form, PacifiCorp assumes that since there are no 
changes proposed to project operations then there is no need to 
mitigate project impacts since the original project license granted in 
1967 by the FERC included all the necessary mitigation. PacifiCorp 
fails to recognize passage of the Endangered Species Act by Congress 
[several ESA species are present in the project boundary) and the 
:lean Water Act for starters. Second, many forms of recreational use 
m the project and adjacent lands has increased dramatically since 
Issuance of the previous license. The Swan River's Wild Mile is the site 
)f the annual Bigfork Whitewater Festival in May now entering it's 
24th year. Furthermore, the county road was abandoned in 1995 
:hanging the public's ability to access project lands. American 
Whitewater will be filing comments by the May 14,2000 deadline. 

As has been reported, the future of the Bigfork Whitewater 
7estival and river access in general is threatened as a part of this 
~elicensing proceeding. PacifiCorp is actively marketing the 125 acre 
~ydropower project and adjacent 400 acres of land for sale. The 
2ydropower project produces only 2.5 megawatts of power and is in 
ieed of major repairs to the powerhouse and canal. Due to the 
lnarginal economics, it is highly unlikely that another utility will 
want to purchase this hydropower project. The lands offer prime sites 
for home sites along the river. With those homes comes owners that 
may not desire to share their front deck with a bunch of boaters in 
skirts. Furthermore, the Swan River is an important wildlife corri- 
dor. Home sites will degrade the habitat for many species not to 
mention adding aesthetic impacts. 

American Whitewater has been working closely with a group of 
concerned citizens and organizations to retain the Swan River in an 
undeveloped state. This group known as the Swan River Wild Mile 
Corridor Committee has created a grassroots campaign with the 
following goals: Preserve the area in its present undeveloped state 
and maintain public access. The Committee is raising funds prima- 
rily through private donations and fund-raising events such as the 
Bigfork Whitewater Festival. There will be a silent auction again this 
year with proceeds benefiting efforts to protect the Swan River Wild 
Mile Corridor. This year's festival will expand to three days, May 27- 
29. For more information contact John Gangemi, 406-837-3155, e- 
mail: &angemi@di~isvs.net 
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Access Associate 
Joins the American 
Whitewater Team at 
the National Office 

. ' 

I .  
By Amy Brown 

I have been working at  American Whitewater's National Office for 
2-112 months this spring as Access Associate, under the supervision 
of Jason Robertson. My work has focused on both the American 
Whitewater River Inventory and access issues concerning the Upper 
Yough in western Maryland. 

My work on the Upper Yough has addressed two concerns: the 
Sang Run put-in fees and the parking limitations at  the take-out in 
Friendsville, MD. The put-in fees were instated last year in order to 
pay for the maintenance costs of the parking area. However, there was 
never any public comment period or examination of alternatives. The 
fee system does not include a receipt system as evidence that it has 
been paid and the system is inconsistently enforced, In fact, it has 
been strictly enforced only on whitewater release days, and other user 
groups, such as fishermen and hunters, are not targeted to pay. 
Alternatives have included a partnership with the Upper Yough 
festival to raise fundsviaan auction or raffle or placing a contribution 
box at  the put-in for collecting voluntary donations. 

At the take-out in Friendsville, the parking situation has become 
critical as congestion along the highway has increased yearly and 
many town members have established a negative perception of 
paddlers. Currently, American Whitewater is working with the Town 
Council to establish another take-out on a piece of land upstream and 
opposite the current take-out for parking. 

Education and basic riverside etiquette are central features of this 
issue. If the parking situation is not ameliorated, boaters may see an 
increase in policing along the highway. This will hopefully reduce 
instances of public drinking and nudity in order to ease the com- 
plaints of town members. For more information on this matter, see 
Bob Gedekoh's article elsewhere in this issue. 

The American Whitewater River Inventory is a compilation of 
information from four organizations: the Environmental Protection 
Agency, the US Geological Survey, the National Park Service, and 
American Whitewater. The inventory will include information on 
access, conservation, streamflow, important natural and cultural 
features, difficulty, mileage, hydrographs, water quality, and more. It 
will significantly revamp the Nationwide River Inventory that was 
published by American Whitewater in 1990. 

The inventory will drastically improve the arduous process of 
finding access points on many whitewater rivers by providing a direct 
link toUSGS mapswith explicit details on the locations of put-ins and 
take-outs. This information source will also provide a comprehensive 
national database to be used by government agencies for planning 
and development purposes. Currently, such a comprehensive system 
is lacking and decisions are being made without consideration of 
their effect on whitewater rivers. This will be especially useful for 
electric utilities, private power developers, and the Federal Energy 
Regulatory Commission relicensing process. The inventory will be 

available on American Whitewater's web site by the end of the year. 
My internship at  American Whitewater has given me the opportu- 

nity to contribute to the effort to improve access to and preserve the 
river corridors that have influenced my life. Working on issues where 
my work may actually have an impact has been a wonderful and 
fulfilling experience. It has also been great to work with and get t o  
know all of the super folks that make up the American Whitewater 
staff at the National Office in Silver Spring, Maryland. 

I have been paddling whitewater for about 15 years and have been 
involved extensively in slalom and extreme racing and adventure 
travel programs in Panama and Mexico. After graduating magna cum 
laude and Phi Beta Kappa from American University in Washington, 
DC in May of 1999, I took my Environmental Science degree south t o  
work at  the Nantahala Outdoor Center in North Carolina as a kayak 
instructor and raft-guide. Upon the completion of my internship and 
my recovery from shoulder surgery, I will be heading south once 
again to work at NOC while paddling as much whitewater as I can dip 
my blades into. 
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Access to the river is in jeopardy. At a recent Friendsville town 
council meeting a group of townspeople asked that boaters no longer 
be allowed to take-out in town, that parking be prohibited along the 
streets and roads where boaters commonly leave their vehicles, and 
that the police be asked to patrol the town during all releases. A lot 
of pressure is being put on our friends at  MT Surf to stop private 
boaters from taking out there. The townspeoples' complaints made 
the local paper and the DNR has become involved. 

The bottom line is that every boater in Friendsville needs to be 
sensitive to the community and behave as if helshe were standing in 
his or her own neighborhood. We cannot afford to continue to 
alienate the residents. Ifwe lose our access to the river in town we will 
have to paddle two additional miles of flatwater to  reach the next 
public take-out, located at  the Town Park. This will take almost an 
hour if you are at the front of the release (as is often the case) and it 
will not be very pleasant. 

Every boater needs to cooperate: those who paddle the river 
frequently, and those who only paddle the Upper Yough once or twice 
a year. Please remember that your behavior will have an impact on 
everyone. Help us by following these guidelines: 

Please do not bring your dogs to the Upper Yough. If you insist on 
doing so, do not let them run loose or venture onto anyone's private 
property. Do not leave them unattended at the put-in or take-out ... 
i.e.. tied to the bumper of your car. The local animal rights people are 
very concerned about this and have been seen at the put-in investi- 
gating vehicles. Please leave Fido at home! 

Park considerately. Do not block access to the local stores-their 
regular customers need those spaces. Make sure you are not blocking 
the road. 

Do not take-off the river on private property. Under no circum- 
stances take-out on the private property just upstream of the take-out 

bridge. Take-out at Mt Surf or paddle to the Town Park. 
Under no circumstance change in your vehicle or behind towels, 

etc. Change inside Mt. Surf or a t  the changing house at the put-in. 
Some of townspeople do not understand that most boaters wear 
several layers of clothing, so they interpret any changing of garments 
as potentially indecent exposure. 

Under no circumstances drink alcohol on the street ... i.e.. a t  the 
take-out. Even though the local beer store is right next to the parking 
area, drinking on the street is illegal and not acceptable to the 
townspeople. 

Do not play loud music or engage in any raucous behavior. Try to 
be as inconspicuous as you can. The less time you spend congregat- 
ing on the street after running the river, the better. 

Look both ways before crossing the street and do not obstruct 
traffic. Drive slowly through town and also through Sang Run, the 
community near the put-in. There are many pets and children in the 
area and the locals are very concerned about speeding boaters. 

Patronize the local businesses as much as possible. Visit the 
restaurants, gas stations, and stores. Let them know that you are 
boaters. We need all the allies we can get. Say thanks to John Mason 
and the crew at MT. Surf. Without them we would be up the 
proverbial creek without a paddle! 

Be pleasant to every local resident that you meet. If they ask you 
to modify your behavior, try to do so. Don't argue with them. 
Remember that they deal with boaters nearly every day. 

The Upper Yough is a tremendous resource and we would hate to 
see it devalued by ill will within the community. The bottom line is 
that if we do not police ourselves, someone else will. The only way 
this can be avoided is if boaters are on their best behavior. American 
Whitewater is actively trying to deal with the community's concerns 
at  this time. 

Victory on Bear Creek near Morrison (CO) 
By Ric Alesch and Jay 
Kenney 

Bear Creek above 
Morrison is a gem in 
disguise. Most boaters do 
not even know about it 
because it only flows high 
enough to paddle in very 
wet years, it is generally 
considered hair boating, 
and there is a long 
history of  access 
problems. While we 
cannot do too much 
about the first two issues 
(other than to tell you 
there is an easier III-IV 
section called the Lair of  
the Bear higher 
upstream), we have done 
something about the last 

On Tuesday, March 7, Jay Kenney and I attended a Morrison Town Board meeting to help present the 
case for access to Bear Creek and, thanks to some fine advance work and a good down-home presentation 
by local residents and boaters Jim and Katie Gill, and ashow of support from many other boaters, the Town 
Board passed a resolution to, in essence, direct the Chief of Police (who was in attendance) to stop 
harassing and ticketing boaters running Bear Creek. The sheriff has for many many years used an 
ordinance intended to protect Town water supplies to try to prevent boating on Bear Creek. 

In a short but effective presentation to the Morrison Town Board, Jim and Katie (backed up by Ric 
Alesch and Jay Kenney representing American Whitewater and the Colorado Whitewater Association) 
persuaded the Board to reaffirm their support for kayakers on Bear Creek. The Council then unanimously 
voted to make Morrison a boater-friendly place and they directed the Police Department to enforce the 
trespassing ordinance only to the extent that it could show actual contamination of, or harm to, the town's 
water supply. Such was the City Attorney's reading of the ordinance. For all practical purposes, this means 
that you can legally and safely boat Bear Creek again without fear of a confrontation with the Morrison 
police. 

There are two spots to watch for: House Falls where a private landowner notoriously complains about 
boaters getting out of their boats to scout (but he cannot call the Morrison police anymore, since he's in 
~efferson county, not within the town limits) and the Morrison town dam (where the city's diversion 
structure and water intake is). At the dam, the portage is on river left and you can put-in below about 100- 
150 feet. 

This is a big victory for access on a stream right next to the Denver metro area. Kudos to Katie and 
Jim for all their good, hard work on this issue. We can take this one off the Colorado hot spot list and you 
can run the Hair of the Bear now without fear of arrest by the Morrison Police! The Stream Team strikes 
again!! 

issue. 
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Access Alert! Roaring River [NC) 
By Jason Horton The new landowner has threatened to have any group arrested that uses the river. After speaking with 

the local sheriffs office, they said that the Roaring River is a public waterway and that boater's should not 
worry about being arrested. However, they requested that we try to stay off the banks since we could be 

Please do not fake-ouf on cited for trespassing. The new landowner is ALWAYS driving up and down the road following the river so 
the lower section o f  the WATCH OUT! Let's avoid confrontations with this guy that may threaten our ability to enjoy the river. 
Roaring River beside the There are two alternate take-outs. One is 200 yards downstream at the 268 Bridge beside Staley's 
electrical substation. Restaurant on river-left. This take-out can be difficult to see and use since the bank is blanketed with 

kudzu. Get permission from the restaurant owners before parking and taking-out here. 
The other (and better) option is to stay on the Roaring River to the confluence with the Yadkin River. 

Stay on the Yadkin to the first bridge and take-out on river right. This adds half a mile of paddling from 
the substation. Access at this take-out is much easier than the other sites. 

Editor's Note: Jason Horton lives in Mount Airy, NC where he is the Whitewater Director at BSA Camp 
Raven Knob and an instructor at Hanging Rock Outdoor Center. Jason paddles the Roaring River every 
week during the summer with the Scout Camp. 

If so, your gut instinct was probably right. Four of the federal land management agencies, including 
By with the Forest Service, the Bureau of Land Management, the United States Fish and Wildlife Service, and the 
help from the GCPBA Park Service appear to have been targeting America's rivers with fees under the Recreation Fee 

Demonstration Program. At least 25% of all Fee Demo sites in 1999 were in areas with significant levels 
Have you felt that you of whitewater recreation. 
were increasingly paying The list of rivers impacted by Fee Demo includes more than 60 of our favorite rivers including places 
unfair fees for the o f  like the Nantahala, Chattooga, Kern, and Colorado River in the Grand Canyon. 

The access fees in our National Parks are likely here to stay; however, fees in the National Forests and boating On favorite other agencies may disappear by September, 2001. Congressional support for the fees is wavering, and rivers? there are serious questions about the effectiveness and fairness of the program. Consider the fact that the 
Park Service collects an average of 94 cents per visitor in Fee Demo areas, the BLM collects 34 cents, and 
the Forest Service only collects 32 cents. The fact is that boaters are paying a significant portion of the 
fees in parks and forests with boatable rivers. This means that boaters are funding recreational 
opportunities for other users, so your $2-5 fee on a river like the Nantahala could pay for 7-15 other 
visitors in the forest. Is this fair, or is it simply bogus? 

Now is the time to write your senators and congressional leaders to oppose permanent fee collection 
on public lands. Also urge them to increase budgets for federal land management agencies. A small 
percentage of the enormous federal budget surplus would easily eliminate the need for fees. Let them 
know you oppose fees for access to your public lands. 

Don't know who your Senators and Congressional Representatives are? Go here: htt~://www.vote- 
smart.org Type in your nine-digit zip code and the site will tell you. Don't know your zip code? There's 
a link there to help you find that, too. 

By Jason Robertson 

In March, I was asked to 
testify before the Senate 
Subcommittee on Forests 
and Natural Lands 
Management about the 
Outfitters Policy Act o f  
1999 (AKA Senate Bill 
1969). 

This bill, which was sponsored by Senators Craig, Murkowski, and Thomas, would regulate outfitters 
and guides on public lands managed by the Forest Service, the Bureau of Land Management, the United 
States Fish and Wildlife Service, and the Bureau of Reclamation. The bill would not regulate concessioned 
outfitters in the National Parks. The guides' organization, America Outdoors, proposed this bill in order 
to create a consistent regulatory environment for their members with standards for renewing and 
transferring permits. 

American Whitewater initially opposed a draft version of this bill because we questioned; whether 
Congress should micro-manage access to public lands; whether the bill would effect citizen access to  
public lands by locking in commercial allocations; and whether the bill would create a management 
climate favoring commercial concessioned access over private access? Our concern was that this bill 
could institutionalize commercial/private conflicts such as the nightmarish situation in the Grand 
Canyon. 

However, after further review of the bill, and a careful rereading of specific elements, we have decided 
to offer American Whitewater's conditional support for the Outfitters Policy Act. Our support is 
conditioned on the inclusion of the statement in SECTION 5 that, ''N0thin.q in this Act enlarges or 
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A c c e s s ............................... m................................ 
diminishes the right or privilege of occupancy and use of Federal land under any applicable law 
(including planning process rules and any administrative allocation), by a commercial or noncommer- 
cial individual or entity that is not an authorized outfitter or outfitted visitor." We have also suggested 
stronger language clarifying these public rights, "Nothing in this act shall create any rights or 
preferential treatment of  commercial outfitters or outfifted visitors with respect to access (including 
usage allocation), occupancy, and use ofFederal lands of the United States over any other commercial 
or noncommercial usergroup. Nothing in this act shall diminish the rights and privileges of  thegeneral 
(non-outfitted) public with respect to access to or occupancy and use of Federal land under any 
applicable law (including, but not limited to, planning process rules and access (including usage 
allocation)." 

Additionally, we have recommended that Congress return concession fees paid by recreation outfitters 
and guides to the resource areas from which the fees were collected. At present, the fees are returned to 
the Treasury and are used to balance the budget rather than benefit America's public lands or manage 
visitor access. 

While we continue to have questions about the necessity and possible unintended consequences of this 
bill, we have chosen toworkwithAmerican Outdoors to ensure that the bill is as good forthe non-outfitted 
public as it is for the outfitters. 

A complete copy of American Whitewater's testimony is available on our website at  www.awa.org 

Ohio~yle Falls Access, bower Yough (PA) 
By Jason Robertson However, it looks like we'll get permission from the park and Pennsylvania Department of Consewa- 

tion and Natural Resources to schedule another race over the Falls on the weekend of September 2gth and 
30th. we don't have regular Nothing is written in stone, but event organizers are tentatively planning on holding practice runs on 

access to Ohiopyle Saturday, the race and freestyle waterfall rodeo on Sunday, and a small festival throughout. The event will 
Falls.. . yet. benefit American Whitewater's access program, the local rescue squad, and Volunteer Fire Department. 

Check out our web site (www.awa.org) in early August for more information. 

Tales o P  the Paddlesnake 
Open Canoes & Kayaks on 

Class 4 & 5 whitewater 

Includes Top to Bonon~ Tours of: 

T a l l u l a h  G o r g e  
& 

Little River C a n y o n  

Also includes runs on: 
Johnnies Creek 
"Teddy" Bear Creek 
Wolf Creek 
North Chickanlauga 
Cain Creek 
Tellico River 
\Vildcat Creek 
Conasauga River 

Rapid nanles & river levels 
are displayed on screen. 

Whitewater Paddling Video Store 
a l l - H  Llvingston Cout? $26.95 plus $3.00 S&H (US) 
Marietta,  GA 30067 PAL Version available also 
770-422-8677 

For this and other exciting videos, visit 

WWW.WHITEWATERVIDEO.COM 
We also carry videos from: 

Bob Foote, Possun~ Creek, Falling Down, Kent Ford, & more to come! 

Boof 
Gear 

AFTER-KAYAK APPAREL 
Boof Gear. When You're Cold 
and Wet ... It's Warm and Dry! 

1 never take this thing off!  The Outdoor Changing Room 
-Eric Jackson that features: 

The only time 1 take this fw . warm, high-quality fleece 
dress off i s  when I put on my skirt! 

-Marc Lyle Large, outside & inside pockets 
Dual scarf & hood design 

The second best thing to climb into Variety of solid colors & prints 
when your naked !! Optional Long Sleeves 

-CRASHLowe Ask about our other Products 

Order Your Boof Gear Today: 
Boof Gear 9224 Darrow Rd, Ste. W-311 

Twinsburg, Ohio 44087 
Ph. (330)405-1996 Fax (330)405-1997 

Change in the Boof, not in the buff!!! 
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In addition, American Whitewater continues working on obtaining regular access to the Falls. But 
don't hold your breath for resolution of this issue anytime soon, and don't tempt fate or the authorities 
by running the Falls illegally. The park's law enforcement officers have explained that they will continue 
enforcing no boating policies on the Falls at all times other than race days. 

Temporary Access Closure on the Blackwater (WV) 
By Jason Robertson 

Unfortunately, Allegheny Wood Products (AWP) had also chosen this time to start logging the steep 
northern slope on river right. 

As a result, the Forest Service closed the area for several weeks while AWP used helicopters to extract 
The Blackwater River timber from the steepest sections. When AWP completed their most recent round of logging operations, 
had a little water on the Forest Service lifted the area closure and boaters were again allowed to access the river from USFS 

several Spring-like days property. 
The temporary, unannounced site closure highlighted the need for improved communication in January and February. between AWP, the USFS, and American Whitewater. In response, Forest Supervisor Chuck Meirs agreed 

Unsur~risingly, the local to notify us prior to future closures. Additionally, the Forest Service agreed to reopen negotiations for 
boaters fumed out and permanent public access to the old railroad grade and Lower B access trail. AWP's spokesperson, Donna 
tried to run the Upper, Reckart, stated that AWP had completed their logging operations on this site for the next several years; 

~ ~ ~ f h  ~ ~ ~ k ,  and L~~~~ R. however she stopped short of stating that public river access is permitted or that AWP will not initiate 
additional logging operations in the next 5 years. 

If you are considering boating on the Blackwater in the next several months, be aware that there are  
also a handful of reports of new strainers in the river. 

American Whitewater continues working with local attorney, Jim Joyce, to resolve the question of 
whether the private landowners on John's Creek have a King's Grant giving them the right to limit boater 
access. Our research is almost completed; however, we are not yet ready to take the issue to court. We 
expect to have more information shortly. In the meantime, American Whitewater encourages boaters not  
to paddle this river so as to avoid unnecessary trespassing charges. 

The American Canoe Association is still running the show on resolving access to  the Horsepasture 
River. As you may recall, Conservation Director Dave Jenkins and a handful of other boaters were cited 
for trespassing in 1998. Since that time, the ACA has been working with boat manufacturers, local 
boaters, and camps to develop their case. At issue is the question of whether Wild &Scenic Rivers Status 
conveys a public right-of-way. 

Yellowstone Update (WYl 
In November 1998, American Whitewater proposed opening a handful of rivers in Yellowstone on a 

limited basis for noncommercial canoeing and kayaking. In March 1999, we met with Superintendent 
Finley and discussed the specific elements of our proposal. The Superintendent indicated that the Park's 
administrative resources were fully extended and that his staff needed time to resolve other issues that  
were already on the table, including winter snowmobile use, and Bison migration & brucellosis issues. 
Our proposal is still on the table, and we have been in regular contact with the park for the past year. We 
expect to receive a response shortly after the final winter use plan is released, which could happen as soon 
as June or July. 

Access continued ), 
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Whatever Hap~ened to Access in the Grand Canyon (E)? 
AS early as 19 79 In recent years, the Park initiated NEPA scoping for a revised Colorado River Management Plan. 
American Whitewater American Whitewater worked closely with the park for the past four years, and invested resources, time, 

was working on and energy in improving the private boater experience in the Canyon. However, the Park Service recently 
terminated work on the Grand Canyon Wilderness and Colorado River management plans. 

allocation and "The decision to halt this process," states Superintendent Arnberger, "is not a decision to halt progress 
permitting issues in the on the resolution of key issues." American Whitewater disagrees. The key issues are: 1) managing for 
Grand Canyon. wilderness; and 2) resolving the access and allocation question. The Park Service's decision does, in fact, 

halt any significant progress regarding issue resolution. Terminating the planning process contradicts 
previous Park Service commitments regarding wilderness protection at  Grand Canyon. It also shuts out 
meaningful public involvement in resolving important issues affecting this great National Park. 

Shortly after the Park's decision, John Wells, an attorney in Albuquerque, filed suit against the Park 
Service for its failure to balance private and commercial allocation. The suit has thrown a spanner in the 
works, and the Park has decided not to comment on allocation issues until the suit is resolved. In the 
meantime, American Whitewater has offered to continue working with the park to improve other 
management issues related to permit distribution, trip leader selection, launch scheduling, and cancel- 
lations. 

Chattooga River Management Plan Update (SC) 
Editor's Note: In February, American Whitewater representatives including Risa Calloway, Charlene 

By B' District Thompson. Will Van De Berg, and Jason Robertson met with Mike Crane to discuss the Forest Ranger Management Plan as it related to water quality on Stekoa Creek, continued future access to Section I11 
and IV, and possible future access to the headwaters of the Chattooga. The meeting was informative, and 
demonstrated our ability and interest in working with the Forest Service. In turn, the Forest Service 

a remarkable combinatinon of 
durability and breathability. Starting 
with a heavier than standard 420 
denier nylon oxford, specially treated 
to allow the utmost wind and 
waterproofing while maintaining 

Northwest River Supplies, Inc. 
phone 1-800635-5202 emad. nrsC3nrsweb.com 

and warmer jacket. 

online: www.nrsweb.com Call 1-800-635-5202 to find a dealer 
on earth: 2009 s Main st, MOSCOW, Idaho 83843 near you. 
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". . . most visitors - planning team indicated a willingness to work with American Whitewater, and clarified their interest in 
maintaining the public's unrestricted ability tovisit and enjoy the Chattooga River. This article by Ranger 

commerciaz and private - Crane helps to clarify some of the confusion that boaters had about the management goals. 
are satisfied with the At our meeting with American Whitewater on February 17, I agreed to write a summary that describes 
experiences they've been our thought process behind the Rolling Alternative's proposal (Fall, 1999) as it relates to Issue 11, Wild 
havina on the Chaftooaa and Scenic Rivers, that addresses commercial and private boating use on the Chattooga River. Here is that 

~iver.;. " - District ~an>et- 
Mike Crane What the Rolling Alternative said was: "Boating use on the Chattooga W&S River remains at  current 

levels. Commercial use levels remain as in the current Sumter Plan. Private use is capped at current use 
levels." 

Most people seem to be understanding that daily commercial use limits would not change under the 
proposal and this is correct. However, there is considerable misunderstanding about the private boating 
use levels. Since many private boaters were apparently unaware of any existing private use limits, they 
consider proposing caps a radical departure from current management. Others are apparently interpret- 
ing this proposal as it relates to private boating to mean that the recent-and perhaps relatively low- 
use levels from 1999 would be established as the upper limit or "cap" in the future. This is not correct. 

The 1985 (existing) Plan has daily capacities or "limits" for both private and commercial boating use 
by season and by River Section. We know that the private use has, a t  times, exceeded these levels. We 
recently completed the entry of actual private and commercial use data (through December, 1999) into 
a new computer database. This will enable us to quantify what kinds of use we are actually getting by year, 
by month, by day, and even by time of day. Once we know the dynamics of how often and to what extent 
daily private use has exceeded the 1985 limits in recent years (current use levels), we can develop a new 
maximum daily capacity. 

For example, the total number of private boaters now allowed per day in Section IV between May 1 and 
September 30 is 80 on a weekend and 50 on a weekday. If actual use has exceeded these levels significantly 
since 1985, then the new daily maximums would be increased to some extent to allow what kinds of use 
levels we've been experiencing. This approach is based on our understanding that most visitors- 

continued ) 
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commercial and private-are satisfied 
with the experiences they've been hav- 
ing on the Chattooga River within re- 
cent years with respect to the numbers 
of other boaters encountered on a daily 
basis. 

Another step will be to developways 
to prepare for and manage the grow- 
ing use over the next 10 to 15 years. 
This will likely be established and 
implemented inphases. The first phase 
could focus on disclosing to the public 
up-to-date information ahoutwhen use 
levels are typically high and low so 
visitors will have more of what they 
need to be self-regulating. This infor- 
mation will come through continued 
monitoring and may or may not have 
much of an impact on regulating 
growth. The very last phase, one that 
we all hope to avoid, would be the 
direct enforcement of numbers on a 
daily basis. To avoid this last phase, or 
to delay it as long as possible, we need 
to be working together to develop a 
sequence of other regulatory tech- 
niques that will effectively provide the 
visitor experiences and resource pro- 
tection that is desired. 

To find an authorized dealer or I 
to get a free catalog of safety I 
equipment and paddling I 
accessories for amphibians like I 

Trouble on the Watei 

Sound like anyone yors know? 

If you had trouble getting to the river, let us know. Use this form to report access 
problems so that AW can convince legislators and government authorities where and 
when river access is a problem. If you have met an irate landowner, noticed signs 
forbidding access, or were stopped by a landowner, barbed wire fence or a locked gate, 
tell us about it on this form. If several boaters are arrested or involved, only 1 form 
should be filled out per incident naming a boater available for future contact. 

River State 

Date of incident 

Access code categories: List below or circle the cat- 
egories, multiple categories are ok. 
---- 

Brief description of incident: 

Boater contact 
Address 
City etc. 
Phone 
email 

Landowner/Agency/Sheriff contact (if known) 
Name 
Address 
City etc. 
Phone 
email 

1. Trespass. Ticket, warning or arrest for: 
1.1.0 Trespass on private property 
1.2.0 Trespass on public property 
1.3.0 Criminal trespass arrest 
1.4.0 Civil trespass lawsuit 

2. Public Access Closure 
2.1.0 Denied by federal law 
2.1.1 Denied by BLM 
2.1.2 Denied by Forest Service 
2.1.3 Denied by Nat'l Park Service 
2.2.0 Denied by state 
2.3.0 Denied by local authority 

3. Injury from man-made obstacles 
3.1.0 Barbed wire or fence 
3.2.0 Low head dam 

4. Obstacles running river, scouting or portaging 
4.1.0 Fence or chain on land blocking access 
4.2.0 Fence, wire, or tree on river 

blocking access 
4.3.0 Warning of no trespassing or 

posted sign 
4.4.0 Vehicle towed, ticketed, or vandalized 
4.5.0 Threats or acts of violence 

5. Closures: Rivers closed that were once open 
5.1.0 Closed by private landowner 
5.2.0 Closed by government agency 
5.2.1 Federal 
5.2.2 State 
5.2.3 Local 
5.3.0 High water closure 

6. New access fees 
6.1.0 Charged by private landowner 
6.2.0 Charged by government agency 
6.2.1 Federal 
6.2.2 State 
6.2.3 Local 

7. Dam controlled rivers 
7.1.0 Water turned off 
7.2.0 Inconsistent flow: toomuchortoolittle 
7.3.0 No notice of releases 

8. Lawsuits and legislation 
8.1.1 New legislation to block river access. 
8.1.2 Lawsuits to block access. 
8.2.1 New legislation to enable river access 
8.2.2 Lawsuits to enable access. 

Send to Ken Ransford, 475 Sierravista, Carbondale, 
CO 81623, 970-963-6800. FAX 970-963-6700. 
ransford@csn.net 
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What's up with Events? 
By Jayne Abbot, Events Director 

"This is the most pivotal year to ever hit 
paddling," said the long time industry worker 
I was talking to on the phone. "I never thought 
I'dsee the day-cashprizes, titled events, it's 
just amazing to see." I have to agree. Is this 
really the beginning of something bigger to 
come? It started with American Whitewater's 
announcement of our partnership with 
0utdoorplay.com in producing t h e  
0utdoorplay.com Freestyle Championship 
Series, and snowballed from therewith other 
companies hopping on the bandwagon ti- 
tling their own cash purse events. It makes 
one wonder what will happen next year. Can 
it be far off before companies outside our 
small industry take notice? Is the "Big Truck 
Series" around the corner? Will whitewater 

competitions be seen on ESPN I1 every week- 
end? Will paddling become "mainstream?" I 
believe all of this will happen and probably 
more than even I can imagine, and it could be 
soon. Many paddlers look to this change and 
worry about even more crowding on their 
favorite rivers. What will this increased expo- 
sure mean to our paddling resources? 

That's where American Whitewater's role 
is so important. American Whitewater's mis- 
sion is both conservation and promotion of 
the sport ofwhitewater paddling, among other 
things. Our conservation director, John 
Gangemi is hard at work successfully open- 
ing many miles of new whitewater rivers, 
with many, many more miles to go. Should 

ee rodeo and surfing 
nits and guide( 
rer trips (rf qualrfied) 
American 

hitewater members. 

Rq'rtratiun fur thc rrrkrnd clmcr 
and rodeo will  bc madr M B f m l -  
mmr, firrt ~ m r d  basil on thr day of 
thr Frstlval at Ihr kW bmth startlng 
at  tnr Adirunduct R w r  Outfiltrrs 
put-tn 

American Whitewater become involved in a 
"Big Truck Series," you can be sure that not  
only will that series focus on serious compe- 
tition, butwill also fuel our efforts to open up  
more rivers for paddler use. As the Director of 
American Whitewater's events program, I 
believe that conservation of our whitewater 
resources goes hand-in-hand with the pro- 
motion of the sport through top-notch com- 
petition. Attend, volunteer, and/or partici- 
pate in an American Whitewater event near 
you. You'll not only be having fun, but also 
helping secure your whitewater paddling fu- 
ture. 

July 29, ~harlemdnt, Massachusetts 

Come join 
US as we 
celebrate 
the 
Deerfield 
River and 
all it has to 
offer. 
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OutdoorPlay.com Freestyle Championship Series, 
In partnership with American Whitewater 

Where the Pro's compete for $5,000 in CASH PRIZES per event. Overall winner's CASH PURSE ($7,500). (applies to Pro K-IM, K- 
OC-1 only)2 events remaining: 
South Bend Freestyle Championship August 18-19 South Bend, IN American Whitewater 828-645-5299 
jhabbot@aol.com 

Wausau Freestyle Kayak Championship August 25-27 Wausau, WI Julie Walraven 715-845-5664 
design@dwave.net 

OTHER EVENTS 
Gallatin Whitewater Festival June 10-11 Bozeman, MT Danna Heins 406-522-8708 montanapaddlers@yahoo.com 

Willow River Paddlefest June 16-18 Prince George, RC Rick Brine 250-964-7400 
Pre-World Freestyle Championships June 28-July 2 

Export A - A Whitewater Rodeo Challenge October 7-8 
paul@equinoxadventures.com 

East Coast Rodeo Surf Circuit 

Ocean City Kayak Surf Festival September TBA Ocean City, NJ 

Outer Banks Surf Kayak Rodeo September 9-10 Nags Head, NC 

Folly Reach Surf Kayak Rodeo October 21-22 Folly Beach, SC 
North Myrtle Beach Surf Kayak Rodeo October 28 

Sorte, Spain www.rocroi.comlwwcfreestyle 

Bryson, QB Paul Sevcik 416-222-2223 

Jim Caterina 609-728-0171 

Pam Malec 252-441-6800 pam@khsports.com 

Carol Townsend 843-762-8106 prch2o@bellsouth.net 

No. Myrtle Beach, SC Rick Gardner 843-272-4420 

232 Banks Rd, 
Travelers Rest, SC 29690 
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Boqt Desig nets: I 314 Stewarton Rd 
Jay Sfewq rk Mill Run Pa. 15646 

Joe Burd (72 4) 455-22 02 
(717) 728-8835 
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By Kurt Casey Cold, Hard Q u e s t i o n s  

Last night was cold. REAL COLD! I opened the tent flap and 
was hit in the face by a cold blast of snow and wind. I reached 
down into my sleeping bag for my water bottle. What I found was a 
frozen block of ice. 

We left Kathmandu 8 days ago. A bus took us overland to West- 
ern Nepal, then we chartered a flight to the remote airstrip of 
Juphal. Now we have been hiking with our kayaks for the last 
week, hoping to attempt the first descent of the Langu Khola, a 
mysterious river in Northwestern Nepal. 

Yesterday we crossed the crux of the trek, the 17,000-foot high 
(5100 meter) Choi La Pass. Being able to cross the pass had been a 
major concern of our group for the whole year the trip was being 
planned. Being mid October, the Himalayan winter is kicking in. 
We did not know if heavy snows would be blocking the passes. 
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Two day ago in the Tibetan-speaking village of Do 
Tarap we hired Tsensing Lama to guide us and our 
porters through the pass. Yesterday we got an early 
start and struggled with gear and boats. High altitude, 
extreme cold and exhaustion almost turned us back. 
But we were lucky enough to encounter some nomads 
with a Yak caravan. They were crossing the same pass 
and used their yaks as pack animals to help get our 
gear to the top. 

Meeting Tsensing Lama was a unique experience. 
At forty years of age, his skin was dark and weathered, 
making him look like a much older man. He wore his 
waist-length black hair drawn back and adorned with 
red yarn. The sight of him wearing turquoise and red 
corral earrings and riding a white pony reminded me 
of a North American Indian. 

His existence was harsh and had claimed the lives 
of each of the nine children his wife had borne. Due to 
the eternally cold temperatures, he and the people of 
his village had never bathed in their entire lives, leav- 
ing them with a unique smell. The night before we left 
for the pass, we spent the night sleeping on the mud 
roof of Tsensing Lama's home. He invited us to sit 
around his dung fire and he sewed us Yak butter tea 
and potatoes. 

We arrived at our camp late yesterday below an un- 
named 21,000-foot peak. The camp, at 15,000 feet, is 

L- - -- 
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well above tree line. The cold winds sweep down from 
the high peaks making lighting a fire difficult. The 
meager supply of burnable plants and Yak dung col- 
lected on the hike is the fuel source. 

The small stream we are camped beside is called 
the Sarung Khola and is one of the upper tributaries 
of the river we had come to run, the Langu Khola. 
With clearing skies and warming temperatures, some 
of our party starts paddling, while others decide to 
continue walking until the river increases in volume. 
At 4450 meters, or 15,000 feet it is the highest put-in 
any of us has ever attempted. Within a few kilometers, 
the Keheng Khola more than doubles the volume to 
400 cfs. A Buddhist shrine called a Stuppa marks the 
confluence. We are definitely in business! In to the u n k n o w n  

The crystal clear cold waters of the Keheng tumbled 
downstream through the arid peaks of Upper Dolpo, 
which form the border between Nepal and Tibet. With 
non-stop boating we reached the village of Ting-khyu 
by mid afternoon and found the inhabitants busy har- 
vesting barley in preparation for winter. Here, before 
entering the unexplored canyon below, we spent a lay- 
over day, packing the boats with 14 days of food and 
gear. 

On the trip were five boaters from the United 
States. Ethan Green from Fort Collins, Colorado and 
Andy Zimet of Whitefish, Montana were the strategists. 
Both had spent over a year studying the limited infor- 
mation available on the region and had successfully 
obtained sponsorship and financial backing from Dag- 
ger Canoe Company and Gore's Shipton Tillman 
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Grant. Others on the trip were Paul Zirkelback, a car- 
penter from Denver; Dave Friedman, a forester from 
Libby Montana and myself, a metallurgical sales engi- 
neer from Pittsburgh. 

The first two days on the river brought us into a 
deep canyon with continuous low volume whitewater 
and several Class V drops. On the morning of the third 
day we camped near the incredible Buddhist temple of 
Yangtsher Gompa. 

From the third through the eighth river day the 
volume of the river increased dramatically. Vertical 
walled canyons and Class V whitewater became the 
norm. Portages were frequent, long, and difficult. The 
26,000-foot peaks of the Kanjiroba Himal and Tibetan 
Plateau bordered the river on both sides. The days were 1 

short because the mountain blocked the sun. We saw 
I 

only one village and very few signs of human activity. 
The canyon was incredibly deep and inaccessible to 1' 
foot traffic. Unlike most parts of the Nepalese 
Himalaya, animals were abundant. On the trip we saw 

I"' 
several rare species, including the Bharral (blue) I 

i 

sheep, Musk deer, and the giant bearded vulture called ' 

the Lemmegheir. Although we did not have a sighting . 
we were in the land of Yeti and the elusive snow leop- 
ard. 

On the afternoon of the eighth river day Andy's 
kayak took a big hit and split down the middle. From 
topographical maps we knew we were a little more 
than a thousand vertical meters below the village of 
Dolphu. And from a description in Darla Hilliard's 
book, "Vanishing Tracks," we knew there was a trail 
leading out of this village downstream to our sched- 
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uled resupply point in Gumghadi. The only option for 
Andy was to hike out. We spent the night in a cave. In 
the morning, after dividing up the food, Andy coura- 
geously shouldered his gear and headed off into the 
unknown, hoping to meet us at our prearranged sup- 
ply point more than 60 km downstream. At this point, 
most team members were sick and in need of rest, 
but lack of food made a layover day unfeasible. 

The next few days brought more intense 
whitewater and some spectacular scenery. The tight 
walled canyon began to open and trails started to par- 
allel the river. They led to villages and terraced hill- 
sides far above the valley floor. On river day ten we 
reached the confluence with the Mugu, where the 
river changed names from the Langu Khola to the 
Mugu Karnali. Our maps indicated only that 40 km 
remained until Gumgadhi. The volume of the river 
reached an estimated 3,500 cfs and some sections ex- 
ceeded 100 fpm. This made for some big excitement! 

On the twelfth river day (Halloween, October 31"), 
with food supplies dwindling and behind schedule, we 
shouldered our boats and hiked to Gumgadhi. We 
were lucky enough to find our food drop and Andy, 
who had spent four days hiking since his boat broke. 

Now it was now November 1". Due to delays in 
Kathmandu, our trip was 10 days behind schedule. 
Our original plan had been to continue to follow the 
Mugu Karnali River from Gumghadi to its confluence 
with the Karnali River, then to fol!ow the Karnali an 
additional 175 km to the take-out at the Chisipani 
Bridge. The section from Gumgadhi to the Karnali 
had been done once in 1981 in 18 days by a group of 
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catarafters. Rather than run the previously-explored sectio In of the 
Mugu, the group decided to start hiking out to Jumla, a difficult 5-day 
walk. 

On the mountainous trail to Jumla we passed through the Na- 
tional Park of Rara Lake. We eventually reached the banks of the Sinja 
Khola, a tributary river of the Tila that flows into the Karnali. The 
Sinja was another unrun river. Rather than continuing to walk to 
Jumla, some of the group wanted to paddle the Sinja. But only Andy 
and Ethan had the time and energy, so once again the group split. 
Andy and Ethan followed the Sinja and reached the Chisipani Bridge 
8 days later. Paul, Dave and I continued to hike, then took a plane 
from Jumla to Nepalgunj on the Indian border. One more flight from 
Nepalgunj and we were back in Kathmandu on November 8th. 

Our 3-112 week odyssey down the Langu Khola completed the last 
great unrun River in Nepal. For years, people have speculated about 
its source and the hardships one would face in navigating its course. 
A combination of luck and determination allowed our group the op- 
portunity to have the first taste of the crown jewel of the Himalaya. 

Note: Another account of our trip, written by Ethan Green, should 
be appearing in Dagger's Fluid magazine. It can also be viewed at 
httv://www.da88er.com/fluidma~fluid.html 

.- pp -- - --- - - -  - I 
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The Russell 
Fork - 
Yesterday 
Today and 

By Tom Hansell 

This is a story about how Americans relate to riv- 
ers. It is set on the Russell Fork of the Big Sandy River; fa- 
mous among paddlers for a Class V section that drops over 
180 feet per mile. The Class I11 run above the gorge continues 
to draw many new paddlers each year. The Class I1 run below 
the gorge has introduced many locals to the pleasures of 
whitewater. The Breaks Interstate Park, located on the rim of 
the gorge, provides breathtaking overlooks where people can 
watch paddling, birds, or just soak in the view. The interac- 
tion of paddlers and locals, and the history of the extraction 
industry on the Russell Fork, create a classic American story 
about how our county developed, and what our challenges 
are for the future. 

"This is the Appalachian outback of the United States. It's 
the best kept secret we've got. But that don't put no beans on 
the table and feed these little hungry mouths we've got going 
to school. So we must tap into that in a responsible way to 
where we can all live comfortably and leave something for the 
future generations to make a living off of." - Jerry Elkins, 
Lonesome Pine Soil and Water Conservation District 

Like most of our great country, the Russell Fork was do- 
ing fine until the white man came along. The Shawnee and 
Cherokee traveled through the Breaks on hunting or war 
missions, but never settled in the area. The first documented 
experience of white people in the Gorge was that of Doctor 
Thomas Walker and his 1750 expedition from Roanoke, Vir- 
ginia. Walker entered Kentucky through the Cumberland 
Gap. On his way home, Walker used the Indian trails through 
The Breaks to get back to Virginia. He recorded the areas 
rugged beauty. 

June lg th ,  1750. "We got to Laurel creek early this mom- 
ing and met with so impundent a Bull Buffaloe that we are 

.&* 
h 

11 point trestle and tunnel. Pho to  by Tom 

Hauling logs. 1910 

Photo  from "Meef Virginia's baby." 

History of Dickenson County. VA. 



f whitewater on the Russel Fork. 
a Hansel 

obliged to shoot him, or he would have been amongst us. this area before 1810. They considered it a paradise. The 
We then went up the creek six miles, thence up a North land was fertile, the valleys were protective. It's magnificent 
Branch to its head, and attempted to cross a mountain. Rut country. It's just a wonderful part of this world." 
it proved so high and difficult, that we were obliged to The people of the Breaks scraped by on farming, fishing, 
camp on the side of it. This 
ridge is nigh the eastern 
edge of the Coal Land." - 
From the Journal of Doctor 
Thomas Walker 

Walker returned to his 
home in Castle Hill, Vir- 
ginia on July 16, 1750. Al- 
most a decade later, Daniel 
Boone followed Walker's 
footsteps. In regional his- 
tory, Boone is credited with 
opening Kentucky up to 
settlers by making the Wil- 
derness Road through the 
Cumberland Gap. 

Billy Williams looks 
across the lower end of the 
Russell Fork Gorge into 
Potter Flats, where his fam- 
ily lived until the Park was 
established. His people 

June 1ph, 1750. '"We got to Laurel creek 
early this mornin and met with so 

&' 3 im undent a Bul Buffaloe that we are 
o liged to shoot him, or he would have 
6een amongst us. We then went u the 
creek six miles, thence up a Nort R 
Branch to its head, andattempted to 
cross a mountain. But itprovedso high 
and difficult, thnt we were 06li ed to 
camp on the side of it. This ri d9 ye is nigh 
the eastern edge of the Coal Land"- 
From the Journal of Doctor Thomas 
Walker 

and hunting foralmost a 
century. The industrialists 
like J.P. Morgan, John D. 
Rockefeller, the 
Carnagies, and Henry 
Ford spied the rich re- 
sources in the Appala- 
chians. Each of these 
magnates opened up 
mines in the Appalachian 
Coalfields. Coal from their 
mines fired the booming 
economy of the roaring 
'20s. This history of re- 
source extraction is well 
known locally. And the 
vast majority of private 
sector jobs in the region 
are still Coal, Oil, Gas, or 
Timber related. 

Large scale log- 
ging came to the Russell 

were among thefirst white settlers in the area. He speaks of Fork in 1909, when the 
his deep connection to this place: "Daniel Boone came Yellow Poplar Lumber Company built the world's largest 
through here, my ancestors were with him, they settled in splashdam at Bartlick, Virginia. The dam was used to hold 
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The Russell Fork - Yesterday, Today and Tomorrow 
water back to float the virgin poplar down river to market. County. Today, that number is fewer than 600. Conrad ex- 
When the dam was filled, water backed up for over a mile. plains: 
The lumber company would dynamite the wooden dam "When they mechanized, why that knocked a lot of men 
holding the water back several times each year, setting a out of work. Back when I was a boy and as a young man I 
flash flood of timber loose through the Gorge. loaded coal by hand. I was mashed up in a mine right here 

Clyde Mullins was a law- 
yer in Elkhorn City, Ken- 
tucky, at  the mouth of the 
Russell Fork Gorge. Clyde 
witnessed the last release of 
logs from the splashdam 
around 1918. He writes 
about the event in his 
memoirs: 

"I can distinctly remem- 
ber my father putting me 
on his shoulders, as I was 
three or four years of age, 
and I could see these great 
logs, some of them 40,50, 
and 60 feet long. They cov- 
ered the river from bank to 

"I can distinctly remember my fa- 
ther putting me dn his shoulders, as I 
was three or four years of age, and I 
could see these gea t  logs, some of 
them 40,50, and 60 feet long. They 
covered the river from bankto bank. 
I remember my fathers words "Son, 
take a good look, because this is the 
last time you will see this happen." 

when I was 16 year old with 
slate. Back then, all you had 
to have was a strong back 
and a weak mind to coal 
mine. But now it's differ- 
ent." 

Most of the wa- 
ter in the region flows along 
coal seams, so mining has 
heavily impacted the 
Russell Fork, and the entire 
Big Sandy Watershed. Clyde 
Mullins wrote about the 
dramatic effects of coal 
mining to the river he grew 
up on. 

"I went into the 
bank. I remember my fathers words "Son, take a good look, 
because this is the last time you will see this happen." To 
this day, I can see 
those great logs leap- 
ing and tumbling 
and changing ends, 
as they started their 
journey through the 
Breaks and on to 
calmer waters, 
where they would be 
rafted together at  
Elkhorn City, Ken- 
tucky." 

Conrad Jones is a 
lifelong resident. He 
only left the Russell 
Fork to join the Navy, 
sewing in both the 
Atlantic and Pacific 
Theaters during 
WWII. After he moved 
back to the Russell 
Fork, he got a job as a mine foreman. He stood on the tracks 
of the Clinchfield Railroad near his homeplace at Bartlick, 
Virginia, and talked about growing up around the railroad 
and the mines: 

"The railroad changed it from a wilderness to what we 
see today. This railroad was finished in 1914. When they put 
the railroad in here, they soon started putting these mines 
in. That's what this railroad was put in for: to tap this coal 
reserve. And that's how the people made their living here." 

All that has changed, however. In 1980, when Conrad re- 
tired, there were over 6,000 coal miners working in Pike 

service in October 1942. Things were pretty much the way 
they always have been around here. The river was running 

and clear. There was fish in 
+he river and black top 
eoads had been built in 
Elkhorn City and up 
Elkhorn Creek. When I 
returned 37 months 
later I found an en- 
tirely different com- 
munity. The river was 
running black at  Bea- 
ver Creek, Ferrells 
Creek, and Road Creek. 
Elkhorn Creek was pol- 
luted and running 
black and there was a 
big mine on the head 
of Beaver. It was the 
Russell Fork Coal 
2ompany. Republic 
steel was at  the head of 

doad Creek and they 
dumped all of their coal and debris into the creek. Some- 
times the river would clear up over the weekend, but Mon- 
day morning when they started back to work it became 
black again. Then it wasn't long before the bulldozers came 
into this country and stripped away the coal, as a corkscrew 
would work out pieces of cork. The mountains were scarred 
with slashes and some places had been bulldozed for miles. 
Being one of the main sources of coal here in Pike County, 
we bore the brunt of the mining injustices. Consequently, 
you can still see the scars today." 

Over 50 years later, the community of Elkhorn City is 
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The Russell Fork - 
struggling with how to transform this legacy of extraction 
into a positive vision for the future. Tourism, "eco-tourism," 
and "heritage tourism" are often touted by politicians as the 
answer to economic woes. Unfortunately, everyone has a dif- 
ferent idea as to what those words mean. 

Hoyle Stiles owns a coal truck repair shop in Belcher, 
Kentucky, just down stream of Elkhorn City. A few years ago, 
he became half owner of the Gateway Motel, located just out- 
side the Breaks Interstate Park. Hoyle sees a brighter future 
in tourism than in coal truck repair. 

"Tourism is gonna be what itis gonna take, I think, to 
make this area grow. And we've got everything here that it 
takes for you know to offer to people. If it's just developed. I 
lived in Pigeon Forge (Tennessee) back when there was noth- 
ing in Pigeon Forge, you know. I moved here in 1969, and 
the first time I came here I said this was a baby Pigeon 
Forge." 

Many visitors say the lack of development is exactly what 
draws them to the Breaks in the first place. Elwood and 
Linda Theaball drive from their home in Illinois to visit every 
year. At the Towers overlook in the Breaks Park, Elwood en- 
joys the view of paddlers some 1,500 feet below. 

"There's no commercialism here, which is good in one 
sense. But on the other hand, I know it doesn't get as many 
people here. Still, it is the one place we've found where you 
don't have a lot of commercialism and still you can get what 
you want to see." 

Yesterday, Today and Tomorrow 
that we have here. This is a small community. We would 
like to keep it sort of like the old days, but yet have the at- 
mosphere to where we can have people come into our area 
and appreciate the beauty that we do have here." 

The Rusty Fork Caf6, located at the stoplight in Elkhorn 
City, satisfies locals and visitors alike with daily specials 
such as chicken and dumplings, as well as local delicacies 
like cornbread salad. It is a good place to catch up on the lo- 
cal news and views. The saying is that elections have been 
won and lost in the cafe. Kathy Mullins, the proprietor, has 
decorated her restaurant with historic photographs of 
Elkhorn City and Pike County, Kentucky. Once she started 
putting the old photos up, people brought so many that she 
doesn't have room for any more. 

The big question that Elkhorn City and many rural com- 
munities are struggling with is: How to use heritage to de- 
velop in a way that improves the quality of life for the whole 
community. There are precious few examples of this type of 
development. There are plenty of examples of large scale de- 
velopment that degrades local heritage and culture. 

If you go to the tourist spots in "developing" countries 
such as Costa Rica or Mexico, you may discover that people 
have abandoned their heritage, their connection to the land, 
their life-style, even their language in order to support tour- 
ism development. Closer to home, in Gatlinburg and Pigeon 
Forge, Tennessee, mountain people have to cater to hillbilly 

stereotypes straight out of the  
This challenge is echoed u m r  . 

across the nation as rural 
~ i l ' ~ b n - &  comic strips or the 

1 here s no commercialism here, "Beverly Hillbillies1 in order 
communities try to balance to make a living. And consider 
desperately-needed economic which is good in one sense. But on the environmental impact that 
development with preserving the other hand, I know it doesn't chlorinated waterparks, paved 
their cultural and natural parking lots, and waste dis- 
heritage. This balance is diffi- get as many people here. Still, it is posal have on our wild rivers. 
cult to achieve in a decade the one  lace we've found where YOU can't get real chicken and 
that has seen Wal-Mart and dumplings or cornbread salad 
Pizza H U ~  wipe out the gen- YOU donit have a lot of commercial- in any of these places. 

era1 stores and diners that ism and still YOU can get what YOU SO, how can heritage and 
were the centers of so many q. 

want to see. development work together to 
rural American communities. enrich a community and the 
Somehow, Elkhorn City has people that visit there? 
missed this phenomena. The nearest superstores are in Paddlers may be part of the answer. They are tourists 
Pikeville, the county seat, 20 some miles away. that have a stake in preserving the natural heritage of wild 

Elkhorn City does not have the zoning laws that other ru- rivers. Paddlers are often curious by nature, and seem to 
ral communities have used to keep these franchises out. take a keen interest in local history. 
Elkhorn City does have a strong group of people that are Brent Austin is active with the Bluegrass Wildwater As- 
committed to preserving the heritage and spirit of their sociation. He organizes the Russell Fork Rendezvous, a fes- 
town. They recently organized the nonprofit Elkhorn Area tival that benefits the river each year: "This community 
Heritage Council. Rita Moore, the group's secretary spoke here is probably the most tolerant and receptive to the pad- 
about her hopes and fears about development: dling community that I've ever seen; and I've paddled all 

"I don't think we're gonna have a population explosion over the country. It sort of has that southern hospitality in 
come into this town. Our infrastructure is not that good. the mountains approach to the paddlers. And maybe some 
And, we don't have a fast food restaurant. There's probably of it's economics. Paddlers don't have a lot of money, but 
people that want fast food restaurants in town, but many of they come in here during the fall season and they're spend- 
us say: 'Well, 20 miles to go to a McDonalds, Burger King or ing dollars. The local economy feels it and they appreciate 
whatever, that's their choice - and we like this atmosphere it." 
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The Russell Fork - Yesterday, Today and Tomorrow 
The Russell Fork Rendezvous draws thousands to the 

Haysi Kiwanias Park, located on an old strip mine high 
above the Russell Fork. It is billed as a "festival gathering 
to celebrate the value and beauty of the Russell Fork River, 
the mountains, and the people that live here." Proceeds 
from the festival go to local groups and projects working to 
preserve and promote the river. 

The Bluegrass Wildwater Association lists the following 
issues as critical to the health of the Russell Fork: 

1) Sediment Pollution from coal bed methane and natu- 
ral gas development. 

2) Logging around the park and the headwaters of the 
river 

3) Nutrient pollution from human and farm activities 
4) General river cleanup 
5) The proposed Haysi Dam upstream of the Park which 

would eliminate the natural flow that regularly comes into 
the gorge 

6) The need for managed releases of water from the John 
Flannagan Dam (on the Pound River, a tributary) in spring 
and summer months for recreation. 

Since the festival, a proposed bridge across the lower 
end of the gorge and possible development in the Potter 
Flats area have also emerged as issues. How these issues 
will be resolved is anyone's guess. Gurney Norman is a 
writer who has spent a lot of time paddling and pondering 
the state of rivers in Kentucky's coalfields. He leaves us 
these thoughts: 

"I think that the people before World War 11, and back 
into the 19th Century, the river was a practical thing. It 
figured into daily life. People actually wanted to fish. And 
there were many edible life forms- Frog legs, Fish, even Ed- 
ible Mussels for people to gather from the river. But, in the 
last 50 years people have kind of forgotten about the rivers. 
Sn there's been this loss of an intimate connection with the 
river, so that the river has become kind of abstract. And on 
the downside, I think that we have to admit that the river 
has been allowed to become just a sewer to carry off the 
waste of the human beings. This is a loss of any loving atti- 
tude of the water, any belief that the water is alive organi- 
cally, or any belief that flowing water in nature is a sacred 
thing." 

Gurney says that people are beginning to understand 
that it is practical to care for our rivers. 

"I think that as society began to have to pay a price for 
the exploitation: a price in the water quality and the air 
quality, and the aesthetic values; that people have wanted 
to side with the natural world against the forces that would 
rather mindlessly destroy it. We are evolving from treating 
the natural world as if it's a dead thing, as if it's a commod- 
ity, to seeing it as a living part of one's own life and family." 

Jerry Elkins agrees with this back to the future ap- 
proach to stewardship: "Where there is no environmental 
revitalization, there'll be no significant economic develop- 
ment of any kind. So the sooner we start taking care of our 

world that we live in then the better off we're all gonna be. 
Our old-timers knew how to manage the land and take from 
the land just what they needed and then give back to the 
land and allow the land to rest. And I think that's something 
that in our hurry up way of life, we've forgotten about. 
Maybe if we do take our time and think about what we're 
doing a little bit more that we won't see these significant 
impacts that's changing for the worst, but instead they'll be 
changing it for the better for the future generations to en- 
joy." 

With the combined efforts of locals, paddlers, and people 
interested in sustainable development, the Russell Fork will 
always be a place where people can gather and celebrate 
Appalachia's rich cultural and natural heritage. 

Editor's note: Tom Hansel1 works for Appalshop Films in 
Whitesburg, Kentucky. Tom directed the documentary film, The 
Breaks of the Mountain: The Russell Fork Gorge, which is available 
on video at (606)633-0108, fax (606)633-1009 or at Appalshop, 
website at thansell@ao~alshoo. orq 

ddlcsjricfe! network launch wlrsrldwide nil 

info@ePaddler.com 
P.O. Box 851 -- Bethel, Maine -- 04217 
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Why Do We 
Sell TopQuality 

Gear At Such 
Low Prices? 

d 
Because 
We Can. 

The exclusive source for Whetstone 
gear. Buying Internet direct has its 

advantages - like savings of 
30% to 50%. Satisfaction guaranteed. 

Whetstone Paddles $155 
Touring and river models crafted of 
carbon fiber with reinforced tips. 

Whetstone Paddle Jacket 
$80 

All the best features: breathable 
Sympatex panels adjustable 

neoprene seals, and mesh pocket. 

Whetstone S ra Decks 
$ 6 5 - % d  

Tourinq and river models featuring 
custom laminated fabrics like KevlaP, 

Cordura", and Sympatex. 

It's like having a friend 
in the gear business. 
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Beaver River 

- 
By Bri 

Sc 
Splat. 
Mosic 
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He w; 
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lip of 
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way f 

Russell. He should have been booking 
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Beaver River Rendezvous 1999: 

get turbulent. 
What he had done was follow some 

young rad surfing dude in a Mr. Bean 
or a Geek 230-I'm not sure which- 

out of the eddy above Splatter Platter. 

As Russell put it later, "He made this 
real cool rodeo move under this log- 

which I made-but then I was right at 
the lip of the drop." 

Duh! 
I had chosen a real high but easy 

b flume drop way over on the right. 

Steep, but easy. Yeah, it may be the 
sneak line, but it's still about 15 feet 

vertical. You paddle your boat, I'll 

paddle mine. 
This move gave me a ringside seat 

for what was about to happen next. The 
flume drop perfectly leads into the 

placement eddy above drop number 2. 
Russell floated off the lip of drop 

number 1, flipped, and went over the 
rock/wave/mushroom thing at the bot- 

tom of the drop upside down. Ouch la- 

dies and gentleman, that had to hurt. 

The Cyphur he was paddling bounced 
about 6 inches out of the water, upside 

down. He was leading with his head. 
Still, the paddle came up beside the 

boat for a valiant roll attempt. It was at 

that moment that I realized something 
was way major wrong. Kayak paddle 

shafts do not bend 50 degrees in the 
middle. His blade was broken. He 

swam. 
Now for the humorous bit, oh ye of 

true cowboy or cowgirl mentality. Any- 
thing in this sport that does not cause 

serious injury or death, is cause for 

great amusement. That is a true rodeo 
attitude. Not the endless cartwheeling 

type of rode, but true rodeo, as in risk- 

ing life and limb for the ride. 
For about three seconds after he 

came out of his boat, Russell tried to 

get everything to shore: boat, self, and 
broken paddle. Then he remembered 

where he was. I hope I'm not ruining 
my karma saying this, but the look on 

his face at that moment was truly 

priceless. It was that crucial moment 
when one realizes that no amount of 

expensive sporting gear is worth get- 

ting the crap kicked out of you and not 
being able to breathe very well in the 

process. 
His freestyle swimming stroke from 

that point on would surely earn him a 
birth on the Olympic team. Repeat af- 

ter me, "I am not swimming, I am 

cross training." 
At this point, as a member of the 

A.W.A. safety committee, I have to 

make a comment. Why, of all those 
people-and there must've been at  

least 60 or so-scouting this rapid, 
why was I the only one with a throw 

bag? Is group safety no longer a con- 
cern on these more accessible rivers? 

Luckily for Russell, somebody extended 
him a paddle, which he got. Whooo, 

swimming into drop number 2 would 

have been heinous. As it was, he almost 
pulled the guy with the paddle off his 

rock. 
Beaver River Rendezvous 1999 took 

place during the second year of re- 
leases on this Adirondack gem. It is 

truly a whitewater destination not to 
be missed. Call it a weekend of water- 

falls in upstate New York. The locals 
are friendly. The scene is mellow. 

There are primitive camping sights 

near the put-ins and take-outs. 

Even the wildlife gets into the spirit 
of things. The two loons who were 

mating out in the middle of the lake a t  
the Taylorsville campground were a 

dead cool addition to the ambiance. 

The hung over guys from New Jersey 

may not agree with this. The loons 
started at about 4 am and continued to  

midday. And being loons, they were 

loud in a way only loons can be, if you 
catch my drift. From 300 yards away 

all you could see was a ball of feathers, 
beaks, and turbulent water. Then, 

these amphibious waterfowl would 

chase each other around the lake, run- 
ning on the water, not quite taking off. 

They'd take turns chasing each other. 
Then you'd get another feather, beak, 

water, and wing explosion. This went 
on for hours. Definitely not a loon 

"quickie". 

Oops, I almost forgot the Eagle sec- 
tion. The over-the-top, totally full on 

Class V bit. It's the bit I didn't do. 
Maybe next year. I'd almost call it a 

Class VI, but I'm old fashioned. It's not 

that the drops are not runnable, but if 

continued ) 
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Beaver River Rendezvous 1999: 

you miss, talk about major spinal com- 
pression fracture. 

Drop number 2 on this section is 
definitely the most intimidating, but I 

thought that drop number 3 was the 

neatest. Call it the Service Entrance to 
the Mystery Hole. The line involves go- 

ing over about an eight foot ledge and 

aiming for what seems to be very solid 
chunk of upstate granite that sticks out 

from river left. You hit the service en- 

trance, pogo back just a bit and get 
blown right. Just where you want to be. 

I think the other end of the pocket 
in the bedrock you aim for probably 

surfaces outside of Ansted, West Vir- 

ginia. No shit man, you have to be there 
to see the move, to get the connection. 

Maybe you have to be in 2 places a once, 

both West Virginia and New York. See 
the Mystery Hole! Every tourist trap 

has to have a service entrance. 
The Eagle section then, for the true 

adrenaline addicted. If 475 feet gradient 

in 6 tenths of a mile 

doesn't elevate your 
blood pressure, you're 

already dead. 

Labor day weekend. 
Put the Beaver River on 

your calendar as a des- 
tination. You won't be 

disappointed. Imagine: 

son that the mosquitoes and black flies 
aren't bad. 

I really shouldn't go on here. Some 

of my Vermont friends would like to 
keep this one their own little tasty wa- 

terfall surf spot. Can't blame them. 
As for my own run through the last 

415 of Splatter Platter, I cleaned the 
second drop. Then my run degenerated 

whitewater in the into a real brawler. Back and forth 

Adirondacks, but with across the riverbed, over high, high 
the temperature at ledges, with the water shoving, shov- 
eighty degrees plus, ing. Not clean by any stretch of the 
late enough in the sea- imagination, but quite the ride. 

Previous page photos from top right to  bottom left show sequential shots 
from Drop #I to Drop #2. The photo to  the left shows the service entrance 
to Drop #3 , The Mystery Hole. 
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Top down: "Dog" Robertson dropp~ng over Quiet Falls. 
"Dog" aka Steve Robertson near the put-ln of Wh~stlepost Creek. 

Ozark Steep 
Creeking: 
Not lust an 

Anymore! 
BY B ~ l l  Herring \ - 

H ere I stand inspecting the huge gouge in 
the bottom of my new creek boat. It's a 
bright, sunny day in the small Northwest 
Arkansas town of Chester. Except for the 

muted roar of Clear Creek echoing off the front porch of 
the general store and a few oversized puddles in the 
road there's no trace of the five inches of rain that fell 
here less than eight hours ago. Joining me in my in- 
spection of the damaged craft is a local kid just shy of 
driving age, a very grizzled old man, one really lazy old 
dog, and my old paddling buddy Steve. 

After surveying the wreckage, the old guy shakes his 
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head and says, "yep, that crik is a bad one. Can't remember 
the last time it got up that near the bridge. Damn near 
came over the tracks it was rainin' so hard! You never saw 
rain so hard. That crik ain't no place for canoes up above 
the bridge ya know." He laughs a bit as he says this, and I 

t just nod my head and agree with him. I look over at Steve 
and see that he's thinking the same thing I am. The old 
man's "dangerous" creek is really a Class 11-111 run. These 
folks have no idea where we had been that morning. Finally 
the old guy and the kid both walk on up the road, leaving 
Steve and I to ponder the bottom of my boat by ourselves. 

1 believe that the most dedicated creek boaters in the 
world live in the Midwest. I know some folks might take of- 
fense at  that statement, but before you do, just consider for 
a moment how dedicate' 
Midwest boaters have 
to be. We live in a 
relatively dry part of 
the country where 
the highest elevations 
are no more than 
2,500 feet and where 

i 
good creek boating 
can only be found fol- 
lowing those rare, 
heavy rains that occur 
only a few days a year. 
These factors tend to 
weed out most would-b~ 
steep creekers. Some 
can't take the frustratio 
and move off to places 
synonymous with good 
creek boating like West 

more of the "floating" variety. It helps to not have a real job. 
Some paddlers, like Steve and I, actually like living in the 

Arkansas Ozarks. It's really one of the best areas for boating 
outside of the really good areas for boating. There are sev- 
eral reasons for this. For one, it's centrally located between 
the boating meccas of the East and West. Runs in both the 
Colorado Rockies and the Appalachians can all be reached in 
a day's drive. Almost all Ozark creeks and rivers are free 
flowing, and you don't need a permit to run them. Most wa- 
tersheds are free of industrial pollution. All you need is 
enough water. And it's hardly ever crowded. On a typical day 
on an average Ozark stream, you can count the number of 
boaters on the water using only your fingers. Go to the 
Ocoee or Arkansas rivers on any given weekend and you'll 

need a computer to keep up 
with the headcount. I 
strongly suspect that more 
boaters run the Nantahala 
in a single weekend than 
run all of the whitewater 
streams in Arkansas in an 
average year. And did I 
mention that we don't 
have any commercial raft- 
ing? 

And there are some 
great creeks in the Ozark 
hills. A mixture of softer 
limestones and shales 
with harder sandstone 

der-choked rapids and \y-----'--d;iri$;;a;r the entrance to Wet 
ledges. My buddy Steve 
(who goes by the nick- 

Virginia, ~olbrado,  or North Carolina. Some just give it up 
completely and take up a hobby that they can hope to pur- 
sue for more than a few hours a year. Those rare individuals 
who stick with it in the face of almost insurmountable ob- 
stacles are surely the most dedicated creek boaters in the 
country. Either that or we're just plain nuts. It's like decid- 
ing to be a member of the Jamaican bobsled team. People 
may laugh a bit at  you and shake their heads, but deep down 
you know they respect you. Right? 

Heck just being any type of whitewater boater in the Mid- 
west takes dedication. Around here the Class I1 runs only 
stay up for days or weeks rather than the months are the 
rule in other parts of the country. The really steep creeks 
around here run only when all of the heavenly bodies that 
influence the flow of water come into exactly the proper 
alignment. And more than half the time, that happens at 
night! When it does happen during the daylight hours, you 
have to drop whatever you're doing at  a moment's notice, 
load the boat and gear, and head for the hills. Those who 
hesitate are lost-or rather their water is lost down the 
steep hillsides, into the pastoral valleys where the rapids are 

name "Dog" when he's boating) is an expert in the geology 
and geography of the Ozark highlands. He can tell you how 
some of the roughest creeks were formed when unstable 
gorge walls collapsed into the creeks or why almost all of the 
falls are severely backcut. I just know about the obvious 
stuff, like how boulders the size of houses and gradients in 
excess of 300 feet per mile combine to make continuous 
stretches of Class IV+ whitewater. When there is water, that 
is. 

The Fall 98lSpring 99 season was an unusually 
good one for boaters in the Arkansas Ozarks. Relatively 
steady rains and unseasonably warm temperatures extended 
the boating season longer than usual and kept the local play 
runs pumped up a good deal of the time. I'd had the oppor- 
tunity to run several great classics like Richland Cr. and the 
venerable Hailstone. Those alone would have made for a 
great season in the Ozarks, but on top of that the great cos- 
mic alignment had happened a few times, and I had been 
lucky enough to be there for it. We made first descents of 
two great new steep creeks and a pseudo-descent of a third. 
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On that one we arrived a bit late, and the result was a blend The creeks were still getting rain when we arrived in 
of paddling and boat-dragging. I like to think of that type of the small town of Chester, just 20 minutes south of 
trip as an opportunity to test the boundary that divides hik- Fayetteville. One of the area's great play runs, Clear Creek, 
ing and boating. Most folks would probably refer to it as a runs right through the middle of town. It is by no means a 
really bad overestimation of the water level. But we don't of- big creek, only carrying water 
ten pass up such chanc for about 48 hours br less after 
explore new creeks a big rain. That day it was a 
at  low levels. full-scale river. It had been 

This season was much higher just an hour or 
great while it lasted, so earlier, but it was still 
but when July ap- flooded. Huge, muddy waves 
proaches, the rains al- crisscrossed it everywhere. 
ways stops, and any Dog's voice came over the 
creek exploration that CB, "Looks like we hit the 
is undertaken in the jackpot!" Indeed we had. 
next four months must We headed up into the 
be done on foot. So hills, dodging debris that 
when I woke up on had been swept across the 
June 30 to the sound of road by torrents of water 
thunder, I thought I rushing down the sides of 
must have been dream- the valley. We were paral- 
ing. leling a tributary of Clear 

But I wasn't dream- Creek and it was nearly 
ing. Flood warnings were covering the road in 
out for most of Okla- places. We passed one 
homa, a good sign since spot where a very sur- 
most of our severe 
weather originates in that 
area. A very rare late sea- 
son storm was training 
bands of heavy rains about 
a half-hour south of my 
house in Fayetteville- 
right over some great 
creeks. 

I called my good buddy 
Dog and he said he'd call 
back after his yard stopped 
flooding. He was afraid his 
basement was going to start 
filling up. That sounded like 
a sure sign from the river D 
gods to me, so I called a 
bunch more folks to try to get 
a few more boaters. But most of the usual suspects were out 
of town in Colorado or elsewhere, where the water was sure 
to be in late June. No one had expected such a frog-floater 
in the Ozarks in the summer. 

So it looked like it was just going to be Dog and me, a 
fact that neither one of us liked much. Two is not the rec- 
ommend group size for paddling remote creeks. But we 
couldn't pass up an opportunity like this one, and besides, 
we knew the creeks by heart. Into just about every creek in 
the area we had invested hours of exploratory time, negoti- 
ating access points, finding hazards, and memorizing where 
the nasty drops were as well as the eddies above them. 

prised horse had been 
stranded on a small hill 
that usually formed the 
left bank of the pastoral 
stream. That day the 
stream didn't have the 
patience to go around 
the knoll, so it tried to 
swallow it up, running 
swiftly around both 
sides. The horse stood 
there staring at  the big 
waves that pushed 
through what had 
been forest, waiting 

o g "  Robertson surveys the slot in The Cathedral. patiently for an es- 
cape route to present 
itself. 

"We should go check out Whistlepost," I told Dog as we 
hurtled down the road. "It's got to have water today, and it's 
not too hard to get down in there. If it isn't up, we can still 
come back for one of the other creeks." Whistlepost was a 
creek that I had hiked a couple of times earlier in the year. 
No one had ever run it before. It had been a yearlong project 
just to get permission from the landowners around the 
creek to access it. Its 1.5 mile-long gorge tumbled more 
than 500 vertical feet, and it had a larger watershed than 
many of the other micro-creeks in the area. Dog agreed with 
my idea, and we turned and headed up toward Whistlepost. 

When we got to the creek, the water didn't look huge by 
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any means. Then I remembered that we were looking at 
only half of the flow. Two tributaries, each tiny steep creeks 
in their own right, merge just below the put-in to form a 
much larger creek. At the same time, the gorge closes in 
and compresses the flow into a channel that isn't any wider 
than the two small feeders above. What we saw on one of 
the small streams was certainly boatable, so we figured that 
the gorge must have plenty of water. 

As we got ready to run shuttle, Dog pointed out how high 
the watermarks were up the bank. The creek had obviously 
carried literally ten times as much water just a couple of 
hours earlier. I interpreted this as a clear sign from the 
river gods that we were not supposed to run the shuttle. In 
another hour, there might not be much creek left to run, 
and the shuttle was a half-hour longer than that. Dog did 
not have my faith, however, and he severely doubted that 
the river gods would provide us with a way of getting back 
to our trucks when we got to Chester. Besides, we only had 
a couple of bucks between us, so bribing a local resident 
into the hour-long drive up the ridge was not a strong pos- 
sibility. 

Luckily, my cell phone was getting some reception, so I 
called my wife, Chanoy. She is an accomplished whitewater 
boater too, so she understood the urgency of our situation 
better than any non-boater could, and she agreed to meet us 
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in Chester if we would call her when we got there. When I hop out to check it. He decided to wait in his boat to see if 
told him we were good to go, Dog looked rather doubtful. this was a false alarm. It wasn't. 
He even questioned whether I had really made the call or The creek dropped over a large boulder jumble that was 
not. I think he thought it unlikely that anyone would be basically 90% unrunnable. The only way to get down it was 
that nice. Finally he took my word for it, and we suited up. to dodge a couple of small boulders at the top, move quickly 

It takes me longer to put my gear on these days than it to the far left, jump the top of a sideways sloping rock, make 
used to. Things like elbow pads that I would have laughed at a 90 degree turn on the way down, and hit a slot drop no 
a few years ago have now be- wider than a kayak. There 
come essential paddling gear. looked to be several ways 
As I get older, I worry a lot less to get pinned, but luckily 
about looking cool and a lot most of the water went 
more about minimizing poten- into the ugly sieve that 
tial pain. Eventually, I can see blocked the right ride of 
myself wearing a veritable suit the rapid. As long as we 
of armor, looking like a river- could avoid the sieve, a pin 
going Don Quixote chasing would only result in some 
waterfalls instead of wind- bruises to our egos. 
mills. It makes me think of The real problem was that 
what a friend of mine once the rapid didn't stop there. It 
said about the advances in just kept on sliding and 
safety gear in adventure churning around rocks as it 
sports: maybe we were all dropped away around the cor- 
safer back when we had gear ner. I thought I could see 
that didn't make us feel something resembling an eddy 
quite so invincible. 50 yards or so downstream, 

but I couldn't be sure we could 
OUY day started off hit it in the pushy current. I 

with a wide, bony five-foot walked up to where Dog was 
ledge that appeared before parked and yelled the situation 
the two branches merged. to him. He decided he'd try it, 
That was the last bony with me on the bank near the 
rapid of the day. Once the top drop to help him if he 
water came together 
there was plenty of it- 
nearly too much in the 
ultra-narrow stream. We 
found ourselves being 
shoved down a chute full 
of whitewater, trying to 
hit every eddy over the 
size of a basketball in an 
attempt to slow our de- 
scent. The water was 
onlv Class 111. but it 
didn't have any pauses. Dog takes the plunge at The Cathedral. 

Finally we both hit a 
larger eddy and I 
hollered at Dog to watch for a small cascade coming in on 
the right. Just past that was a bigger rapid I remembered 
from my hike. 

We peeled out again and hopped several tiny half-eddies 
until we passed a beautiful fall tumbling down the side of 
the gorge on our right. "Just what we need, more water!" I 
hollered at Dog as he grinned back at me. Ahead of us was a 
small, rocky horizon line, and past that the creek disap- 
peared around a bend. I looked back at Dog and told him I'd 

Dog made the drop without a 
hitch, running a great line, the 
only line, through the clog of 
boulders. He passed me whooping 
and hollering with a big smile 
showing from beneath his helmet. 
I was smiling too until I watched 
him zigzag his way down the rest 
of the rapid and flush right past 
the only eddy I could see. Then he 
was gone, and I was standing there 
with a throw rope in my hand and a 
dumb look on my face. I was just 
starting to try to scramble down the 

bank to get to him, when Dog's red helmet popped up from 
behind some big boulders on the opposite side of the gorge. 
I couldn't hear him well, but he signaled to me that there 
was a small eddy just around the curve on the right. I 
quickly scrambled back up to my boat and shoved off into 
the current. 

When I got down to the corner I pinballed my way 
around a few rocks, making good use of my elbow pads. 
There I saw Steve's boat, but no eddy, and I just managed to 
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Bill Herring (aka Fish) in Wet Your Whistle, the entrance to  The Cathedral. 

and jumping over ledges, alternately 
paddling furiously forward to punch 
hydraulics and back paddling to 
ferry around rocks. At one point, we 
came off of a small drop, turned 90 
degrees, and ducked a tree that 
crossed the stream at chin height 
while plunging off of a four-foot 
ledge. It was certainly Ozark 
creeking! When we finally found a 
big eddy just downstream of where 
we had scouted to, I looked over at 
Dog and hollered, "Wow! Can we 
do that again?" We laughed, a bit 
nervously. The creek was just get- 
ting started, and we couldn't 
breathe easy just yet. 

From the eddy we could see 
what looked like a cave in the bend 
just ahead. The water upstream of 
it was ominously flat. We hopped 
out on the bank and climbed down 
to look at one of the most impres- 
sive rapids I've ever seen. I had 
dubbed this area "The Cathedral" 

get the boat stopped by turning upstream and grabbing a 
small tree. When I hopped out to join Dog, he was looking 
off downstream with a weird look on his face. When I 
turned around, all I could see was a staircase of whitewater, 
churning along the gorge until it disappeared around an- 
other corner. You really couldn't break it up into multiple 
rapids; there just weren't any reliable eddies to hit. Every 
small ledge just flowed right into the next one, and, because 
it was so narrow, there was only one good line through the 
whole thing. 

We walked down a hundred yards or so to find a place to 
stop, but we still couldn't see a good one. There were some 
tiny semi-eddies that could possibly be snagged. They would 
just have to do. It did look clear enough to run all of what 
we could see, but it unnerved us a bit not knowing for sure 
when we'd get stopped again. After all, this was the part of 
the creek that had looked easy when I hiked it, and we knew 
there could easily be unrunnable drops ahead of us. 

To add to our concerns, the sky was darkening again, 
and the creek definitely didn't need any more water. We 
could see trees a few feet up the bank that had bark stripped 
off from the torrent that preceded our arrival that morning. 
Another deluge like that would send us scurrying up the 
gorge walls for our lives. We didn't talk much about it 
though; there was nothing to do but keep heading down- 
stream out of the gorge. 

We dropped the boats back into the rapids and shot off 
around the bend. Our next few minutes were spent spinning 

on my hikes of the area because 
the huge rocks in the tiny creek 

looked like the towers of some medieval church. The rapid 
that lies in the shadow of those towers cascades more than 
twenty feet over four ledges. On its way down, the water 
flows into and under several of the two-story tall boulders. 

The third drop in The Cathedral was the real problem. In 
it, Whistlepost Creek necked down to a slot only a foot wider 
than a kayak. The resulting jet of water was funneled into 
the undercut base of the biggest of the overhanging rocks, 
twisting back on itself in a furious hydraulic display. Run- 
ning the rapid would mean dodging undercuts after jump- 
ing the first two ledges, hopefully blasting through the slot 
without pinning, and then staying left over the final eight 
foot plunge to avoid a nasty rock and small cave on the right 
side of the drop. The rapid was conceivably runnable, but 
not without hefty penalties for mistakes. 

After a quick discussion we made the decision to portage 
the upper part of the drop and run the final ledge. We just 
didn't have the manpower to set up bank support for a pad- 
dler in such a large rapid that day, and if one of us were in- 
jured, he'd have to wait alone in the gorge while the other 
walked out. It was obviously the smart decision to make, but 
I still couldn't help wondering if I was backing down too 
easily. Maybe it was just the adrenaline talking, but I really 
felt like I could run the drops. 

Looking back on it, it was certainly the adrenaline talk- 
ing-it was a dangerous rapid. We did the wise thing and 
carried down the almost sheer gorge walls to drop our boats 
just below the third drop. I went flying off the ledge first, 
trying to stay on the far left to avoid the rocks and pothole 
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on the right side of the drop. And Dog came tumbling after. 
From below, the huge rapid painted a surreal scene: a 

tiny creek filled with boulders that belonged on a much 
larger river and water surging through every possible nook 
and cranny, trying to find a way through the constricting 
maze of rock. And we were quite possibly the only people to 
ever see it like this, certainly the first in boats. Unfortu- 
nately, we didn't have much time to stop and take in more 
of this incredible scene. The next drop was just as big, and 
the swirling dark clouds above reminded us that we needed 
to keep moving quickly. 

After a 20-minute climb down into a bowl of 
limestone, we arrived at the base of another big drop. This 
one was much simpler than the scrambled course of the 
previous rapid. The water simply accelerated over a gently- 
sloping rock shelf, arced through the air, and fell 20 feet to a 
tiny pool below. Most waterfalls have a hole at the bottom, 
but the base of this one more closely resembled an explo- 
sion. The falling torrent simply ricocheted violently off of 
the bottom, less than five feet below the surface. The whole 
thing swirled and surged powerfully between the gorge 
walls. 

It was one of the most beautiful falls I'd ever seen, framed 
by the dark walls of the gorge against a leaden sky. And I 
was going to run it. "I'll head back up to the boats and try to 
signal you before I come off," I told Dog as I began the 

climb. The landing had to be precise, but the approach 
looked clean. Besides, running it couldn't be any more dan- 
gerous than trying to scramble up the crumbing limestone 
walls that surrounded it. It was one of those rare cases in 
which portaging seemed to be the greater of the two evils. 
At least that's what I kept telling myself on the way back to 
the top. 

After portaging a tree that blocked a four-foot ledge just 
above the falls, I was looking down from the edge of the 
drop. As I peered down into the churning grotto below, I 
had the strangest feeling that something wasn't quite right. 
I couldn't put my finger on it, but something about the fall 
seemed out of place. I stood there for a long moment mes- 
merized by the falling water and tried to puzzle out what 
was wrong. 

Finally it dawned upon me that I could hear birds chirp- 
ing and leaves rustling. Standing three feet from this tor- 
rent of whitewater, all I could hear was a sound like a gently 
babbling brook. It may have been a trick of the rock walls 
around the fall, or maybe it was a quirk of the weather that 
day. I don't know. But the falling water was making hardly 
any noise. It was a strange sensation that just added to the 
beauty of this fantastic waterfall. 

Just then the sun broke out from behind the wall of 
clouds and the whole gorge lit up with vivid greens and 
sparkling white. The arrival of dancing rays of sunshine cut- 
ting through the clouds combined with the strange silence 
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at the edge of the falls to invoke in me a feeling of complete 
peace and calm. I know it sounds crazy, but it seemed to me 
to be a sign from above that I had nothing to fear from this 
fall or this creek. I got in my boat, put on my skirt, and 
pushed off without hesitation. 

Ah, that old familiar discontinuity in time between star- 
ing down into a churning pool far below and plunging into 
cold water. I've never been able to ascertain what happens to 
my brain in the moments between takeoff and landing on a 
big fall, but my senses seem to get lost in the blur of mo- 
tion. Everything just moves too quickly, and the gray matter 
never seems to have enough time to catch up before it's 
over. Rapids I remember vividly; waterfalls are a permanent 

rience running a perfect waterfall. It's why 1'11 keep chasing 
falls and creeks all of my life, one of those rare moments 
when I feel that I'm truly living instead of just existing. I 
carry the cumulative peace and wisdom of those experiences 
with me every day of my life, and I'm a better person for it. 

While I waited for Dog to climb up for his run, I 
stretched out on the big rocks below the falls and soaked up 
the green-filtered sunshine. I could feel the big, cold slab of 
stone vibrating from the force of the water that was pound- 
ing the bedrock below. It was so peaceful that I nearly 
drifted off to sleep. I realized that I better stay awake to take 
a picture of Dog coming over the falls. So I climbed over 
rocks and trees trying to find a good spot above 

I quiet up there," were 
the first words out of 

Steve's Helmet st~cking up from the middle of Yellow Submarme. his mouth. I told him 
that I had had the same 
experience, and we 

falls. Perhaps I run them in the hope that someday I will be agreed to simply name the drop "Quiet Falls." Yet it was 
able to see clearly that compressed moment in time that has hard to regain that serenity as we gazed up at the thunder- 
eluded me so far. Perhaps. ing water. 

The spell was broken as I sliced into the boiling water be- 
low. My premonition had been correct. I had run a nearly We still had some tough rapids ahead, but with blue 
perfect line, boofing the lip of the drop angling right into skies above and the two biggest drops behind us, the gorge 
the deepest part of the pool. I paddled over to Dog in the suddenly didn't seem too intimidating. The rest of the creek 
eddy, and he helped steady my boat in the frothing water as was just plain fun. 
I got out. One of the best things about being the first boaters to 

"HOW was it?" he asked as I was taking off my helmet. "I run a creek is that you get to name rapids, and we named 
think it may have been the best drop of my life," I replied. some of the more memorable rapids as we descended. Just 
I'm sure he thought I was exaggerating, caught UP in the below Quiet Falls was "Wondercut," where the left half of a 
euphoria of having made a first descent of a 20 foot fall, but broken ledge dropped into a cavernous undercut rock. 
looking back on it I don't think 1 was. It was a perfect expe- Downstream a little further was an impassable slot under a 
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natural bridge. Only someone the size of a smurf could have run it, and we 
had a nasty time portaging around it-hence the name: "Big Nasty." Near 
the end of the big gorge drops, I pinned solidly on a small rock at the lip of a 
big ledge that dumped into a rock. After Dog helped me get free, we both ran 
it, ricocheting off the rock before plunging completely underwater in the 
deep hydraulic at  the bottom. That one was dubbed "Yellow Submarinev- 
for no reason in particular. 

The last quarter mile of the creek didn't have any drops that merited a 
name. The tight gorge finally receded, and the rapids tamed down to the 
Class 11-111 variety, but the topographic maps of the area indicated one more 
potentially serious hazard before we reached the muddy flow of Clear Cr. Be- 
tween the bigger creek and us was a set of railroad tracks. Whistlepost Cr. 
had to cross those tracks, and everyone knows that creeks don't generally 
flow over railroad tracks. Whistlepost is no exception to this rule. 

The culvert was about eight feet in diameter and 50 feet long, and at its 
terminus the creek plunged six feet down into Clear Cr. We scouted it care- 
fully from both ends. It was clear of debris, but the last step was a real doozy. 
Clear Cr. wasn't just standing still as the smaller creek plunged into it. It 
was accelerating around the outside of a sharp bend and then slamming into 
a big boulder just a few feet downstream of the culvert. The resulting hy- 
draulic display was quite impressive. At least the hole below the drop 
wouldn't be a keeper, since Clear Cr. would probably slam us into the rock 
wall before the hole could work us over too much. 

So I followed Dog into the mouth of the tunnel with my camera drawn to 
record the first run of the last drop of Whistlepost Cr. As we raced past the 
dark corrugated walls, I clicked the shutter twice before I retrieved my 
paddle from my armpit. Then I followed Dog off the drop, paddling like crazy 
and angling sharply left in an attempt to line up with the flow of Clear Cr. at 
the bottom. It was a futile effort. 

Dog in the big culvert-The Tunnel of Love. 
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steepest, most technical creeks that I had ever been on. We 
had descended over 500 feet of elevation in two miles with 
the first mile weighing in at  over 350 feet. Sitting there in 
Clear Creek basking in the glow of this accomplishment felt 
pretty damn good! A perfect day on a perfect Ozark steep 
creek! But it wasn't quite over yet. 

The five-mile trip down to Chester was relatively un- 
eventful, as we crested wave after wave on a flooded creek 
dropping 50 feet per mile. Trees whizzed by as we zipped 
along the endless wave trains in water that looked like froth- 
ing chocolate milk. At one point, we paused for pictures at  a 
new freeway bridge where a tributary dropped over 100 feet 
straight down into Clear Creek "This sure doesn't feel like 
Arkansas!" I told Dog smiling ear to ear. We bounced over 
more waves and the occasional hole, stopping to surf some 
of the friendlier looking ones. Finally the creek calmed 
down a bit and we came past some junky old shacks and de- 
bris that looked like they came straight out of Deliverance. 

About that time, Dog dropped over a barely visible six- 
inch ledge across the creek, but as I tried to follow him my 
kayak pinned at the top. I tried to wiggle off of whatever had 
me stuck, but despite my best attempts the boat wouldn't 
budge. That's when I saw the rebar. The owner of the Y2K- 

paddlers have developed their own set of terms to de- ready vacation spot we had just passed had poured a home- 
scribe what happens to them when they fail to make a drop made concrete slab across the creek. For reasons only a do- 
cleanly. ~ h e s e  include terms such as hammered, clobbered, it-yourself bridge builder could explain he left a fence of 
worked, douched, and trashed. All of them could be applied three-inch spikes of rebar poking up on the downstream 
to what happened to me as the nose of my boat intersected side. It took me a couple of minutes to dislodge my boat 
Clear Cr. I can't remember any of it very clearly myself, but from the metal spike that had speared it. 
the play-by-~lay would have gone something like, "and he's When we reached our take-out at Chester, I got a chance 
jerked around sideways before the boat can even sink into to inspect the hull of my 6-m0nth-~ld creek boat. One of 
the water. Just look at that hydraulic try to tear him out of the rebar spikes had impaled the boat just fonvard of the 
his kayak- And there he goes trying to roll as he slams head seat, and had stretched the plastic so thin you could see 
first into the big rock!'' "Man, Howard, that's gotta hurt! light through it. The gash was at least a half-inch deep and 
He got h ~ ~ ~ m e r e d ! "  the colorful  mentat tat or would no a couple of inches long. After uttering a few words about the 
doubt add cheerfully. guy who had built the concrete slab, I was ready to head for 

~ u t  I eventually spun free, rolled up, and headed for the home. We hauled the boats the remaining 150 yards to the 
huge eddy where Dog was sitting. Actually, the eddy wasn't general store in downtown Chester where we ran into an 
all that big, but any eddy looked big compared to what we old man, a boy, and a very lazy dog. 
had just experienced on Whistlepost. Dog looked as 

town, and that suits Dog and me just fine. 
We've had plenty of excitement for one day. 

I look over at  the old dog (the real one) lying flat out on 
the ground. We're fairly sure that we saw him move at some 
point, but it's hard to be sure. A casual observer might mis- 
take him for roadkill. 

I reflect on the fact that this will very likely be the last 
big run of the season. No doubt the hot, dry summer will 
soon be upon us with a vengeance, and by mid July even 
hiking the creeks won't be an option unless 95-degree tem- 
peratures, ticks, and poison ivy sound like your idea of fun. 
"It's like God turns off the big faucet in the sky," an old 
buddy of mine used to say. For the next three months those 
boaters who can, will travel to places where the faucet is 
controlled by the Corps of Engineers or fed by snow. Today 
the faucet was opened up for a brief moment, and we made 
the most of it. Tomorrow we'll have to find other pursuits to 
keep us busy for a while. 

I think I'll start my summer by patching 
my boat. 
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SO here we sit with our 
boats and paddling gear piled up 
on the front porch of the general 
store. Waiting for Chanoy to ar- 
rive, we're sipping sodas and gaz- 
ing Out at the Steam rising UP 
off the street and railroad tracks 
as the afternoon sun evaporates 
the remainder of the 
morning's deluge. Time passes 

dazed as I felt. Looking at 
it from below, I couldn't 
see any way that anyone 
could run that culvert 
without loosing control at 
the bottom, but I m  p r o b  
ably wrong about that. After 
all, I'm just one the most 
dedicated whitewater boat- 
ers in the country, certainly 

For reasons only a do-it-yOur~eif 

builder he left 

a fence of three-inch yebar 
p o ~ n g  up On the downstream side- 

not one of the best. 
One thing was certain 

- lazilv in this small Ozark 

though. We had just run one of the 
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By Dave Woten 

On December 1 1, 1999, my 

31 st birthday, I was about to un- 

wrap my present. Sitting below 

a 30 foot waterfall at the put-in 

for the North Fork of the Black- 

water in northern West Vir- 

ginia, I was hoping that my 

present wouldn't be too big 

once I got it out of the box. 

There to celebrate with me was 

good friend and paddling part- 

ner Craig Wood and our trip 

leaders Jeff Knechtel and Ty 

Miller. 

he North Fork of the 
Blackwater is an aquatic 
bobsled ride, demanding 

from the moment you put-on. The 
short run consists of steep, abusive 
drops, shallow slides, and nonstop 
action. It requires more boofing than 
you can imagine, all while dropping 
250+ feet per mile. The longest 
flatwater pools were only 20-30 feet. 
Often only 10-20 feet separates the 
drops. All of the rapids are runnable, 
though Mash, i s  often carried. 

With the air temperature at less 
than 30 degrees, the mist from the 
waterfall was freezing on the rocks. 
This made scouting the first rapid a 
tricky task, like downhill ice-skating 
while using trees as brakes. After put- 

~ lar  on the North Fork 
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ting on below the falls, we immedi- 
ately entered a steep, technical Class 
IV drop with offset chutes and cross 
currents that didn't even merit a 
name. Looking downstream, the 
creek fell out of view. Looking up- 
stream the creek disappeared sky- 
ward. Ty jumped in and laid down 
the line in perfect form. After clean- 
ing the chosen line, I turned to watch 
Craig. One move demanded a boof 
into cross currents. Craig flipped. Af". 
ter hitting his roll and making it 
through the right slot, we were back 
in business. 

After a few small (by North Fork 
standards) ledges and boulder piles, 
we approached a shallow cascade 
that demands that you run right of 
center, or drop 8-1 0 feet onto a rock 
slab. Maybe next time I can watch 
where I'm going rather than where 
I've been. It appears to be equally 
abusive forwards as backwards. 

We continued flying Blue Angel 
down the river with Ty as our pilot. 
He stopped along the right bank and 

as I passed he yelled to catch an 
eddy. Craig and Jeff hopped in right 
behind me. A few more feet and we 
would have been committed to run- 
ning the Class V+ "Gluteal Mash." 
This 30 foot drop lands in very shal- 
low water and has broken ankles. 
Blackwater master Chuck Morris, 
who routinely runs the North Fork 
three times a day, had run it earlier 
in the day, but the rest of his group 
carried it. Our whole group played it 
safe and carried. 

We got out to scout a technical, 
but unnamed, rapid. The tricky en- 
trance was followed by a 2 foot clap- 
per (a boof landing flat on rock). Af- 
ter sliding off the clapper rock back 
into the main flow, you must make a 
90 degree bank off of a pillow. It was 
at this time that Craig made the fate- 
ful discovery. His beloved Dagger 
Freefall had acquired a crack under 
the seat. Carry or continue? One 
look up at the canyon walls and it 
was an easy decision. Trying to spare 
his boat, Craig missed the line, 

flipped, hit his head, and swam. He 
self-rescued. Ty stayed with him near 
shore. Jeff got his boat. That left me 
chasing the paddle. A well-executed 
rescue, I just don't like going over 
drops without knowing what i s  wait- 
ing below! 

Eye of the Needle is one of the 
next major rapids. Poorly run, it can 
be like playing whitewater pinball. 
You slide 8-1 0 feet down a ledge, 
then freefall 3 feet. This aims you di- 
rectly towards a piton. Play the pil- 
low just right and you weave be- 
tween two tightly-spaced boulders. 
Play it just a little wrong and flipping 
is the least of your concerns. We all 
cleaned the line. 

Double Indemnity began with a 
shallow entrance over an 8 foot slide, 
then immediately off a 12 foot water- 
fall. The river left half of this waterfall 
land on rocks. I spun into an eddy on 
the left just above the rocky landing. 
Craig hit an eddy after the first ledge 
and had a smooth landing off the 
bottom drop. Jeff and Ty's experience 
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continued to shine with their smooth 
runs. 

Class V Rainbow Room is less 
than 20 feet after Double Indemnity. 
The approach, a 2 foot wide channel 
split by a rock, left no room for error. 
Going to the left of the rock in the 
channel leads to an almost vertical 4 
foot drop containing an inconve- 
niently placed pinning rock, followed 
by an undercut slab. One third of the 
flow here goes under the rock. This 
side is runable, but dangerous, and 
leaves little margin for error! 

The right side line demands an 
extremely technical series of moves. 
After passing the rock in the lead-in, 
you must boof 4 feet, landing per- 
pendicular from your take-off. Next 
you paddle between two rocks with 
the water dropping 4 feet onto your 
left side. Then you go under the 
spray of the left route's piton rock, in 
front of the undercut, turn 90 degrees 
right, and go through a slot. This all 
happens in a distance of 20 feet. 

Ty set up to demonstrate as we 
observed. But he spun out and was 
driven backwards through the left 
side. Jeff ran the dangerous left line. 
Craig had seen enough and carried. 
Running almost everything clean and 

having birthday karma on my side, I 
decided to go for it. This was possi- 
bly the sweetest line I have ever run. 

We continued I00 yards down to 
the junction with the Upper B. The 
800+ foot vertical climb out was as 
hard as any rapid. Mountain goats 
would pass on this one. I wish it was 
as easy as the Upper Gauley's Pan- 
ther Creek take-out. Our climb and 
the subsequent carry down an old 
railroad bed took about an hour and 
almost equaled our paddling time. 

After our descent we compiled 
this list of tips for those attempting 
the North Fork of the Blackwater: 

1 )  Hire a Sherpa to meet you at 
the N.F. and Upper B. junction 

2) Prearrange an appointment 
with your chiropractor for spine ad- 
justments 

3) Sell your boat after 5 trips 
down the N.F. 

4) Even good lines can go bad in 
a hurry ... so be prepared to improvise 

5) Often a single paddle stroke 
makes all the difference 

6) Run all the hard lines on the 
Upper Yough before trying this 

7) Run them some more!!! 

Rainbow Room on the North Fork. 

- 

lo~n Small World Adventures 
www.smallworldadventuresscc 
n) and Solitude River Trips 
www.adventuresports.com/gu~ 
je/solitude) for six enchanting 
jays on 100 miles of drop-pool 
whitewater in the middle of the 
'rank Church River of Nc 
Return Wilderness. 

We'll do the work, so you 
can play the day away. 

Narm days, starry nights, full 
*aft support and gourmet 
neals, Run legendary Velvet 
=ails, Pistol Creek, Rubber, 
iancock, and Weber with Larry, 
illen and Jay to show you the 
lest lines, waves and play 
;pots. This trip will fill up fast, 
;o book early to save a spot. 
ioom available for non-boating 
afters, too. $ 1,495 plus fees, 
:axes and tips. 

CaN 1 -800-585-2925 to 
reserve your spot today. 

Small World Adventures 
1675 Larimer St, #735 

Denver, CO 80202 
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"Hey Walt, let me buy you a beer." 

"Dieter, there's a whole keg right here." 

"Details, details. Did you hear that we went back to Canyon Creek? Did it with only one portage." 

"Wow! It's been ten years since we did that first decent and I'm still tired." 

"Here Walt, let me buy you a beer. You sit down and take it easy. Don't want you to overdo it now." 

"Yeah, that sounds good. Got a pillow?" 

T e n  years ago. Walt Carms and Mike 
Fentress made an epic first descent of 
Canyon Creek (see JulyIAugust 1993 AW 
article). They did about everything 
wrong that boaters could do on a first 
descent: they started late, they at- 
tempted the run at high water, they had 
no shuttle and they were paddling Danc- 
ers. Oh my God, what Bozos! 

In late June of 1998, California's epic 
water year, I convinced "dude" Scott 
Lingrin and kayaking Kiwi, Peter 
Kettering to return to Canyon Creek 
with me. And we had one hell of a run. 

At 300 cfs, about half of the flow 
Walt and Mike saw, we did only one por- 
tage in this ten mile stretch of whitewa- 
ter. The canyon is remote, with beauti- 
ful convoluted limestone walls arching 
over the river. The water is a clear, deep 

blue, but the rapids are continuous, 
challenging Class V. 

We were able to drive to the take- 
out via a four-wheel drive road. The 
put-in road was a less challenging dirt 
road that took us to within 100 yards of 
the river. The run was serious. With 
Scott leading the way, we made good 
time. Even though it was one of the 
longest days of the year, we still arrived 
at the take-out near dark. 

While Scott and I loaded boats at the 
take-out (and Peter changed clothes to 
the delight of 1000 mosquitoes) I told 
Scott, "I don't understand why those 
guys hiked all over this canyon when 
they did this the first time." 

"Dude, they were total bozos." 
"Such total bozos. They should have 

taken a plane." 
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Sinkholes ... the ultimate undercut? 

hile this scenario may be fictitious, if someone paddles 
long enough, a similar situation will happen to them. 
It's inevitable. Just like "death and taxes." 
After all, whitewater is formed by swiftly-moving water 
flowing over and around rocks. The only problem is 

the water flows under certain rocks Undercut! 
re sticking up out of the current. And when that 

-called undercut rock. or iust "undercut" in , , 

boater-talk, allows the water to go through, but not the boat. Jeeze .... just the 
Undercut! Jeeze .... just the word alone is enough to send shivers up the 

spine of the most seasoned paddler. 
But are undercuts all that bad? I mean most of them are easy to recognize: if word alone is 

the water piles up on the rock, it's not undercut .... if it doesn't, it is. What could 
be simpler? And what the heck, if you can't wiggle out of a tight squeeze, what 
are you doing crammed in that tiny boat anyway? (The author assumes here that enough to send 
the reader is intelligent enough to recognize sarcasm and false bravado. He has 
swum several undercuts in his life and is scared to death o f  them.) 

Well, suppose that instead of the current momentarily going under a big rock, shivers UP the spine 
the entire river disappeared. And not just under a rock, but into a cavern. And 
not just for a distance of a few feet but maybe for miles. Now that would cer- 
tainly get your attention! Don't say it can't happen, because it can. Yes indeed, of the most seasoned 
sinkholes, caves where entire rivers can be swallowed up, are for real. In fact, in 
certain parts of the country they're commonplace (see inset). 

I respectfully submit that a sinkhole is the "ultimate undercut." A place paddler. 
where the water takes you from which there is no escape. An underground river, 
geologically interesting, but no place for a paddler. This story is about two 

creeks with sinkholes that were 
paddled.. ..one that totally 
disappeared under- 
ground . . . .and an- 
other one that al- 
most did. 

I \ 
Georgia 

The two rivers described in this article, Big Creek and 
Rocky River, fall off the Cumberland Plateau in southeast- 
ern Tennessee in an area well-known among paddlers for 
its steep creeks ... and just as well-known among spelunk- I 

ers for its caves. The limestone geology of the region I 9 

where the states of Tennessee, Alabama, and Georgia I 

meet has made this area a mecca for spelunkers who refer 
to their subterranean playground as "TAG." The impor- 
tance of the area to caving is demonstrated by the fact that 
the headquarters of the National Speleological Society is lo- 
cated nearby in Huntsville, Alabama. Paddlers searching 
maps for steep creeks in this area will note names such as Lost 
Creek, Sinking Cove, Dry Creek, etc., indicative of the fact that 
not all surface water remains that way for long! 

continued ) 

End of the line. All of the water I 
into a sinkhole about four miles ,,,,, ,,,, ,,,,. 
Photo by Tim. 
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Sinkholes ... the ultimate undercut? 

"Did you find one?" 
"Not yet." 
"What? I can't hear you." 
"NOT YET." 
These words keep ringing through 

my ears as we stumble along the trail 
in total darkness. It seems like hours 
since we were forced to abort our run 
on Big Creek and we most definitely 
are not happy. The things that we are 
looking for, and are having a helluva 
time finding, are white trail blazes on 
trees. With no flashlight --*-'.-- 
that don't light, they are i 

only thing that we can sel 
diffuse light from the c l o ~  
night sky. We had worke~  
a leap-frog system: find a 
mark and leave one perso 
there while the other two 
attempt to follow the 
trail and find the next 
mark. If it's too far, we 
have a midpoint per- 
son. Once the next 
mark is found, we fol- 
low each other's voices 
to the lead scout. Talk 
about three blind 
mice .... 

We had made slow, 
steady progress but now L 
were stymied. This techni 
was not going to get us a( 
tributary creek that the ti 
to cross. As we stop to res 
the next move, Tim again voices his 
concern. 

"Barb is probably worried sick. We 
told her we'd be at the take-out hours 
ago." 

"What do you think she'll do?" 
"Probably call the sheriff." 
I inwardly groan. Not only did we 

have to scrub our run and attempt to 
walk out in darkness, now we face the 
further embarrassment of being "res- 
cued." How could this have happened? 
I think back to the sequence of events 
that lead to our predicament. 

None of us had done any interesting 
whitewater in months. Oh sure, Tim 
and I had paddled our local Missouri 
whitewater stream, the St. Francis, 
many times over the winter. But as 

Tim likes to point out, "Paddling the 
Saint dulls your reflexes and makes 
you slow." At least we had the benefit 
of doing some paddling. The same 
couldn't be said for John E, the third 
member of our group, a former Mis- 
souri paddler who'd just taken a new 
job in West Virginia. He hadn't paddled 
since the previous fall. Now he was 
wondering why he had driven five 
hours to be wandering around in the 
dark in boating gear when he could 
have stayed a lot closer to home and 
been on perfectly good whitewater in 

the daylight. 
The choice of location was mine 

(or as my cohorts put it "This was all 
your fault."). Where we were was in 
Savage Gulf, the gorge formed by three 
tributaries of the Collins River, on the 
Cumberland Plateau in eastern Ten- 
nessee. We had chosen to run Big 
Creek, the tributary with a watershed 
that wouldn't drain as quickly since 
the rains had hit two days earlier. It 
had good highway access at the top of 
the run and another bridge crossing 
after the run flattened out and the 
three forks converged. My top0 map 
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indicated pretty good gradient but it 
was hard to get specific since the map 
only had 100 foot contour intervals. 

We put-in at the highway 56 bridge 
close to Altamont after jawing with a 
local. Yes there were a couple of water- 
falls. No he didn't know if they were 
runnable. The usual paddler1 
nonpaddler dialogue about a steep 
creek. Just enough info to remind 
yourself to always have an eddy to 
scramble into. The flow at the put-in 
was just about right, enough to get us 
over any scrapey spots until the flow 
rln**hlnJ ?bout two miles downstream. 

have to wait long for the first 
an impressive slide with 30- 
~f vertical. Maybe a Class V+ 
lble drop? As we carried 
~nd, a woman appeared with a 
nera. She was the landowner 
~d had seen us put-in at the 
ridge. She was real disap- 
pointed that we weren't run- 
ning her waterfall. In the 
pool below, the drop looked 
more formidable. The slide 
terminated onto a thinly-pad- 
ied ledge, guaranteeing com- 
tression fractures to a 
ghspeed, airborne paddler. 

The gorge kept get- 
Jeeper as we paddled down- 
, The pool-drop whitewater 
times interrupted with wood- 
lannels heightening our 
aution. Even though we were 
be especially careful, rusty 

boating skills combined with challeng- 
ing drops lead to the inevitable and, at 
one time or another, we were all up- 
side down. 

One of the more interesting drops 
had a fast lead-in over a boof rock 
down to foam which was cradled on 
the right by an undercut. A quick re- 
covery was required to line up for the 
next slot or risk pinning in a rock 
jumble. John flipped in the foam and 
rolled up at the top of the slot just in 
time to broach. As we scrambled to 
reach him, he recovered and slid 
through, denying us the chance to 
practice rescue skills. 

My moment of truth came further 
downstream at the bottom of a steep 
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drop which Tim had neatly negotiated. 
It was pretty clear from the microeddy 
at the top that you'd better have speed 
built up or risk trashing in the unseen, 
but clearly present, hole at the bottom. 
Speed is not my forte and I paid the 
price with a windowshade before it spit 
me out. 

Tim is ordinarily smooth as silk 
and makes us all look like klutzes 
when he carves up a wave, but every 
once in a while he'll catch a rear edge 
on his CruiseControl and provide us 
with some entertainment. Such was 
the case at  the bottom of an innocent 
drop where he proceeded to flip and 
jam his paddle into a crack. My initial 
laughter gave way to concern as his 
upside down boat was going through 
contortions as he fought to recover. 
When he came up, I was biting down 
hard on my lip to maintain composure 
but he caught my look anyway. 

In the early afternoon, I began to 
worry about our lack of progress. We'd 
put-in around 11:OO which meant we 
had about six or seven hours of day- 
light for a February day. I was sure we 
had passed the side creek that was sup- 
posed to come in on river left. ... and 
when it finally did appear at 2:00, we 
realized that we'd only gone about two 
miles and had another ten to go. The 
obvious plan was to paddle like hell 
and immediately portage anything that 
required scouting. This meant we had 
to skip a lot of the good drops, includ- 
ing the 20 foot waterfall shown in one 
of the pics. Our paddling mentality had 
changed from "enjoyable adventure" to 
"survival race to the take-out." 

I was in the lead, stroking down a 
little riffle, when it happened. Looking 
downstream, I noticed the current 
headed straight for a vertical wall. 
Hmmmm, strange.. . .rivers don't nor- 
mally do this. Just as I paddled to the 
left away from the wall, my senses 
opened up and encompassed the total 
surroundings. The water wasn't just 
hitting the rock wall and passing 
around it, it was literally going into 
the wall. This realization was further 
aided by the fact that a cavern opening 
was barely visible above the surface o f  
the water. I had eddied out into a 

"pool" which was backed up at  the 
downstream end by a low berm in 
which there was no opening and no 
downstream current. This was it, I 
thought. End of the line. A lot of emo- 
tions were racking my body.. ..shock, 
awe, and, yes, delayed fear from the ob- 
vious "what if the sinkhole had a steep 
lead-in with no place to eddy out?" 

All these thoughts flashed through 
my mind in a matter of seconds as I sat 
in the eddy and motioned for Tim and 
John to join me there. We got out of 
our boats and went up to the trail on 
river-left which we had occasionally 
been using for the portages. From 
there we could see that the riverbed 
continued on, carrying the water when 
there was too much flow for the sink- 
hole to handle. 

In the past we'd run into a lot of 
obstacles running rivers.. . . log jams, 
barbed-wire fences, dams, etc., but this 
was a first. What we did now when the 
river disappeared was what we did for 
the other obstacles.. ..we shouldered 
our boats and started walking. It soon 
became apparent that we could make 
much better use of whatever daylight 
time remained if we abandoned our 
boats. However, the inevitable dark- 
ness caught us just before we discov- 
ered a trail sign with directions en- 
graved in the wooden surface. Having 
no light to read the directions, we did 
the next best thing and tried to use our 
fingers to make out the individual let- 
ters. 

We had no luck deciphering the 
trail sign and continued following the 
trail that paralleled the creek as best 
we could. Sometime later, I checked 
my watch and announced the time to 
my friends. It wasn't until they re- 
sponded with "How can you read the 
watch in the dark?" that I realized that 
the tiny watch light would probably 
have been enough to read the trail 
sign. The subsequent verbal abuse was 
the definite low point of the day for 
me. 

Such were the events that lead us 
to be stranded in Savage Gulf. By now 
it was about 11:OO pm and we were 
stuck.. ..we couldn't go forward and 
there was no reason to go back. The 

obvious choice was to wait for daylight 
or for any potential rescuers to find us. 
It didn't take long for the latter to hap- 
pen. We saw lights and heard voices 
and were soon greeted warmly by 
members of the local rescue squad. 
They got on a walkie-talkie and an- 
nounced they had found the men that 
had "fallen into the Gulf." I could see 
that Tim and John were having trouble 
understanding some of their language, 
but not me.. . .I was a native 
Tennesseean.. . .and the southern En- 
glish sounded natural. After walking a 
short distance, we were met by more 
rescuers on ATVs and rode on them to 
the take-out. 

It was becoming increasingly ap- 
parent to us that we had done a "bad" 
thing in the eyes of the local authori- 
ties. And I'm not talking about getting 
stranded and having to be rescued, I'm 
talking about the legality of being 
there in the first place. So it was with 
apprehension that we were introduced 
to "Ranger Jim" who informed us that 
Savage Gulf was a Tennessee State 
Natural Area and State Park with spe- 
cial use restrictions. Any activity, other 
than day-hiking on the designated hik- 
ing trails, required a permit. Whitewa- 
ter paddling on the streams was not al- 
lowed. 

Ranger Jim had been in charge of 
the park for 18 years leading up to the 
present time of our adventure (Febru- 
ary 1995) and had not seen any other 
kayakers in the park during that time. 
He had been contacted several years 
earlier by Chattanooga paddlers re- 
questing permission to paddle and had 
turned down the request. (Although 
Ranger Jim had not encountered any 
whitewater activity during his tenure, 
he was probably not aware that boaters 
can be as secretive as deer. Clearly, lo- 
cal paddlers with intimate knowledge 
of water levels, location of the sinks 
and access points could paddle in Sav- 
age Gulf with a much higher probabil- 
ity of not being detected.) 

Throughout our conversation, the 
ranger was very pleasant and fre- 
quently flashed a toothy grin. We had 
expected to be fined for illegal activity 
and, possibly, charged for the rescue 
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operation. ... neither of these happened. 
While Ranger Jim and I talked, Tim, 
Barb, and John were chatting with 
members of the rescue team. We of- 
fered them some money, but they 
wouldn't take it, requesting instead 
that we make a donation by check 
through the mail when we got home. 
We apologized for the trouble we had 
caused and thanked them for what they 
had done. 

The next day we hiked the three 
miles down a side trail to retrieve our 
boats and came upon the trail sign we 
had "fingered" the night before. The 
sign pointed the way up the side trail 
out of the gorge, however, in hindsight, 
it was probably good that we hadn't 
been able to read it since the trail was 
extremely rugged and wouldn't have 
been passable without a strong light. 

Five years after the fact I still have 
mixed emotions about this 
(mis)adventure. There were any num- 
ber of things that could have stopped 
us from paddling Big Creek: knowing 
that the river disappeared under- 
ground, or that running the river was 
illegal, or that we'd get stuck in the 
dark and have a rescue squad come af- 
ter us, or that we'd have to carry our 
boats out 3 miles on a steep trail, etc. 
However, ignorance of these facts al- 
lowed us to paddle some whitewater 
that few others have experienced.. . .and 
it's not too often that one gets to do 
this, especially in an area with a high 
concentration of paddlers. 

My reservations about our epic 
stem from this episode making legal 
access to paddling in Savage Gulf po- 
tentially more difficult in the future. As 
a general rule, non-local boaters, most 
of whom aren't familiar with local- 
stream issues, shouldn't cause difficul- 
ties for local paddlers. For this reason, 
I certainly don't recommend paddling 
the creeks in Savage Gulf. But, yeah, 
the good news is there are much better 
steep creeks in the area that don't have 
the logistics and legality issues. Now if 
I can just talk my friends into paddling 
this other creek I found on the map .... 

Post-mortem: 
We actually knew beforehand that most 

of the water in the Collins River disappeared 
underground upstream of the take-out since 
we had left a car there and noted the minimal 
flow. However, we had assumed that the 
depletion took place after the Collins tribu- 
taries (Big Creek, Collins, Savage Creek) 
came together in the lowland cove where the 
geology was vastly different (gravel-bed 
river). Bad assumption.. ..but then sinkholes 
on steep creeks were an alien concept to us. 
We also knew that the water eventually came 
out of the ground somewhere downstream 
of the take-out since the TVA gage on the 
Collins at McMinnville was reading about 
4,000 cfs (with at least half that from the 
Collins and the rest from the Barren Fork 
tributary.) A hydrologist could probably have 
told us that something unusual was going on 
since, after general rainfall in the area, the 
Collins gage rises slower, peaks later, and 
stays up longer than the other river gages in 
the area. This phenomenon is indicative of 
the natural flow of a river with an upstream 
reservoir, except in this case the reservoir, 
rather than being above ground, was subter- 
ranean. 

Paddlers should be aware that sink- 
holes frequently are not shown on to- 
pographic maps, even the ones with 
the most detail, i.e. the USGS 7.5 
minute quadrangle maps. The sinkhole 
we encountered on Big Creek was not 
unique, the other crzeks in Savage 
Gulf have them also, and none are 
shown on the USGS maps. They are 
however shown on the Savage Gulf 
Trails Map (available from: South 
Cumberland State Recreation Area, Rt. 
1, Box 2196, Monteagle, TN 37356. Or 
phone (615) 924-2980). 

Hey .... let's be careful out Ihere .... don't 
paddle into a sinkhole and "Sail the 
lost Sea!" 

(The Lost Sea, a commercialized 
underground lake, is a popular tourist 
attraction in east Tennessee and the 
advertising phrase "Sail the Lost Sea" 
appears on billboards, barnroofs, and 
other similar eyesores throughout the 
southern Appalachians.) 

Rocky River 
The signs were there for a strange 

trip. My calendar from the Missouri 
Conservation Department had the Fri- 
day entry as "Mink begin breeding" and 
the Sunday entry as "Passage of the 
Earth through the ring-plane of Saturn 
from north to south." A portent of 
things to come? 

I'd wanted to go boating all week 
long and the rivers in east Tennessee 
seemed to be cooperating. At the start 
of the week they were fairly high but 
by Thursday they had dropped like a 
rock. ... now what had happened to that 
foot of snow they got in Crossville last 
weekend? 

I reluctantly called Tim to cancel 
(reluctant, because I had tentatively 
committed and I knew he would be dis- 
appointed.) But his response was up- 
beat. "OK. Barb and I are going anyway 
and Jason's going too. We'll scrape 
down something." "Well, you guys 
have fun and call me when you get 
back with a trip report." After talking 
to Tim and realizing they were boating 
and I wasn't, I was really depressed. So 
much so that I called the gages again 
on Friday morning. WHOA. ... things 
had sure changed overnight! The TVA 
gage for the Emory at Oakdale, fre- 
quently used by paddlers as a general 
indicator for flows on the Cumberland 
Plateau, had shot up from 2,000 cfs to 
over 10,000 cfs .... it's amazing what 
warm weather can do to snow. Now I 
was interested! A few quick calls to 
Tim, Jason, and Chuck and we'd set up 
a trip. 

The three of us met Tim and Barb 
at Old Stone Fort State Park on Satur- 
day morning. Since grease, sugar, and 
caffeine are basic food groups for 
kayakers, the first order of the day was 
the breakfast buffet at Shoney's over 
which we discussed plans. In the early 
morning before people are fully awake, 
it's wise to seize the initiative, so I 
stepped right out with "Let's do the 
Rocky River. It's close, it's fairly steep, 
and it's rarely done." In the past I 
could get away with this, but after the 
fiasco the previous year when Tim, 
John E and I got stuck after dark on 
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Savage Gulfs Big Creek when it disap- 
peared into a sinkhole, my buddies 
have started asking embarrassing ques- 
tions such as: "How long is this run?" 
"Do you know someone who has done 
it?," etc. I tell you what, it's a sad day 
when your best friends don't trust you! 
But I'll have to admit my response was 
kind of lame. "Well, I don't personally 
know anyone who has done it but so- 
and-so, you know the guy we boated 
with a few weeks ago who's run almost 
every creek in the Soutl 
people who have done i 
said it was a decent run 
must have satisfied the1 
cause we agreed to at  le 
check the water level at 
the take-out. 

On the way to  the 
river, we went through 
a space-warp and Tim 
disappeared. Actually 
what happened was thal 
the rearview mirror in 
Chuck's van had fallen I 

and Chuck would hold j 

periodically to see who 
hind him. Unknown to 
one of the visual dead-t 
eddied out to get gas. We went on to 
the river hoping he would find us 
there. After checking the water level at  
the take-out (minimal) and not finding 
Tim, we decided to check out the put- 
in, down a dead-end gravel road to a 
cemetery and then a quarter mile walk 
to the river. The water level here 
looked super (and it was at this point 
that I suspected this river also had 
sinkholes and I was just hoping that 
the entire run had sufficient water.) 

Driving back to the take-out we 
met Tim and Barb coming from the 
opposite direction. With the group to- 
gether again, we hurriedly got ready, 
left Barb at  the take-out and headed for 
the put-in. The bright sunny day, com- 
bined with the anticipation of paddling 
new whitewater, put us in that mood 
that can only be described as "good 
karma." 

There was still a good deal of snow 
in the gorge and with the runoff corn- 
ing from snowmelt, the water temp 
must have been in the 30s. But the air 

temperature was about 50 and that's 
not bad for February. The water level 
was ideal for a first-time run on a creek 
we knew nothing about, except for the 
fact that it dropped 400 feet in the first 
2 miles or so. 

After a brief warm-up, the 
whitewater got serious with lots of 
Class IV. We scouted a ledge drop, ran 
it and a couple of other drops before 
eddying out above what appeared to be 

John E at Ladder Falls on Big Creek. 
Photo by Tim. 

a constriction where the water ran un- 
derneath a boulder with a log thrown 
in for good measure. As we scouted 
from shore, we could tell this was no 
ordinary single drop, but a complex 
undercut cascade that went on for a 
few hundred feet. As we portaged 
around this, we walked over where two 
enormous springs were adding signifi- 
cant volume to the river. It was a to- 
tally eerie place. Getting back into the 
river required ropes and carabiners 
(and even worse, lots of daylight time, 
something which we didn't have too 
much of.) Back in the river, we 
rounded a corner where an impressive 
waterfall was coming in, only to come 
to another portage. This one wasn't as 
bad and in short order we were back in 
the river. 

The good whitewater 
continued ... the drops were steep but 

they could be boat-scouted and, with 
minor exception, they were "clean." As 
we paddled downriver, we all noticed at  
one time or another that the river was 
not increasing in flow as it should have 
been from the side creeks coming in. 
We also noticed places off to the side 
out of the main flow that we strongly 
suspected were sinkholes (although 
there was no discernible surface cur- 
rent into the sinkholes). 

Then we came to the trees! The 
:s of the run were like 
irough a forest .... truly a 
slalom course. The trees 
ing in the riverbed were 
ple proof that the Rocky 
.ver normally had no wa- 
:er in this lower stretch 
because of the sinkholes 
upstream. 

We finished 
the run with daylight to 
pare and after shuttle, 
langing clothes, loading 
ts, etc., talked about 
to go next. The original 

~ d e d  a run on Alabama's 
td we were looking for 
i intense to do on Sun- 

aay. ( ~ t  seems odd to think of a 12 mile 
run with the upper part Class IV-V as 
"less intense," but we knew that river.) 
However, our immediate need was food 
and being in a starvation state, and 
hence easily manipulable, Tim sug- 
gested we go to Fall Creek Falls State 
Park and eat at the lodge. We'd camp 
there and then run Cane Creek 
through the park on Sunday. I won't 
describe the run down Cane Creek, 
only to say that an unfamiliar run with 
lots of steep drops, many with wood, 
and lots of snow along the bank does 
not equate to a "less intense" river. 

My calendar was certainly correct 
about the weekend being strange, but 
what it didn't let me know was how 
great the boating was going to be! 

Thanks to Tim and Barb, Chuck 
McHenry, Jason Bales, and other good 
friends for sharing boating adventures with 
me.. ..even if we don't always know where 
we're going until we get there. 
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On 6ttarauqus Creek 

could tell that they thought we were pretty 
funny looking from the minute they saw our 
multicolored kayaks and gear. There was defi- I 

nitely some snickering going on between the two of 
them. As we geared up, they proceeded to unload 
their blue, Coleman flatback canoe, fishing gear, 
and large cooler. 

It was a warm, sunny day in late march and we 
were at the put-in for Cattaraugus Creek in western 
New York. It was looking like it would turn out to 
be a great day. The river was at four and a half feet, 
a good level for a run through the Zoar valley. 
There were lots of keyed up paddlers at the put-in, 
including these two good ole' boys who were appar- 
ently getting ready to head out fishing. 

My brother Gary and I discussed whether or not 
they were likely to run the whole gorge. It didn't 
seem likely. They didn't exactly have what you'd call 
a whitewater canoe, though they did have plenty of 
fishing gear with them. We figured they were prob- 
ably going to fish the first mile of flat water, pad- 
dling back upstream before the gorge. 

Now remember, these fellows were dressed like 
your typical hunting and fishing types: plaid coats, 
boots and cam0 caps. They would never wear purple 
paddling tops or red and blue wetsuits. They were 
definitely sharing a chuckle about our gear: PFDs 
with knives attached and multicolored ropes, not to 
mention purple and blue kayaks. 

On our way down to the water we saw Andy and 
Trevor getting ready and said a quick hello. We put- 
in under the bridge and after some practice ferries 
and stern squirts we headed off down stream. With 
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the promise of several hours of Cattaraugus whitewater ahead of us, the two rednecks in the 
Coleman were forgotten. 

Two miles downstream we were into the gorge, with four hundred foot walls on either side. The 
whitewater was still a mile off, but we stopped for a stretch and some photos at the cascade. Any- 
time there's enough water in the creek there is also a beautiful stream of water falling off the side 
of the gorge wall. While we were on the shale littered bank, the two fisherman paddled by. They 
were now committed to running the gorge all the way to the take-out. As the canoe floated by, the 
guy in the bow raised a can of beer in salute. My brother and I exchanged a glance. "Do you think 
they know what there doing," I asked. "Probably not," replied Gary. 
We weren't too worried. Cattaraugus creek isn't a hair run or any- 
thing. Is does, however, have several long Class 11-111 rapids, and these 
guys sure didn't look like typical river runners. 

Not long after, we were joined by Trevor and Andy as well as their 
friend, Tom. Tom paddled an open boat, a Dagger with full air bags 
and no transom for a motor. We set off again, now a group of five. 

As we drifted through the slack water above Pinball, the first Class 
I11 rapid, I thought about the fishermen in the blue Coleman. "I won- 
der how those two are making out," I wondered out loud. "They're 
probably regretting their decision to paddle the river at this level," re- 
plied Tom. 

We set off into Pinball, taking the usual line down the right side. 
We all caught the first eddy and took turns surfing a nice two foot photo by D. Jacklin. 
wave. I was the first to tire of it, so I headed down to the next eddy. I 
ended up getting down to the bottom of the rapid first. At the bottom there is a sizable midstream 
rock which creates a solid set of eddy lines just begging for stern squirts. After pointing my bow 
skyward several times I started to paddle downstream again. The rest of the group was not far be- 
hind. 

As I was paddling, something caught my eye about a hundred yards downstream. It looked 
blue and it was on the upstream side of a stump. As I approached an uneasy feeling settled into the 
pit of my stomach. 

Trevor and Andy try to dislodge the canoe, Gary 
and the wet canoeist watch. 
Photo by D. Jacklin. 

It was soon obvious that I was seeing the blue Coleman flatback 
"Scanoe." As I eddied out between the downstream-pointing tree and 
the bank, I took in the scene. The canoe was wrapped dead center 
with the bottom of the hull facing into the current. Sitting up on 
the bank, looking dejected, was one of the former occupants of the 
Scanoe. My heart started pounding as I yelled, "where's your buddy." 
He pointed to the opposite shore and I could see his friend standing 
at the waters edge. "Is he okay," I asked. He nodded yes. As I got out 
of my boat the rest of my group arrived with worried looks on their 
faces. I quickly told them that the other canoeist was alive and well 
on the other side of the creek. 

This guy looked like he wished he'd stayed home and watched 
football. He hadn't dressed with the water temperature in mind. It 
was a warm day, but it was still March and the water was very cold. 
His trusty Coleman was a mangled chunk of plastic, and he was 
separated from his friend by about 150 feet of cold muddy snowmelt. 

Andy and Trevor quickly set out into the water, holding each oth- 
ers shoulders for support as they waded to the wrapped canoe. They reached it without incident 
and were able to stand in the eddy behind the roots. From there they tried to work the boat loose 
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i a r y  and canoel! 
'hot0 by D. Jack 

;t pull boat from water. Tom IS comlng 
:lin, 

to help. 

by brute strength. After awhile, I got my throw rope out and tossed it to Andy and Trevor. They at- 
tached a line to the bow and with four of us pulling from the bank we managed to pull the craft 
free from the stump. The fisherman explained that they were headed for the lake but that they'd 
lost the car keys along with their beer and fishing gear. He swore that he was familiar with the 
river, but I suspect he'd previously seen it at  a much lower level. 

Andy advised him not to attempt to continue even if they managed to straighten the canoe, be- 
cause the rapids only increased in difficulty farther downstream. We showed him where to cross 
the river and pointed out the best route out of the val- 
ley. We also told him that they could probably catch a 
ride in one of the rafts that would be along soon. 

Then we got in our multicolored boats, with our 
flashy ropes stashed safely in the sterns and paddled 
off. I'm pretty sure there wasn't any more snickering 
or shared chuckles about our colorful gear that day. 
We finished the run without incident and later, sitting 
in the warm sunshine sipping a cold beer on the patio, 
we wondered if our snickering friends had reached 
their car yet. 

Surveying the damage. 
Photo by D. Jacklin. 
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Things aren't as they seem 
- Middle Fork's salmon in trouble 
By Bill Sedivy 

M y trip last July down Idaho's 
Middle Fork of the Salmon 
River was filled with all the 
usual wonders. 

Bighorn sheep were everywhere. We 
saw mule deer and black bear. There were 
eagles, osprey and canyon wrens. Two 
river otters floated with us for about a 
half-mile as we drifted past the Middle 
Fork Lodge. 

In addition, we had clean lines through 
the rapids, outstandingweather, good food 
and fine fishing. And the company was 
great-14 friends from Utah, Ohio and 
Virginia-a Burned Out Canoe Club re- 
union in the West. 

Still, after eight days on the river, I felt 
edgy. Something was wrong. 

Usually, after two or three days in a 
place like the Middle Fork canyons, I've 
forgotten every bothersome bit of detail 
from my work life, every minor concern 
back in town. I turn to jelly-floating 
along the river, watching the birds, soak- 
ing up the scenery. 

This trip was different. Why? 
A couple of months before our launch 

I went to work as executive director of 
Idaho Rivers United, astatewide river con- 
sewation group based in Boise, Idaho. Imme- 
diately, I was thrown into the middle of what 
I believe is one of the most important conser- 
vation battles in the United States today-the 
fight to save four species of salmon and steel- 
head from extinction. 

The salmon of the Middle Fork drainage, 
called Snake River springlsummer chinook, 
are one ofthe four Snake River runs in trouble. 
That was my problem. I knew that as beauti- 
ful as the Middle Fork country is, it is an 

ecosystem in trouble. The river's signature 
species, the chinook, is disappearing rapidly. 

The problem for these spectacular fish 
lies about 250 miles downstream. Four fish 
killing dams on the Lower Snake River in 
eastern Washington block the upstream mi- 
gration of the chinook, as well as the down- 
stream run to the Pacific Ocean of small, 
juvenile fish. 

Scientists agree: To save Snake River 
salmon from extinction, the dams must come 
down. 

The great debate over whether to remove 
the Lower Snake dams has been raging for 
nearly 10 years now. But finally, the struggle 
is coming to a head. 

Within the next few months, federal agen- 
cies are scheduled to release their opinions 
on how best to save the endangered salmon 

and steelhead of the Snake River basin. 
Those agencies also are scheduled to 
recommend a course of action to the 
Clinton-Gore Administration onwhether 
the dams should be removed. 

At present, it looks like the Clinton- 
Gore Administration is prepared to punt 
on dam removal until after the fall presi- 
dential election. Perhaps, administra- 
tion officials have said, they'll even let 
the issue wait for the next president to 
deal with. 

But the salmon and steelhead can't 
wait. 

Since the last of the Lower Snake 
dams was completed in 1975, salmon 
populations have dropped by 90 percent. 
One species, Snake River coho has been 
declared extinct. If drastic action isn't 
taken soon, scientists say, the salmon of 
the Middle Fork drainage will be extinct 
by 2017. 

That's not much time. 
Why should the members of Ameri- 

can Whitewater care about this issue? 

*Extinction is forever. Snake River 
salmon are an important part ofAmerica's 
national and natural heritage-they 
saved the Lewis and Clark expedition 

from starvation, they play a significant role 
in the cultures of Northwest Indian tribes, 
and, until recently, they were a major source 
of Northwest jobs. 

*Dam removal is the salmon's best 
chance. According to avast majority of scien- 
tists, removing the dams offers the best and 
perhaps only chance to bring wild Snake 
River salmon and steelhead back to Idaho 
and the Snake's tributaries upstream of the 
dams. Fisheries groups, including the Idaho 
and Oregon chapters and the Western Divi- 
sion of the American Fisheries Society, have 
endorsed dam removal as the best hope for 
salmon. 

*We'll save millions of dollars. North- 
west residents will save millions annually by 
ending wasteful, ineffective salmon recovery 
programs. These programs, like barging and 

To help save endangered Snake River salmon, please 
find the postcard in this magazine, fill it out and mail it 
to Vice President Gore. For more information on 
endangered salmon and steelhead, check out these sites 
on the web: www.idahorivers.org or 
www.removedams.org 
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trucking young fish around the dams and 
reservoirs, have been in place for 25 years. 
They're costly, they've failed, and Northwest- 
erners pay for them. 

*We'll create clean, Northwest jobs. In- 
creased salmon fishing on the restored river, 
by sport, commercial and tribal fishers, plus 
o ther  recreat ion opportuni t ies  like 
whitewater rafting, will generate up to $500 
million annually. There are 68namedrapids 
buried beneath the reservoirs behind the 
Lower Snake River dams. 

*We'll honor treaties with Columbia ba- 
sin Indian tribes. In the 1800s, the American 
government signed treaties that guaranteed 
four Columbia basin tribes the right to fish 
for salmon in all usual and accustomed places 
for all time. If the salmon are allowed to go 
extinct, U.S. taxpayers could be forced to pay 
tens of billions of dollars in reparations for 
those broken promises. 

Of course, the process of removing the 
dams is politically charged. 

Led by Senator Larry Craig of Idaho, Sena- 
tor Slade Gorton of Washington, anti-salmon 
forces are working overtime to convince the 
federal agencies and Administration to spare 
the four Lower Snake River dams-in ex- 
change for healthy salmon runs. 

So, Northwest salmon advocates need the 
help of all Americans. 

By adding your voice to the ever-growing 

list of dam removal supporters, you can help 
show the Clinton Administration that many 
Americans recognize dam removal as the 
best way to save the salmon. Together, we 
can show Vice President A1 Gore, who over- 
sees Administration environmental pro- 
grams, that a few Northwest politicians and 
their polluting and shortsighted corporate 
supporters don't represent the majority in 
this debate. 

We need to show Vice President Gore that 
it's okay for him to do the right thing- 
remove the dams. 

What can you do to help? 
Tucked inside this magazine is a postcard 

addressed to Vice President Gore. Please take 
a moment to find it, fill it out and send it off 
to the Vice President. Your voice can make a 
difference. 

And while you're at  it, please write your 
congressman. Share with him or her these 
three truths about removing the Lower Snake 
dams: 

#l. Dam removal will work. Again, a vast 
majority of scientists who've examined this 
issue say that removing the dams is clearly 
the best hope for stabilizing and recovering 
salmon populations. Serious declines in the 
four endangered salmon and steelhead spe- 
cies did not start until the last of the four 
Lower Snake dams was completed. Salmon 
runs below the four dams are doing much 

West Virginia's 

better than the Snake River runs that mi- 
grate to and from Idaho's Salmon River drain- 
age. 

#2. Other attempts have failed. Past ef- 
forts to save salmon and steelhead-like 
hatchery programs and trucking young fish 
around the dams-have failed. Clearly. More 
than $3 billion has been spent in an attempt 
to bring the fish back. The result of these 
programs has been a 90 percent reduction in 
salmon populations. Throwing more money 
at  failed programs will not save the salmon. 
Taking down the dams will. 

#3. The dams aren't needed. The Lower 
Snake River dams provide no flood control, 
little in the way of irrigation benefits to  
farmers, and generate only five percent of the 
Northwest's electric power. Studies show that 
the power can be replaced by conservation 
and that irrigation needs can be met without 
the dams. 

The thought of no salmon in the Middle 
Fork of the Salmon River-or the main 
Salmon River for that matter-is a chilling 
one. Please help save these precious fish. 

Bill Sedivy serves on the Board of Direc- 
tors of American Whitewater, is secretary of 
the Save Our Wild Salmon Coalition and 
works as executive director of Idaho Rivers 
United. He can be reached at 208-343-7431 
or at bsedivv8idahorivers.orq 
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By Del Dako 
On the first day of a beautiful October 

Adirondack weekend, four years ago, we ran 
the Lower section of the Moose. After a satisfy- 
ing run we decided to paddle a short distance 
below the regular take-out and look at the first 
drop of the Bottom Moose: Fowlersville Falls. 
This infamous drop is a near-vertical slide with 
about six inches to a foot ofwater running over 
the lip, much of it ending in a hydraulic of 
questionable tenacity. None of us had ever run 
this-no wonder, since it was forty feet high 
and looked like a possible Very Bad Time. 

While we were scouting it we bumped into 
Boyce; who was sitting with his girlfriend at 
the edge of the falls enjoying the scenery. This 
fellow, who we'd seen paddle a couple of times 
and was on our short list of "best boaters we've 
ever seen," assured us that although it looked 
bad, it was really a piece of cake. And so Peter 
Kostyan in his kayakand I inmy C-1 proceeded 
to run Fowlersville Falls without incident. 

The next morning we decided to run the 
Bottom Moose. I decided to take my canoe, a 
purple Mad River ME, instead of the C-1. How- 
ever, even though Iwas ina  different boat, I felt 
completely confident at  Fowlersville. After all, 
everything had gone so smoothly the day be- 
fore. I paddled the canoe across the pool to a 
small islandabove the falls, got out and dragged 
the boat across to the other side and got back 
in to run the big drop. This detour was made to 
avoid running a tricky chute above the falls 
proper. 

I pushed off across the eddy and into the 
current leading towards the appropriate launch 
spot at  the top of the falls. One needed to have 
just the right angle and amount of speed to hit 
the right spot. I felt that I was moving very 
sluggishly (too sluggishly). However, as I 
crested theslide, I thought Iwas linedup in the 
right place. I thought my work was all done 
and that I just had to wait for the rest of the 
elevator ride. But when I hit the water at  the 

Crystal oi l  the Moose. 
Photo by Peter Arthur. 

bottom, the boat flipped sideways. I kept it 
from going right over using a low brace. I 
couldn't right it from this position and won- 
dered if I should let it flip all the way and get 
myself properly set up to roll. 

Suddenly I realized that I'd been sucked 
back into the hydraulic. This was no place to 
be lingering in your canoe, so I did the "leap 
for life" and kicked as hard as possible down- 
stream from the boat. 

Instead of flushing away from the falls, I 
found myselfbackup against the canoe, which 
was tilted on its side in the hole, jerking and 
vibrating as if it was undergoing some kind of 
electro-shocking. I was in a very serious situ- 
ation. 

I couldn't believe that I was where I was! 
All of a sudden I was sucked under and found 
myself inwhite stasis. In the next instant I was 
up against the cliff wall underwater. I put my 
legs against the wall and kicked off down- 
stream, hard. The resistance was incredible. I 
popped up for air and saw the canoe sitting 
beside the wall a little to one side of me. 
Should I grab it? No, it might turn over in the 
hole with me under it. I was pulled under 
again and, to my horror, found myself up 
against the wall in exactly the same position I 
had been before. 

I kicked off again, realizing that I would 
not escape by doing this. 

I was getting panicky; I needed air. I had 
read once that being held in a hole was like 
being in a huge cauldron of bubbles which 
might be said to resemble a great swarm of 
bees. But it's worse. Bees don't suffocate you, 
and that's what was happening to me. I was 
experiencing a feeling of utter helplessness. 
There was literally nothing for me to do. The 
thought then crossed my mind ...." Should I 
just give up?" 

Luckily, I obeyed an inner voice which 
said, "No; hang on and hang in-no further 

orders-just do it!" I kept holding my breath 
and I finally popped up again, sucking air. Now 
there was a red kayak beside me. The paddler 
presented his stern grab loop for me to grasp- 
but I just couldn't reach it. It was a foot from 
my hand. I realized that I must get to it. Either 
he moved my way or I kicked over to him, 
because I managed to get my hand through the 
loop. Even as I grabbed it, though, I saw the 
futility of it, because his boat was moving 
sideways into the hole. 

"Let go of the boat!" he yelled, and did. As 
I released the loop he came very close to flip- 
ping. 

I went under again. When I surfaced I was 
facing downstream. I saw a number of con- 
cerned faces staring at me from their boats. At 
that point a yellow boat put its stern towards 
me and I grabbed for the loop. I managed to 
just get my pointer finger through the thing. I 
knew that if I let go that I would be going under 
for the last time. I held on for dear life. 

I thought of pulling myself up on to the 
deck of the boat to offer less resistance to the 
water, but found that I didn't have the strength. 
I way trying to kick, putting every effort I could 
muster into it, but I was quite ineffective. I 
couldn't help feeling more concerned about 
breathing than kicking. I soon realized that we 
had not budged an inch. So I really started 
moving my legs. Finally I heard my rescuer 
say, "We're out of it." The water went slack. 

I clung to the kayak fighting for breath. He 
pulled me to some rocks next to shore and I 
rolled over onto them still in the water. I 
looked up at my rescuer, grabbed his hand, and 
squeezed it hard. He squeezed it back. I couldn't 
let go. He knew that he'd saved my life. 

He asked if I'd swallowed any water and I 
shook my head to indicate "no." I tried to speak 
but gave up. All I could do was breathe. I felt 
like I was going to pass out. My lips and jaw 
ached from lack of oxygen. I had pressure in my 
head like a headache. I also felt nauseous and 
wondered if I would soon be throwing up. 

I looked back at the falls and saw my canoe 
in the hole with boaters trying to figure out 
how to get it out. As minutes passed I realized 
that if there had not been some expert-and I 
mean Expert-boaters in position for an im- 
mediate rescue, I'd have been a goner. 

No sir, we sure wouldn't have wanted that. 
Because, if it wasn't for those guys help on that 
fateful day, my buddies would be holding the 
Fourth Annual "Del Dako Memorial Barbe- 
cue." And without me there  to  do the  
barbecuing .... that truly would be a waste of 
time. 
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by Chuck McHenry 

It had been one of those perfect, Missouri, 
June days on the Saint Francois River. Warm 
water, 76 degree air and a perfect level of 27 
inches. We'd been surfing our brains out 
through the Millstream shut-ins, catching 
enders here and there, splatting Cat's Paw 
and feeling that good 01' sun on our shoul- 
ders. At Double Drop, the very best ender 
spot in the universe, there'd been the usual 
lineup of rodeo moves, linkages and sky-high 
camera poses. Everybody was in swim shorts 
and bikinis, and those up on the rocks were 
sun tanning and catching up on the news 
from thewinter. Tall tales were being swapped 
while we were swapping ends. We were catch- 
ing doubles (two kayaks side-by-side catch- 
ing air), inverts (kayak completely out of the 
water and upside down), and 720 pirouettes, 
hoping for that one picture that might make 
the cover of American Whitewater. 

I think every kayaker in the state (plus 
half from every surrounding state) was there. 
We'd had a rough winter and a cold spring so 
it was nice to warm the bones. It was a day we 
didn't want to end so, of course, we stayed 
late-last ones on the river-and it was dusk 
before we started for the take-out. Bill had to 
get back to St. Louis and had gone on ahead. 
The rest of us were starting to talk about 
going into Fred'town and getting some pizza 
and beer, then coming back to do a moon- 
light run. While it's a little colder and you 
miss out on a lot of shut-eye, there's some- 
thing about catching air a t  night that makes 
it that much more fun. 

We'd just come around the last bend, with 
the take-out bridge just a hundred yards 
downriver when it happened. There was this 
really bright light just to the east and it 
started getting steadily bigger and brighter. 
We just planted in an eddy with our jaws 
flapping, watching this thing. There wasn't 
one bit of noise, but somethingwas obviously 
coming toward us. We figured in was one of 
those secret stealth jets and we kind of 
hunkered down waiting for what we figured 
would be one helluva sonic boom. Closer it 
came, and still no noise. 

You know, I thinkafter you've been pump- 
ing water through your ears and sinuses over 
an extended period of time, the brain must 
get a little waterlogged and go into la-la 
mode. Information has to slowly slosh 
through before you understand what's hap- 
pening. Slowly it  dawned on us: this was one 
of those danged old flying saucers! There it 
was, all round and lit up with circles of lights 

and rays and beams spilling out everywhere; 
and it was slowing down! 

"Ohmigawd," I thought. "This is it! It's 
coming for me." This was surely my destiny 
for, after all, hadn't I been voted "most likely 
to be contacted by aliens" by my high school 
class? And now here it was, really happening. 
Wow, I was stoked! I couldn't help but think 
how lucky I was. I'd just had a few beers 
before leaving double drop and I hoped that 
they had a bathroom-I had to go real bad. 

Imagine my disappointment when they 
slowed down and dropped over the parking 
lot at the take-out. We could hear all the 
freaked out people hollering and we could see 
a few running along the bank ducking for 
cover. 

"Hey!" I yelled, "I'm over here guys." They 
just ignored me. 

All of a sudden this door under the saucer 
opens and a big, super-bright column of light 
shines down. Then I see Bill rising in the air 
with that old, wet stogie in his mouth cussing 
and kicking, and shaking his fists and bel- 
lowing how he's going to kick some major 
alien butt as soon as he gets inside. To tell you 
the truth, I was already feeling sorry for those 
aliens. 

Sure enough, Bill went in through that 
door and into the ship. The beam of light 
quit, and all those colored lights started spin- 
ning around again. Just as silently as it'd 
come, it went straight up into the sky like a 
bolt of lightening and disappeared. 

We didn't know what to say. It was just 
one of those moments when everyone is 
simply stunned into silence. How were we 
going to explain this one? Especially to Cindy, 
his fiance of seven years, who was expecting 
him at home tonight. Cindy (a seasoned vet- 
eran of countless Bill vacations out west- 
trips that, despite his promises to the con- 
trary, always turned into an extended series 
of shuttles), had heard it all already-every 
single excuse known to mortal man. I was 
already thinking how this would go down 
with her. 

"Cindy, we're calling for Bill. He's been 
abducted by aliens and we don't know when 
he'll be back. You need to call work for him 
tomorrow and tell them he's sick." 

"Well, you just tell Mr. Bill, and I know 
he's right there with you now, that if he 
doesn't get his $#""%y tired, old %$#**$% 
butt back home tonight in time for dinner 
with my parents, he can forget about coming 
home period. And if and when he does show 

his sorry excuse for a %&*#ing "*%/'$#be- 
hind, you can tell him I won't be there." 

Yep, this would be a standard response 
from Cindy, we'd been through this scene 
before, and I have to tell you truthful-like 
that Bill usually WAS standing right beside 
us, and every time Bill would hear that last 
part about her being gone, he'd smile this 
strange little smile. 

But this time, he really was gone .... 
Suddenly we saw that light again. I knew 

it! He'd lit up that stogie, belched and farted 
a few times, and started raiding their cooling 
unit for Stags and High Life. They were bring- 
ing him back. Actually, I had to give them 
credit-they'd managed to stand him about 
two minutes longer than any of my non- 
boating friends could. They'd realized they'd 
made a terrible mistake and gotten the wrong 
guy. They were coming back for me! 

But dang-it-all, that saucer went right 
back to the parking lot and hovered over 
Bill's truck. People who were just recovering 
from the last visitation, started hollering 
again and jumping into the river, or just 
running around like they had ants in their 
dry suits. The saucer bay door opened and 
that big column of light shot down again. I 
figured Bill had probably blown it for the 
whole human race. They were going to dump 
him as quick as they could and wipe earth off 
their maps as a place of intelligent life forms, 
skeedaddling for better planets. 

No Bill came down though. . . instead his 
boat started floating up, plus his paddle and 
all his gear. All that stuffwent in through the 
bay, the light blinked off, and away it went. 
This time for good. 

Of course, it wasn't five minutes later that 
the woods exploded with all these air force 
guys. They were all over the parking lot, 
interviewing us and asking questions. I think 
they tookgreat pleasure in photographing us 
in our kayak skirts and Hawaiian shorts and 
tevas. And you know what? I think the fact 
that we'd had a few beers pleased them. I 
heard later that even though they'd tracked it 
on radar, and seen it themselves, it went 
down as "unreliable sources; sighting cannot 
be confirmed." And they called us the "luna- 
tic fringe." 

Now I've been called a lot of things in my 
life. Women have complained about my lack 
of political correctness in ways I won't repeat 
here. I've been called a river show-off, an 
adrenaline junkie, an accident waiting to 
happen ... but lunatic fringe? I guess I could 
get used to it. 
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It's been five years and I haven't seen or 
heard from Bill since. But you know, anyday 
I expect to round some bend in a river and see 
him, orwalk over to some campfire where the 
BS is especially deep, and there he'll be, lying 
about some creek and stretching the facts on 
volume and classification. 

We all talk about how that UFO came back 
and got his boat. Where the blazes are they 
taking him that he needs his yak? Let your 
mind wander a bi t .  . . not too far though. I 
mean I still shudder when I think they might 
be using him for breeding purposes and a 

whole bunch of little Bills might someday 
return as part of some advanced colonization 
group. . . but think about this-what's a 200 
foot waterfall like at 115th gravity? What's a 
green wave like at twice gravity? How many 
worlds have rain all the time? Even in our 
own solar system we've discovered canyons 
and mountains that far surpass anything we 
have on Earth. Just imagine what else might 
be out there among the stars. In an infinite 
universe there's a hell of a lot of first descents 
waiting. 

Sowe're waiting for Bill. I sure do hope he 
comes back in my lifetime. I don't know why, 
but I miss seeing him on the river. It's kind of 
like when you break your arm and they put a 
cast on. The dang thing irritates you like hell 
at first. It's smelly, itchy, grubby and incon- 
venient-but then the first few days they take 
it off, you miss it. 

Bill and I go way back-in fact, he was one 
of the first people to take me down the river. 
Maybe he's teaching those aliens how to 
kayak. 

Just waiting for Bill . . . . 

i ies 
By Fred Lally 

It was very dark and quiet; I was nearly 
weightless. Afew moments before it had been 
light, noisy and I had been trying to take a 
picture. Except for the uncomfortable pres- 
sure on my ears, I was sensory deprived. I was 
having a difficult time grasping exactly what 
was happening. At the same time I felt that I 
was on a narcotic: I knew this was not a good 
place to be, but I wasn't especially alarmed 
about it. 

We were paddling the Ottawa. It was our 
annual summer pilgrimage from Pennsylva- 
nia, a trip I have been making since 1983. 
What a great cruising river the Ottawa is, 
with reliable summer flows, good play spots, 
and lots ofwarm water. The warm water is an 
especially nice change from the frigid water 
we endure to boat during spring runoff or late 
fall and winter storms. Of course, like most 
rivers these days, the Ottawa is considerably 
more populated with kayakers than it was 
back in the early 80s. Those of you who have 
paddled it are familiar with the large volume 
that creates big waves and holes, surging 
eddy lines, boils, and whirlpools. 

Last year, we had stopped to play below 
Butchers Knife on the Main channel, at a 
point where some well defined kayak-sized 
whirlpools are created by the current carom- 
ing off a rock on the left bank. As usual we 
rode and played in these with out boats, 
gettingspun around and partially submerged, 
even my larger volume boat. Encouraged by 
a younger kayaker we got out of our boats, 
jumped in and swam in the whirlpools. It was 
avertiginous sensation, like being on a tilt-a- 
whirl, spun about, sucked down, and eventu- 
ally being released by the current. Of course, 
while we were doing this we were treading 
water, wearing our life jackets, and keeping 
our arms out helicopter-like to provide some 
lift for our bodies. 

"Open your eyes, you jerk," I said to myself slowly, at 
first thinking my eyes were closed and that was why it 
was so dark. Then I got to thinking.. ."My eyes are 
open! ! " 

Well, here we were again this year, play- 
ing in the whirlpools in our boats and the 
notion seized our group once again to get 
more intimate with the water. So be it. I 
thought I would swim in with my camera 
held out in front of me to catch a couple of 
pictures of us being swirled about, so I could 
show the folks back home what I was talking 
about. 

Three of us jumped in one after another 
within a few seconds. Soon I felt the surging 
tug of awhirlpool grabbing me. I startedwith 
my elbows sticking out, wing like, but I was 

having difficulty stabilizing the camera up at  
my eye, so I tucked my elbows in close to my 
body as I was getting buffeted about. Almost 
immediately, it got very dark and I felt a great 
deal of pressure on my ears and cognitively 
realized it was absolutely pitch black. 

"Open your eyes, you jerk." I said to 
myself slowly, at first thinking my eyes were 
closed and that was why it was so dark. Then 
I got to thinking ..." My eyes are open!!" I 
looked around for the lighter which would 
show me where the surface of the water was, 
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but I did not see it.. .down, up, left, or right. 
"Where am I???", I thought stupidly. I equal- 
ized the pressure in my ears and thought, 
"Well, I better get swimming in some direc- 
tion." It did dawn on me that I was eventu- 
ally going to need to breathe, although at 
that point I didn't feel a sense of urgency 
about the situation. But then again, I am 
comfortable being under water and didn't 
think I could be that far down. So off I went, 
"up" as related to my head position. I stroked 
again, though I was beginning to wonder 
where I was because it wasn't getting any 
lighter above me. 

"Was I going in the right direction, or 
was I some kind of an underwater cave that 
was obscuring the light from above?" I 
began thinking about the metamorphosed 
granitic gneisses of the Precambrianshield, 
which produced the rapids on the Ottawa. 
"Were they prone to radical undercutting 
like the sandstones in West Virginia?" By 
the third stroke I was getting to the point 
where I really wanted to take a breath, but 
knew I couldn't.. .I just swallowed. I made 
myself think about swimming under water 
at my neighbor's pool, and how many strokes 
it took me to go back and forth end to end. 
Just how far was that and how did that 
compare to where I was, I wondered. 

I was also beginning to experience symp- 
toms of oxygen deprivation and I had that 
creeping desire to  just open my mouth and 
take a breathe. Now there was some ur- 
gency, and more  quickly, I stroked 
again,. . .and again.. .Suddenly it was light 
and I popped straight out of the water like 
an attack sub doing a crash surfacing and 
gasped. "Whoaaaaaa!!" Hacking and cough- 
ing I looked around and immediately saw 
my paddling buddy Gary lookingat me-he 
was incredulous, "Where were you?" he 
asked. I could barely get a word out. Still 
coughing and gasping, I floated in the eddy 
back to the top and got out on shore. Gary 
and the other people had been looking 
around on the surface for me for some time. 
They knew I had gone in with them, but 
didn't see me, and by their reckoning had 
been under for what was approaching an 
unreasonable period of time! 

Being a scientist, I had to analyze my 
underwater adventure, short as it was. The 
initial calmness had deteriorated once my 
oxygen saturation level started decreasing. 
In contrast to cold, aerated water, the rela- 
tive warmth and lack of turbulence down 
deep was serene. Most certainly, tucking 
my arms in close to my body diminished my 
lift and contributed to my quick trip down 
from the surface. I traveled quite a distance 
underwater horizontally, but because I had 
no fixed reference points, I did not sense the 
speed. 

I had come to the surface about 10 
yards above the next outcropping of rock 
below the entrance point. This is a hundred 

yards from where we jumped in. How deep 
was I? My guess would be 20 feet, based on 
how my ears felt and how many strokes it 
took me to regain the surface. 

Studies Gone on me in the laboratory 
reveal a time span of about 1 minute and 15- 
20 seconds before the physiologic drive to 
breathe kicks in and measured oxygen satu- 
ration dips below an acceptable point (-90 
Sp02). I will have to call that the best estima- 
tion of my time spent under water. Next year 
maybe I'll bring an oxygen cylinder, stop- 
watch, flippers and a depth gauge - not. 

Final thought: the fact that one doesn't 
see a great deal of people choosing to swim in 
whirlpools is probably evidence that natural 
selection is still at work. 

Fred Lally is a long-standing grey-haired 
boater from Northeastern Pennsylvania, who 
has published other articles in the A WA jour- 
nal. Despite all sorts of comments from fel- 
low kayakers, he continues to enjoy paddling 
a Dancer XT. 

Admiration,. . . 
Calmness,. . . 

The Sound,.. 
The Feel, 

horizon line, 
anticipation 
exhilaration 

Eddy turn, 
Looking back,. . . 
Acknowledgment. 

By Christopher Stec 

We slip eagerly from the 
shore 
Paddle out into the current 
And magic begins. 

No longer separate, 
awkward, two-legged, 
We dance on froth capped 
waves, 
Turn and dart between tall 
boulders, 
Eddy out, scout, and go. 

Ferry, turn and run. 
Drop over ledge, angle 
right, 
Paddle right, left, right, 
Stern draw, duffek, eddy 
out. 

Peel out, paddle, boof, 
stroke, turn. 

The rhythm is in the water, 
it's here, it's here, it's here. 
Touch it, breathe it, feel it, 
It's you. it's me, it's us. 
The rhythm is in our center, 
It's life, it's life, it's life. 

Alison Snow Jones 
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Do It Yourself Project 
The neoprene mittens described here are 

the warmest winter paddling option for the 
hands, and, using the pattern and directions 
provided, fairly easy to make. Sustained im- 
mersion in ice water will not chill the hand. 
The mitten as described below will be smooth 
neoprene on the outside and nylon covered 
neoprene on the inside, against the skin. The 
smooth neoprene provides a good grip and 
does not radiate heat well or facilitate for 
evaporation, helping to keep the hands warm. 

The seam between the two pieces is rein- 
forced with a strip of neoprene (which also 
has the smooth side facing outward), provid- 
ing a powerful and watertight seal. The fit 
should not be tight, but should be close 
fitting to the wrist and hand, leaving mini- 
mal dead airspace inside. BE SURE TO USE A 
MT. SURF STYLE TUBE ON THE GRABLOOP 
OR ATTACH AN EASY TO FIND OBJECT TO 
IT LIKE THE (OLD STYLE) WHIFFLE BALL! 

DIRECTIONS: 
1) Obtain neoprene, neoprene glue, acetone, 

and very small paintbrushes. A recom- 
mended source for the neoprene and glue 
is John Sweet of Mustoe, Virginia. He may 
be reached at  540-468-2222. Order one 
half sheet (50 inches by five feet) of 118 
inch Nylon One Sided neoprene, one half 
sheet of 1/16 inch Nylon One Sided neo- 
prene, and two one quart cans of neo- 
prene glue. Acetone and little 118 or 114 
inch paint brushes can be obtained at a 
hardware store. This will cost over a hun- 
dred bucks, but the supplies will make 
mittens, neoprene head covers and win- 
ter gear for you and your buddies for a 
long time. 
Don't use the acetone near sparks or open 
flame. 

2) While waiting for the supplies to arrive, 
expand the templates to full size. For a 
medium male hand expand so that one 
inch equals one inch on the scale. For a 
really big male hand expand it to 1.15 

By Dana ~ a s t r o  

times normal. For a small female hand, 
try 0.85 normal. You can scale up either 
by using a copier with Zoom function, or 
with good graph paper. Do NOT do this by 
eye; the dimensions have been determined 
by LOTS of trial and ERROR, and are 
rather critical. Cut out and trace onto 
poster board and then cut those out. La- 
bel SIDE ONE as noted; SIDE TWO on 
other side. 

3) When the neoprene arrives, lay out the 11 
8 inch stuff SMOOTH SIDE UP. Wash a 
foot or two of it with acetone to get rid of 
the anti-stick (but invisible) coating that 
is put on it when it is made. Lay the Side 
One templates on the smooth neo and 
trace the outline with fine magic marker 
and cut. Use good scissors and try not to 
make a ragged cut. 

4) Puncture one of the glue cans on the side 
of the can near the top, but do NOT open 
top. (Opening may be sealed with a piece 
of tape when not in use.) Pour an ounce 
or so into a paper (not plastic) cup. Paint 
the edge of both pieces all the way around, 
EXCEPT for the bottom, where the wrist 
opening will be. Set aside. Trace, cut out, 
and paint the edges of the side two pieces. 
Go back and put a second glue coat on the 
side ONE pieces, set aside, and then put 
second coat on side TWO pieces. 

5) Pick up the side one pieces and face them 
so that the NYLON SIDES FACE EACH 
OTHER and begin to mate them. Start at 
the top of the finger region and stick the 
THE EDGES together. The trick is to 
STRETCH one piece while sticking it to 
the other, so that the fingers and thumbs 
and wrists match up. This stretching is 
what will produce the nice anatomical 
curve of the mitten. IF this seems diffi- 

cult, know that it IS possible and the 
patterns HAVE BEEN MADE WITH THIS 
IN MIND. After doing one mitten, very 
gently turn it inside out. Set it aside and 
do the same for mitten number two. 

6) Lay out the 1/16 inch neoprene so that 
SMOOTH SIDE IS UP. With a ruler mark 
out two 22 inch strips, each exactly 314 of 
an inch wide, and then cut them as exactly 
as possible. Now lay them out on newspa- 
per with the NYLON SIDE UP and paint 
one layer of glue onto the nylon cloth. 
Wait 5 minutes and then apply a second 
layer; another five minutes and then a 
third layer. (Nylon side soaks up lots of 
glue.) 

7) Pick up mitten number one and paint on a 
one inch wide strip of glue centered over 
the seam. Try not to get too much glue on 
the seam or it may dissolve the joint. 
(However, you must get SOME glue on 
the joint itself.) Do the same for mitten 
number two. 

8) Pick up mitten number one and carefully 
stick one of the strips to the seam all the 
way around. Stretch the strip slightly rela- 
tive to the mitten. This is not easy to do 
accurately, so go slow. Do NOT let the 
strip accidentally touch the painted area 
ANYWHERE OTHER THAN WHERE YOU 
WANT IT TO BOND. 
Neoprene glue makes an INSTANT AND 
PERMANENT bond that cannot be pulled 
apart without tearing the neoprene itself. 
It may be possible to dissolve a bond using 
fresh glue, but the process is messy and 
not always successful. When done with 
number one, then do the second mitten. 
Refine fit for your own hand on the NEXT 
pair! 

Editor's note: Now I remember why I buy 
my pogies! 
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YEKCEPTION Announces River 
Conservationist of the Year 

Dr. Kenneth Kimball, Chief Research Sci- 
entist for the Appalachian Mountain Club 
based in Boston, Massachusetts has been 
chosen as Perception's 1999 River Conserva- 
tionist of the Year. Dr Kimball has been a 
moving force throughout New England for 
the past ten years and has worked with Ameri- 
can Whitewater, New England FLOW and 
others to pioneer collaborative relicensing 
on many dams in the region. 

AWBoard Member Tom Christopherstates 
"Ken Kimball has two great strengths. The 
first is his analytical mind and his ability as a 
scientist to lookat environmental issues both 
in the abstract and concrete, and then come 
up with very practical, achievable solutions. 
His second great talent is his ability to bring 
together very diverse interest groups to a 
common resolution and work collectively to 
achieve goals that would not be won as indi- 
vidual interests." Christopher further com- 
ments, "Often I would watch him as he would 
skillfully engage aparticularly difficult inter- 
est group, and work them, changing their 
perception, attenuating their fears, and boost- 
ing the importance of their role in whatever 
process we were engaged in at  the time. He 
has always been fair to all interest groups, 
not just his own, and sometimes would an- 
noy me because I knew that I would have to 
compromise on some of my issues, realizing 
it would be for the greater good for all." 

Every major river relicensing in New En- 
gland has the mark of Ken Kimball on it, 
including the Deerfield, the Penobscot, the 
Connecticut, the Rapid and Megalloway, the 
Androscoggin, and finally the Kennebec. His 
ability to incorporate a "watershed approach" 
and develop settlement agreements that in- 
cluded protection of vast acreages along riv- 
ers and storage reservoirs provided a mea- 
sure of environmental protection that would 
have been lost for another four or five gen- 
erations without his efforts. 

The talent of Ken Kimball has not gone 
unrecognized on the national scene. He is 
also on the Steering Committee of the Hy- 
dropower Reform Coalition in Washington, 
D.C. and in recent months has been chosen 
to participate with EPRI (Electric Producer's 
Research Institute) to help develop and imple- 
ment policy changes for additional hydro- 
power reform with the Federal Energy Regu- 
latory Commission. His vision and hard work 
continue to lay the cornerstones of equity 
and protection for rivers across the United 
States as others come into his sphere of 
knowledge and common sense. 

Dr. Kimhall has been an active partici- 
pant on AW's whitewater suitability studies 
on the Rapid, Magalloway, and Kennebec 
Rivers since 1995 and has helped to mediate 
the conflicting interests of whitewater rec- 
reation with other user groups involved in 
settlement procedures. 

Christopher credits Dr. Kimball as amas- 
ter coalition builder, who has been able to 
bring together state and federal agencies, 
commercial interests, different environmen- 

tal groups, and individuals to mold them 
into an effective, well-respected public advo- 
cacy. That advocacy has achieved enormous 
successes in hydropower relicensing in New 
England. As always his personal role in these 
very stressful activities has been a humble 
one, always focusing on the issues, never on 
himself or what had been achieved through 
his own effort. Congratulations to Dr. Kimball 
and our grateful acknowledgment for a job 
well done. 

North Branch of the Potomac Releases 
Announced 
By Ed Gertler 

The following weekends have been 
tentatively set for releases lrom 
Jennings Randolnh Dam (aka 
Bloomington Dam) on the North 
Branch Potomac: 

April 8, 9 
May 22,23 
May 6,7 
May 20,21 

Expect releases of 850-1000 cfs each day 
from 9 am to 4 pm. A dry spring could result 
in cutbacks or cancellation and, with the 
low state of the reservoir from the 1999 

drought, conditions this year are particu- 
larly uncertain. Always call beforehand a t  
410-962-7687 or check the Corps website a t  
htt~://www.nabwc.usace.armv.mil/wcl 
index.html 

Once again, remember that the popular 
parking lot at the take-out, in front of the 
two-story brick building, is on private prop- 
erty. Please take care not to block the drive- 
way (even just to unload for a minute), 
change clothes in the open, or do anything 
else to offend the tolerant owner, or the 
caretaker who lives out back in the trailer 
(where we have no business being). Poor 
behavior by some in 1997 almost cost us the 
use of the lot. Be on your best behavior and 
watch over the other guy too. 
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Dave 
Stacey, 
Colorado 
Whitewater 
Pioneer 

Dave Stacey, who helped introduce 
the sport of whitewater kayaking to 
Colorado, died on Feb 7 at 81 years of 
age. He was one of the first editors of 
Whitewater magazine and was known 
for his innovative fiberglass kayak de- 
signs. 

In 1961 he helped the Colorado 
Whitewater Association design the break 
apart rigid fiberglass slalom kayak that 
was used by Eric Side1 to win the Na- 
tionals in Jamaica, Vermont. The boat 
was transported in four pieces and had 
a tongue and groove construction held 
together with suitcase snaps. It was the 
first non-folding kayak allowed into the 
Nationals. Three years later Mr. Stacey 
made design improvements to the kayak 
which Ron Bohlender used to win the 
Nationals in Salida, Colorado. 

Dave Stacey was a dedicated 
outdoorsman whose interest included 
gliding, mountain climbing, sailing, 
scuba diving, fishing and camping. He 
was an avid traveler. 

Born in Washington, D.C., he gradu- 
ated from Haward in 1940. As a civilian 
during World War I, he sewed the United 
States Navy as a n  underwater re- 
searcher. He was also a glider instruc- 
tor for the Air Force. Dave Stacey re- 
ceived his Doctorate in Physics after 
the war and settled in Boulder with his 
wife Joan, who died in 1988. There he 
cofounded Ball Brothers; he was the 
Director of Research. 

Mr. Stacey is survived by his second 
wife, Ann, three children and six grand- 
children. 

Information for this article was pro- 
vided by Ron Bohlender. 
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New Anthology Features World-Wide 
Whitewater Exploration 
Many Rivers to cross; b y  Dave Manby, Coruh River Press, 1999 
Reviewed by Bob Gedekoh 

During the past several years several anthologies of whitewater 
stories have been published. One of the best of these is Many Rivers 
to Cross, by legendary British paddler Dave Manby. With more than 
a quarter century ofwhitewater adventures that span the globe under 
his belt, Manby knows what expeditionary kayaking is all about. He 
also has a unique perspective on the history of the sport. 

Manby's first expedition was in the Himalayas on the Dudh Kosi 
in 1976. In 1978 he was part of a team that attempted to paddle the 
Braldu. The team included the renowned British kayaker, Mike 
Jones, who died attempting to rescue a friend. Years later Manby 
returned to challenge the Braldu again. This particular account is 
one of the most engaging and dramatic in the anthology. 

During his long career Manby has come to know many prominent 
boaters. His circle of acquaintances reads like a Who's Who of 
Whitewater Exploration, and he has called upon a number of them to 
contribute stories to this book. Mick Hopkinson writes about his 
experiences exploring the Blue Nile, Don Weeden describes his 

illegal descent of the Niagara Gorge in 1981, Whit Deschner, no 
stranger to the pages of this magazine, humorously describes his 
adventures on the Tamur and Kanarli, and Doug Ammons describes 
a thrilling high water descent of the North Fork of the Payette. 

The book features a diverse perspective on the sport; contributor 
Donald Bean started boating in 1932 at  the age of 12, while Allan 
Ellard represents the edge of New Wave paddling. All told there are 
twenty stories by eighteen writers, including an amusing account 
written by Manby's mother. 

Many Rivers to Cross contains a number of dramatic color 
whitewater pictures gleaned from expeditions around the world as 
maps, which help reveal exactly where these people have been. 
Armchair adventurers will find more than their share of thrills in this 
book's 260 pages. 

Many Rivers to Cross is available in whitewater stores or by 
sending $25 to The Eddie Tern Press, 46326 East Eagle Creek Rd., 
Baker, Oregon 97814. 

New Edition of Classic Guidebook Released 
Colorado Rivers and Creeks Reviewed 
By Bob Gedekoh 

Colorado Rivers and Creeks; by Gordon 
Banks and Dave Eckardt 

Here is some good news for boaters. Banks and Eckardt's classic 
guide to the whitewater treasures of Colorado is back on bookstore 
shelves. Here is some really good news! The new edition is even better 
than the first. 

Colorado Rivers and Creeks contains information about all of the 
standard popular Colorado runs, plus descriptions of many creeks 
that have only recently been attempted or that have been paddled 
infrequently. Even if you have an old copy of this definitive guide, you 
will probably want to purchase this new edition, since it includes 
forty runs that were not included in the first. 

This book is an invaluable resource for whitewater boaters headed 
to Colorado or northern New Mexico. The color photos alone are 
worth the price of admission. Some are incredibly scenic, others 
incredibly hairball. Just looking at a couple of the pictures was 
enough to convince me that I don't belong on the Upper Roaring Fork 
or Crystal River Gorge. But looking at  the photos of the Animas, 
Piedra, and Gore Canyon left me pining for my next paddling trip to 
Rockies. 

The guide is absolutely user friendly. The runs are organized by 
watershed. The shuttles are clearly delineated and countless easy to 
read river and road maps are logistically placed. A "beta box" is 
provided for each run. These boxes include the gradient, length, 
elevation, season, and difficulty level in relation to flow for each river. 

Instructions are included for accessing the Watertalk system, which 
allows boaters to  retrieve specific river flow information by phone. A 
concise description is included for each run. Access problems and 
local conservation issues are explained. 

Several amusing essays are distributed throughout the book. The 
authors, who are well known and respected Colorado boaters, have 
personally run most of the rivers in the book. Other sections have 
been contributed by some of Colorado's hottest paddlers. 

Readers should be aware that when Banks and Eckardt call a river 
Class IV or V, they really, really mean it. The rivers listed as Class V 
in this book contain serious whitewater that will challenge even 
experts. If you are less than expert, you don't belong on their Class V 
runs. Anumber of the creek runs in this book have only been paddled 
a few times by some of the county's best boaters. There have recently 
been fatalities on several of these runs: the Meatgrinder Section of the 
Crystal, the Black Canyon of the Gunnison and the Spencer Heights 
Section of the Poudre. Each of these incidents involved expert 
boaters. Do not assume that just because these runs are listed in a 
guidebook, that they are appropriate for you. Pay close attention to 
what the authors say about difficulties and danger. 

If you are headed to Colorado this summer, don't leave home 
without this book. You will surely find it every bit as useful as your 
paddle. 
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Eric Jackson's Book 
Reviewed 
By Greg Akins 

Despite it's title, Eric Jackson's new book was a bit 
of a surprise. Most of the kayaking books I've read 
have been written more as encyclopedias 
of the sport than studies on specific as- 
pects of it. So when Kayaking with Eric 
Jackson: Whitewater Paddling Strokes 
and Concepts arrived at my doorstep, it 
was refreshing to find only a succinct, 
yet thorough, illustration of strokes and cc 
Nothing else: no diatribes on safety, no models of boat 
design, no depictions of rodeo moves. Just straightfor- 
ward descriptions of strokes and whitewater technique, 
presented in short sections accompanied by Skip 
Brown 's crystal-clear photography. 

Beginning with basics and progressing toward more complex 
strokes, this book describes forward strokes, sweep strokes, draw 
strokes and more esoteric strokes, like an offside C-stroke and 
reverse compound stroke. Jackson provides exercises to help 
master these strokes on flatwater, moving water, and whitewater. 
The last few sections are dedicated to applying these strokes to 
whitewater moves (peel outs, eddy turns, and ferries) and river 
running techniques (paddling through holes, moving onto waves). 
Each section provides drills to help paddlers master the specific 
technique. 

Whitewater Paddling: Strokes and Concepts is not well suited 
for a person first learning the basic kayak strokes. The book 
assumes some basic knowledge of paddling and paddle placement. 
It would confuse rather than inform a first time paddler. But for 
those who have some experience, this book will provide a useful 
foundation for refining, or relearning, proper paddling technique. 
Additionally, instructors will benefit from this master view of 
paddling technique. In fact, this book should be required reading 
for anybody engaged in kayak instruction. 

Consistent with that intent, Eric reminds us that his tech- 
niques are part of a transition from 'old school' boating to 'new 
school'. That might be overstating the impact of this book. But, the 
point is well taken. Several stroke descriptions differ radically from 
the status quo. For instance, the duffek traditionally calls for 
initiation toward the bow of the kayak. Eric modifies this by calling 
for initiation at the center of the kayak. He also departs from the 
current trend of teaching playboating simply for the sake of play. 
The only play-oriented section of the book is the description of the 
cartwheel initiation sequence. But even this is presented as a 
method for learning boat lean and body position control. The 
section on squirting specifically mentions its use as a technique for 
pivoting a slalom kayak. The section on wave surfing explicitly 
describes the value of moving onto waves as a method for control- 
ling movement across flowing water. 

Armed with the information in this book, a beginning paddler 
could construct a flat water routine that will reinforce good habit. 
Advanced and intermediate paddlers can practice these techniques to  
improve their skill on harder whitewater. An instructor might use 
this book to develop a kayak class curriculum. 

Ifyou're lookingforabookto help learn Ollie Oopsand Splitwheels, 
or if you want to learn more about swiftwater rescue techniques, look 
elsewhere. However, if you're intent on becoming a better paddler 
and raising your technique to the next level, contact Stackpole 
Books, tel: 800-732-3669 or e-mail: sales@stack~olebooks.com, and 
order this book. 

Twitch 2000 
Video Review by Greg Akins 

The first Twitch video established Tao Berman and 
Shannon Carroll at the outer boundaries of extreme 
paddling. They quickly became known, both within 
the paddling community and outside of it (thanks to 
articles in Outside and National Geographic Explorer) 
as the latest wonder children of steep-creeking. 
Twitch 2000 continues that tradition, voyeuris tically 
launching the viewer over steep drops and vertical 
waterfalls in Canada, the Western US, and the Do- 
minican Republic. 

This newest offering from Eric Link has the same sort of 
appeal as those Fox TV specials: Natures Worst Disasters, When 
Animals Attack, etc.. . The footage is pretty disturbing. At the 
same time, it's impossible to look away. Footage of Tao crashing 
upside down into a log jam, or Shannon Carrol getting sucked 
back into a log filled, swirling eddy, or Sam Drevo rolling several 
times while crashing down a thirty foot cascade is stomach 
churning; but fascinating. 

Twitch2000 concentrates on first descents of extreme white- 
water. The exceptions are interviews of each featured boater and 
a short skit called "Throwdown at  the Rodeo Hole." This video 
doesn't include much play footage. Also, it doesn't highlight 
entire runs, rather it showcases individual rapids. 

Included in the 34 minute video is footage of Tao dropping 
over the appropriately named Log Choke Falls on the Tye River 
in Washington. There are also first descents of Martin Creek and 
Dingford Creek and some great footage from Johnston Canyon in 
Banff National Park, where Tao dropped over the 30 meter Upper 
Falls and Shannon swam into the Lower Falls. 

This video delivers a lot of exciting, gut-wrenching action. If 
you want a video that highlights the progression of steep- 
creeking and steep-creeking's pioneers, this is the one to buy. 
Twitch 2000 is available by visiting www.vdolink.com, or calling 
509.548.9048. 
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2OOO Attend 
1 7th National Paddling Film Fest 

Seventeen is a prime 
number, and the 17thAn- 
nual National Paddling 
Film Festival (NPFF) was 
a prime event. For the 
weekend of February 25- 
27, 2000, paddlers from 
all over the United States 
converged on Lexington, 
Kentucky to watch vid- 
eos, bid on gear at the 
silent auction, swap sto- 
ries, and paddle together 
in the cause of river con- 
servation. Admittedly we 
lost a few would-be at- 
tendees to the lure of high 
water and warm weather, 
but the theatre was still 
full. 

An exceptional collection of 
films provided a variety of excit- 
ing and thought-provoking mo- 
ments. From the audience one 
heard lots of oohs and ahhhs, 
occasional expletives, gasps of 
amazement, frequent laughter, 
and "I'd like to paddle that some- 
day." The NPFF also continued 
to break new ground, bringing 
the competition to a wider audi- 
ence through two special features 
new this year. The first is that the 
Still Images were put up on the 
web site for several days before 
the actual competition, to beseen 
and voted on by anyone with ac- 
cess to the Internet. Then during 
the festival the films were digi- 
tally resampledand streamed live 
to a special web site where 100 

by Zina Merkin 

Julie Keller's photo won the Adult category of the Safety Poster contest with 
a memorial to Scott Bristow. 

folks at a time could log in and 
see a bit of the action. Of course 
that doesn't begin to capture the 
effect of a large screen presenta- 
tion, but perhaps it whet a few 
appetites to see the videos live. 
Here are some of the highlights 
of the competition: 

Two films showcased river 
conservation and access efforts 
withwhichAmerican Whitewater 
is involved. More than Plumb- 
ing: the North Fork Feather by 
Dave Steindorf, which won Best 
of Festival: Amateur, is a superb 
documentary chronicling the 
degradation of the North Fork of 
the Feather River, in the Sierra 
mountains of California, due to 
dammingand diversion for power 
generation. Footage of a rare oc- 
casion when water again flowed 
in the channel shows the delight- 
ful runs which would be avail- 
able if suits against PG&E prove 
successful in increasing mini- 
mum bypass flows. Increased 
flows would also help restore the 
once bountiful fishery in thearea. 
Rick Gusic's Grin Factor 10: the 
Ohiopyle Falls Race is a fun-lov- 
ing look at the historic day in 
November 1999 when t h e  
Ohiopyle Falls was opened for a 
one-day event as a result of the 
efforts of American Whitewater. 

From the poker face of "Ranger 
Rick" to the comments by the 
local yokel, clever moments al- 
ternate with shots of the falls as 
all manner of paddlers and craft 
tackle the drop with varying de- 
grees ofsuccess. Gusic's film truly 
captures the sense of fun and 
celebration of the day. 

Twitch 2000 by Eric Link of 
Videolinkwon theaudiencevoted 
Paddler's Choice award, deliver- 
ing start to finish thrills, spec- 
tacular scenery, and even some 
comic relief. Some judges' com- 
ments: "These are the runs I 
won't do, but I sure likewatching 
other paddlers run them." "In- 
tense, mesmerizing footage of 
some really hairy descents and 
huge drops." "The best of its type 
(extreme) that I've seen since 
Twitch." 

Rainy Days by Dan Nicholson 
of Eugene, Oregon, won 
everyone's hearts with its intro- 
ductory sequence paying hom- 
age to rain, and also won the 
Amateur: Open category. The 
winner of the Amateur: Extreme 
category, Tabaze Tour by Peter 
Simpson, was short and sweet, a 
mere three and a half minutes, 
leaving the audience craving 
more. One judge commented, "a 
wonderful sense of composition 

and capturing the moment."This 
was a pilot for a possible longer 
project, which we hope he will 
pursue. 

In the Safety/Instructional 
category there was a neat little 
series of Public Service An- 
nouncements created by the Na- 
tional Park Service to encourage 
people to wear their life jackets 
while on the water. For those of 
us who live in riverside commu- 
nities, it's something to consider 
promoting locally. There was also 
a short snippet from Paddler's 
Personal Trainer by Paul 
Bonesteel Films/Waterworks 
Productions, which promises to  
be a very useful film for helping 
paddlers get into prime condi- 
tion and stay there. It offers a 
variety of stretch and strength- 
ening exercises with special em- 
phasis on conditioning the shoul- 
ders. As one of the judges put it, 
"My shoulders will appreciate this 
video." Also in this category was 
Performance Video's In the Surf. 
One of the  judges called it  
"Encyclopedic ... I could seeview- 
ing this video over and over, each 
time concentrating on a differ- 
ent section." Another said, "Our 
club should get this video and 
show it prior to our next surf 
outing." But the winner of this 
category was Play Daze by Ken 
Whiting and Chris Emerick. "Best 
breaking down of play moves I 
have seen ... Inspiring-I'm buy- 
ing this SOB." "Really beautiful 
photography, brilliant colors and 
gooduse ofslow motion ... I could 
watch the world's bestwork their 
juju at  the  cut t ing edge of 
playboating over and over." This 
film had great photography, good 
explanations with supporting 
screen graphics, used music ef- 
fectively, and kept a lively pace 
while still imparting a lot of in- 
formation. We look forward to 
this duo's next project. 

Milt Aitken returned this year 
with Deliver Me From t h e  
Paddlesnake, a comprehensive 
look at the entire Chatooga wa- 
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tershed. The multiple views of 
many rapids at several levels, with 
the rapid name and the flow rate 
superimposed over theview, kept 
many in the audience glued to 
the screen as if memorizing the 
line they wanted to take on their 
next trip there. Judges' com- 
ments included: "...a fun film to 
watch." "Safety segmentwasvery 
effective." "The shots and cam- 
era angles are very good." "Pad- 
dlers heading to the Chatooga 
environswill want this."Another 
returning videographer was Ben 
Aylesworth, whose Gush created 
a slight controversy over some of 
the non-boating scenes in the 
film. But of the paddling scenes, 
judgeswrote "Some really unique 
and fascinating footage," and 
"Some of the best videography 
and orchestration I've seen."One 
particular vignette toward the 
end had folks howlingwith laugh- 
ter. 

Two very different documen- 
tary films produced internation- 
ally provided a change of pace. 
Team Daft: Disabled and Finely 
Tuned by Andy Watts chronicled 
a paddling trip with people with 
disabilities, includinga blind man 
and a paraplegic. It was a fasci- 
nating study of how people could 
adapt both the equipment and 
their expectations to be able to 
get onto the river as more than 
just passengers despite their 
physical limitations. A Kayak 
Adventure in Borneo, by Joe 
Yaggi, was also about pushing 
limits, as the team of five deter- 
mined paddlers fought their way 
through thick jungle to find the 
virtually uncharted river that 
would take them across the rest 
of the island. A good blend of 
National Geographic type foot- 
age of indigenous people and life- 
styles, shots of exotic and remote 
landscapes, and exciting white- 
water, this film also offered some 
philosophy about the virtues of 
adventuring. 

The winner of the Best of 
Festival: Professional and Pro- 
fessional: Open categories was 
the documentary film TheRreaks 
of the Mountain: the RussellFork 
Gorge, by Tom Hansel1 of 
Appalshop. Appalshop is a Ken- 
tucky nonprofit organization 
which advocates for Appalachian 
causes, often through cultural 
and artistic activities. This film 
explores the dilemma of a small 

mountain community trying to 
break the cycle of dependency on 
destructive extractive industries. 
The film focuses on people's love 
of the river and their hopes and 
fears about the economic poten- 
tial of river recreation. While the 
film was expected to be a favorite 
with the hometown Kentucky 
crowd, judges from other areas 
also gave the film high marks. 
One judge commented, "Excel- 
lent documentary with great in- 
terest to boaters and others. It 
should be very useful in preserv- 
ing this exceptional resource." 
Also, several judges commended 
the interviewswhichshowed how 
the community's identity was in- 
timately intertwined with the 
river, and thevery personal bonds 
people had formed with the  
Russell Fork. 

Many of the films in the NPFF 
2000 will be available through 
the National Paddling Film Fes- 
tival Road Show, now starting its 
second year. Check the link on 
o u r  web page a t  h t t ~ : / /  
www.surfbwa.nvff for more in- 
formation on how you can raise 
money both for your own club's 
conservation efforts and the 
NPFF by holding a road show in 
your community. Or see if there 
is a Road Show already sched- 
uled near your location. Some 
films are also available for pur- 
chase through our web site. A 
portion of the sales price goes to 
the NPFF, another way you can 
support river conservation. 

In addition to the Motion 
Entries, the NPFF also has a Still 
Image division and the Safety 
Poster Contest. This year pho- 
tographer Julie Keller made a 
sweep of the Still Image catego- 
ries,winningFavorite Web Photo 
and Best Digital Image for her 
picture of Rush Peace at  Bald 
River Falls, and Best Slide with 
her photo of Steve Frazier at the 
Tellico Ledges. The Best Digital 
Image won her a color printer 
donated by Lexmark, Inc. Julie 
also won the Adult category of 
the Safety Poster contest with a 
memorial to Scott Bristow. The 
winner of the 8 and under cat- 
egory of the Safety Poster Con- 
test was Garrett Green, while 
Emily Grimes won the age 9-15 
category with a colorful collage. 

And last but not least, the 
ever popular Silent Auction had 
a wide variety of great paddling 

gear and accessories. Thanks to 
the hard work of Auction Master 
Zog Aitken and the generosity of 
our sponsors, the auction gener- 
ates a large part of the NPFF's 
profits. And all the profits from 
the all-volunteer NPFF go to 
American Whitewater, American 
Canoe Association, and other 
river conservation and access 
causes. So we'd like to thank all 
of the manufacturers, outfitters, 
filmmakers, and others, whose 
sponsorship has made the NPFF 
possible (see the ad elsewhere in 

this issue). When you do busi- 
ness with them, please let them 
know that you appreciate their 
sponsorship of the film festival. 

Please check our web site for 
announcements of newly-sched- 
uled Road Shows, and for news 
about the 2001 National Paddling 
Film Festival. We already have 
some improvements and excit- 
ing new ideas in the works. The 
Millennium NPFFwill be the last 
weekend in February, 2001. Bet- 
ter start shooting those videos 
now! 

Julie Keller photo of Steve Frazier at 
the Tellico Ledges. 

Paddling Film Festival 20001 
(AU procccdt go to fiver conservation nd access) 

Major 

K E N T U C K Y  
_____I___ 
&k.d t m L 
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Significant Donors 

Bomber Gear, Croakies, Paul Bonesteel 
FilmsMlaterworks Productions, Pelican 
Products, Phillip Galls, Lexmark, Inc., 

Mountain Surf, Surf the Earth, Trailworks.com 
Donors 

Boof Gear, Chaco, Crazy Creek, 
Eagle Creek Travel Gear, J & H Lanmark, 

Lunatic Apparel, Menasha Ridge Press, Performance Video, 
Russell Fork Trading Company, Vid Jewel Sports 
Sponsors: Kayak Magazine, Tom HanselllAppalshop 
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Who Needs to Study a Foreign Language Anyway: 
A Review of the Alpes-Dauphine Whitewater Guidebook 
By Ambrose Tuscano 

A couple of weeks ago I was putzing around on my computer, wasting 
time, when I came across an e-mail from an airline advertising flights to 
Europe. Normally this wouldn't have gotten a second glance, but that same 
morning I had gassed up my car at  the local filling station. And as I sat there 
in front of my computer, I began to do a little calculation in my head. I 
realized that it would be ten times cheaper to fly to Europe and go boating 
than it would be to drive to my local river! Then a second later I remembered 
that I failed all of my high school math classes, so I went backwith calculator 
in hand and tried it again. What I discovered is this: it really isn't so 
unreasonable to fly to the Alps to go boating. Now, to bring this rambling to 
its point, I need to report another surprising fact: I found a book written by 
a Frenchman that I can understand and appreciate. Actually, two French- 
men wrote it and they didn't really write it in French. But still.. . pretty neat 
coincidence, huh? 

At a glance, you can tell something important about this whitewater 
guidebook. The cover photo shows the two authors in the midst of some fine 
European whitewater-perhaps I should say, "getting worked  in fine 
European whitewater. Also, the cover is littered with little cartoons that look 
like they're right out of William Nealy's imagination. This second fact is vital 
to my appreciation of this book, because these little cartoons are the 
language that the authors use to describe the whitewater in the Alpes- 
Dauphin6 region. 

Now, you might be wondering how it is that a guidebook can say 
anything useful without words. I was curious to answer this very question 
when Alpes-Dauphine' arrived in my mailbox. Turning to one of the first 
pages I found what looked like a key. A row of four cartoon faces showed an 
array of expressions ranging from melancholy to eye-popping. Checking the 
explanations under the fellow with his tongue hanging out, I read, "Le 
Nirvana". . . no. "Extase" . . . uhh. "Extasis complete" . . . nope. "The ultimate 
nirvana, pure ecstasyn-aha! After about ten minutes of studying the key I 

was fluent in Kayaking Cartooneese. So I turned a few pages ahead and 
started checking out the river descriptions. 

Of course, I've never been boating in Europe, so I can't comment on the 
accuracy of the information in the guidebook. However, assuming that all of 
its facts are good, the book looks like it would be really useful. Each river gets 
two pages, and you'd be amazed at  how much information they can fit into 
two pages. For example, the first shows general difficulty, the river's 
environment, the ease of access, the specific dangers of the run, the type of 
boat suggested, and quality of scenery. It also shows where to find the closest 
bank, gas station, mechanic, grocery store, restaurant, post office, bar, 
tourist attraction, campground, pharmacy, doctor, dentist and police sta- 
tion. And that's not all. My favorite part of the book puts each river in relation 
to the others by suggesting where to go if you found the current river to be 
to your liking, or if it has too much or  too little water. 

With everything that's shown on the first page of the river description, 
the second page is almost a letdown. But then you realize that it has a detailed 
map (with a large-scale inset), a graph of when the river typically runs, the 
length of the run, and an approximate time on the water. And, of course, it 
shows the authors' recommendation for the run (ranging from "Why not?" 
to "The ultimate nirvana"). 

With the wealth of boating information provided for each of the runs in 
the book, I guess I can only complain about the lack of description. While the 
maps are marked with all mandatory scouts and potentially dangerous drops, 
there is not any specific information about these. Some boaters will find this 
"figure it out for yourself' approach much to their liking, but  others might 
find it unsettling. The only thing I can say is that if you're counting on your 
guidebook to get you through a foreign boating trip, you're probably going 
to be unpleasantly surprised. Consulting and boating with the locals is 
almost always a good idea, especially in an area with such a large boating 
population. That's why I'm going to be booking a transatlantic flight soon- 
just as soon as I brush up on my Kayaking Cartooneese. 

Young Boaters Need Encourafement, Respect 
I am a sixteen vear-old kavaker of decent skill, if it really matters. I have received some ac inowledgment from those who are sunnosed to encourage 

had my graceful moves, a third place finish in the Loop Sprint Race, a short 
race in Ohiopyle, PA; and my rather clumsy ones as well, earning the "best 
crash" steering wheel at  the Upper Yough Race and being trashed in large 
holes in front of a crowd on the Gauley, (without swimming). I have taken 
my share of swims, though, and expect many more. 

I am still young with many years and rivers left to paddle. The list of 
rivers I have actually paddled is not very long; after all, until recently I was 
constantly bumming rides from anyone who would take me. Some of those 
people include Mom and Dad, Chuck Stump, Lindy Shank, The Striebys and 
Scott Stough. These fine folks have made it possible for me to become what 
I would call a kayaker. 

My parents bought me my first kayak, a Pirouette S, at the age of twelve. 
From then all I wanted to do was kayak. My father bought a Thrillseeker and 
even got on the river occasionally. But I passed his level and he had little 
interest in becoming an avid paddler. That was when those who I have 
already mentioned came to my aide. 

I learn something new every time I paddle. Recently I began throwing 
freewheels and by the end of my first day I could almost throw fakey to front. 
This is just the fun I have been having recently. Since I can drive, I paddle 
everyday I can, sometimes doing two or three runs ina day. I have been rather 
fortunate growing up in Western Maryland with some of the finest whitewa- 
ter available within an hour of my front door. My favorite run is only a half 
hour away, the Top Yough. 

It is not all about the sport though, is it not also about the respect you 
receive from others? Is it not about time that the younger generation 

us? Many a time I have been told, "You're too young, youcan't kavak." what  
is too young? When is it right to start this sport? 

If I had put it off until I was considered an adult, I would never have been 
able to accomplish the many things I want to do, my great passion being the 
river. I enjoy the sport and the fact that I am not destroying wetlands to 
create new football stadiums so professional athletes can become wealthier 
than they already are. Maybe it is time for those people whom have belittled 
me and many other young paddlers to rethink what they have said or done 
to try and keep us from "their rivers." 

After all, who will continue the heritage of the sport and continue the 
legacy of the great paddlers of the past if only older people are allowed on our 
rivers. I am not saying everyone feels this way about young paddlers. In fact 
there are many people who are incredibly understanding and help the 
younger paddlers. Whether it is teaching a younger person a new move or 
something said to them as simple as, "It's good to see some kids out here." 

Granted, I am sixteen and have been paddling for several years now and 
have surpassed the ridicule of many. A raft guide, who will rename nameless, 
once told me while I was paddling on the Upper Yough, "A fourteen year old 
kid has no right to be out paddling on this river." This guide could barely roll, 
and to this day I believe he still hits bottom while attempting his so-called 
roll. I am not claiming to be the best paddler in the world, I a m  simply asking 
for the respect that I deserve and many other younger paddlers deserve as 
well. 

Zach Davis 
Frostburg, Maryland 
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f o r u m  

L ately I've been trying to 
figure out exactly how 
kayaking made t h e  
t ransi t ion from my 

hobby to my life-style. One day I 
was floating down a Class I1 
stream, scared, wet, and dis- 
gruntled, and the next I was pri- 
oritizing my life aroundpaddling. 

I started kayaking to oblige 
my father. He anticipated the far- 
off time when his paddling buddy 
(my brother) would leave home. 
With this disturbing thought in 
mind, he attempted to mold me 
into the perfect kayaking com- 
panion. My initial experiences did 
not lead me to whitewater bliss. I 
hated everything about the sport. 
I dreaded the days when my dad 
would wake me and point to my 
little boat expectantly. But I still 
went because I knew it made my 
dad happy, and for an eleven- 
year old girl, that  is reason 
enough. 

I believe that "life-style sports" 
(paddling, surf ing,  and 
snowboarding among others) at- 
tract a certain breed of people. 
There is a unifying thread that 
brings us together in our foamy 
haven. Perhaps it is determina- 
tion and obstinacy. In a sport in 

which the majority of partici- 
pants have a bad first encounter, 
it seems odd that kayaking is so 
popular. My twin sister and I 
started boating at roughly the 
same time. My dad bought us a 
little yellow Dancer XS (we 
named her Betty) and slowly 
broke us in. Five years later I am 
more immersed in the sport than 
I would have ever imagined, and 
my sister is a t  a school for math 
geniuses in the flat part of the 
state. The only difference between 
my first year on the water and 
hers was that she never swam, 
whereas I frequently did. She 
never got over her fear of flip- 
ping, and so she grew more ap- 
prehensive as time went on. 
Maybe those of us who never quit 
have a genetic propensity to defy 
common sense and subject our- 
selves to the inevitably unpleas- 
ant sides of kayaking. 

After certain barriers are 
passed such as a first roll, ferry, 
or surf, everything seems to come 
together. We realize one day that 
the rapids that once lead to sleep- 
less nights are now actually fun. 
We push ourselves. We begin to 
enjoy the little knot of anticipa- 
tion that grows as we approach a 

difficult rapid. We value experi- 
ences that provoke grimaces from 
spectators and provide stories to 
tell on the next shuttle ride. For 
instance, my brother once jok- 
ingly suggested that I "play" in 
the hole at  Double Suck on the 
Ocoee, a place that evenvery good 
paddlers shy away from. After 
tumbling through the water for a 
seemingly endless t ime,  I 
emerged coughing and shaking, 
but still in my boat. Although I 
won't be practicing cartwheels 
there again soon, I no longer feel 
the urge to relieve my bladder 
when running that rapid. 

My obsession with kayaking 
has changed my life in many re- 
spects. I have given up other 
sports, diversions, even friends, 
just because I must feed the habit. 
When spring and summer roll 
around every year, I bid farewell 
to my land-dwelling companions 
and disappear into our sublime 
culture. When the leaves start to 
fall and school bells sound, I 
emerge with atypical tan lines 
and unbelievable stories My ter- 
restrial friends accept me back 
into their circle; they envy my 
passion, but do not fully under- 
stand it. 

Kayaking has led me to spend 
many hours with my father and 
his friends. I have spent more 
time than desirable overhearing 
boring conversations about uni- 
versity politics, Irish folk music, 
and the various aches and pains 
that strike aging baby boomers. 
Kayaking has ruined my love of 
cities and flat lands. My choice in 
collegesand careers has been lim- 
ited by my love of whitewater. I 
evaluate institutes of high learn- 
ing by their climate and location 
rather than the majors that the 
offer. I refuse to  live in an area 
without an acceptable playspot 
within fifteen miles, an adequate 
number of diverse rivers and 
creeks within a few hours drive, 
and a place to buy minicell and 
Powerbars. 

But there are rewards for our 
obsession. We discover the need 
to respect the water rather than 
fight it, and to appreciate time 
spent among foul smelling poly- 
pro and worst smelling compan- 
ions. We learn the values of na- 
ture and of pure, untainted joy. 
The river forever changes us, but 
few would return to a time before 
we knew it. 
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Big s&, ~drenaline . 
Falls and Canvnn Doors- . -..- -..- --- - J - - -  ------ - 
These are just some of the 
most famous places to 
paddle in Colorado. We 
know that you've always 
wanted to paddle these 
spots and the Boulder 
Outdoor Center will take 
you there. Whether you are 
a beginner wanting to learn 
to boat or an exmrt looking 
to find the best ;pots in 
Colorado, BOC has a trip 
L." . . A m .  8-mll +- A,... -...A lor  you.  ball r u u a y  a11u 

carve out your piece of 
Colorado Whitewater. 

Tours of Colorado 
Rivers and all of your 
boating needs in the heart 
of the Rockies. 

So Many . 
- 

Toys.. @ . 
FREE 

White water, 
Touring and 

Outdoor Gear 
Catalog 

Shop online ( 
VVVVVV.HOC.CO~/OL 

Email: storecatalog@noc. 

V Y W W . ~ I U C . C U ~ I ~ A L I ~ I ~ I ~ . I I L I I B  
EMAIL: prograrns@noc.com 

888-662-1662 ext. 600 

BORN TO SHRED 
Playboating 

Our instruction program offers you the chance to 
become a rodeo star no matter what your skill level 
or age. Join a wide variety of courses to bring out 
the shredder in you! 
One day courses include: Nantahala Playboating 

Ocoee Playboating 
Weekend courses indude: 

lntro to Playboating Advanced 
Playboating Geezers Playboating 

251 0 N. 47th Boulder, CO 
800-DO-HYDRO 303.444.8420 

Surf@ BOCI 23.com and 
http://www.BOC123.com 
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vvww.noc.com/saImon.htm 
EMAIL: adtrav@noc.com 

888-662-1 662 ext. 333 

THE MAIN SALMON! 
Level I1 Interrned. Kayak & Canoe; All levek raft 

Join NOC's expert instructors for this American 
Classic. Roller coaster rapids and stunning scenery 
provide an ideal backdrop as you, your family, or a 
group of friends enjoy an exciting adventure on 
"The River of No Return." Delicious food, warm, 
pleasant days, and friendly camaraderie guarantee 
a trip of a lifetime. 
Costa R i a  Honduras Panama Ecuador Chile 
Nepal Bhutan Italy Crete Vietnam &More 



Sometimes when paddling certain rivers 
I think of the student next door to me in 
college. He was constantly trying to convince 
me that evolution and geological changes 
were illusions-that they really didn't hap- 
pen. If only he could have experienced geol- 
ogy in action the way I have. I look at rivers 
like the Watauga, Ocoee, Chattoga, and the 
Cheat and remember the rapids that used to 
be and the new rapids thzt have been created 
or taken their place. 

While changing riverbeds are remark- 
able to witness, change can have serious and 
subtle repercussions for our safety, too. 
Changes make rapids easier or harder and 
more or less dangerous. Sometimes familiar- 
ity with the old causes us to run things as if 
the danger hasn't changed. 

Take Knuckles on the Watauga. Knuck- 
les was long considered to be one of the most 
difficult rapids on the river. Then it changed. 
A serious pinning rock lodged at the base of 
the most commonly run slot. It used to be 
that if you got to  the slot you were safe. Now 
the formerly safe line has a dangerous pin- 
ning rock at the bottom. 

In spite of several serious pins and count- 
less pitons, Knuckles is still commonly run 
by many as if nothing has changed. Many of 
us have learned the trick to running it safely, 
but there are many who haven't. I've seen 
many hits on this rock despite instructions 
on how to avoid it. Almost nobody chooses to 
walk it, or even look at it on their first run 
even after hearing about the pins that have 
occurred. 

Unless Knuckles changes again, it's a 
matter of time before a fatality occurs here. 

What should we do? Should we keep 
running it? What should we tell those pad- 
dling the Watauga for the first time? Should 
we advise some folks to walk it? Nobody 
wants to be the one to lead a fatal trip, but 
nobody wants to  overreact either. 

Two rapids later is Watauga Falls. The 
degree of danger here has varied with time 
over the past decade. This is because rocks 
come and go on the bedrock base of the falls. 
For most of the time I've known this drop, it 
has beenvery unforgiving. Many broken bones 
and serious vertical pins have occurred there. 
These days it's a little more forgiving, with 
missed runs ending flatter than they would 
have in the past. How long will this last? 
When will the next rock fall lodge there? Will 
we be careful enough to find it before anyone 
gets hurt or worse? 

Now consider the Bottom Moose. Every 
year my e-mail box fills up with reports from 

incredulous paddlers who witnessed horren- 
dous pins at Knife Edge, where a fatality has 
occurred. Year after year reports pile up of 
hundreds of paddlers daring the dangerous 
route, many pins, and many hairy rescues. Of 
these, reports include stories about inform- 
ing paddlers about the danger, sometimes 
with an ongoing rescue in progress, only to 
have newcomers runanyway, sometimeswith 
another serious rescue resulting. It's only a 
matter of time before another fatality hap- 
pens here if this keeps up. Safe paddling is 
about making informed choices, not blindly 
following the 'rat' in front of us. 

I received a letter from Matthew Michel 
the other day. A regular on the Green Nar- 
rows in NC, Matt writes about a series of pins 
he's witnessed there just in the past few 
weeks. He wrote: 

Green River, NC ... Hazard! 
There have been numerous pins 

at "Beyond Vertical Boof" on the 
Green recently. 1 witnessed (2) pins 
there this weekend. One was head up 
and one was head under in which the 
pinned person had to swim out un- 
der the boat. I am aware of 4-5 other 
pins there in the last 3 weeks. One of 
these was head under resulting in a 
swim under the boat, and another re- 
quired the person to be extracted 
from the boat. 

"Beyond Vertical Boof" is located 
in the Class IV section of the Nar- 
rows below "Sunshine " when 
everyone's guard is down ..... "Be- 
yond Vertical Boof" has always been 
a little nothing rapid with no conse- 
quences where everybody tries to 
out hotdog by getting the most air 
out of the boof. The rock is shaped 
such that you can almost land on 
your stern after boofing. 

I am familiar with the rapids, Matt de- 
scribes. It features a very small and steep 
pillow and a micro eddy to land in, with a left 
exit. If one chooses not to boof, there is a 
thread-the-needle move to the right where 
most of the current goes. Lately boaters have 
been loosing momentum on the boof and 
unintentionally threading the needle side- 
ways. Not a good career move. 

Matt who is a seasoned veteran of this 
river continues: 

I believe something subtle has changed 
about the rapid that makes it more likely that 
you will flush to the right after boofing. 

These pins have suddenly started occurring 
almost daily now, so I believe something is a 
little different than before. The reason I think 
this pin spot is so dangerous is that every- 
body is so used to amusing themselves on 
this boof, and it is in the section of the river 
where everybody is just lolly gaggingwithout 
much concern for hazards. For years we have 
enjoyed outdoing one another on this boof, 
but now there is a hazard there. 

Matt's letter illustrates how subtle 
changes can have serious effects. We must 
always be alert on the river. If bad things start 
happening, we need to figure out why and 
how to avoid them. In the case of BVB, a more 
careful technique (practiced elsewhere first) 
or the alternative lineshould fixthe problem. 
At Knuckles, a much more precise line is 
demanded, plus the recognition that some 
paddlers might not be able to make that 
precise a move. 

Matt finished his letter with another, 
broader note: 

Here are the other pin spots I've 
learned about recently that are non- 
obvious. The far left (as close to the 
river left wall as you can go) in 
"Neeses Pieces" has a little nook you 
can be pinned in. This is hard to get 
to, but it does happen occasionally 
and is very dangerous. 

If you are running "Little Sun- 
shine" on the Class IV section and 
miss the right slot and go over the 
left slot backwards without speed, 
you can pin with water coming over 
your chest. I would imagine you can 
pin forward there too, but I've seen 
plenty of people make it  through 
there by accident with speed and a 
boof. (Speed and boofing is hard to 
accomplish backwards.) 

I took notice of Matt's comments about 
Little Sunshine. I know that many paddlers 
are told that this is a perfectly safe way to run 
it. Hmmm. With speed and a boof it probably 
is, but perhaps we should learn and tell a 
little more about this spot in the future. It 
certainly wouldn't hurt. 

Rivers have inherently dangerous fea- 
tures. We recognize this every time we put on 
3 life jacket or a helmet. The danger increases 
with more technicality, steepness and vol- 
ume. A river like the Green, has all kinds of 
places just off the beaten path that could be 
dangerous. Be aware of this and do your best 
to avoid them. 

Happy paddling, but: Please be careful. 
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._ IDAHOf S MIDDLE FORK & MAIN SALMON 
1-888-634-2600 www.CanyonsInc.com 

OUTFITTERS 
DRY BAGS PFDs INFLATABLES 

NEOPRENE CLOTHING 
CAR RACKS ACCESSORIES 

PLUS: 
BACKPACKING 
CLIMBING 
FAMILY CAMPING 
RUGGED CLOTHING 
8 FOOTWEAR 

NAME BRANDS AT 

O r  Write ta Us at: 
PO BOX 700-AWO, 
SADDLE RIVER, N. J. 

BETTER! 
The Kayakers Playbook! 
Thts pocket personal trainer 
teaches drllls that Improve 
whltewater kayaktng skills 
Slmple explanations of dozens 

' of exerclses make learnlng 
easy Includes waterproof crlb 
sheet By Kent Ford, wlth Phil & 
Mary DeRlemer 64 pages. 

'Excellent1 Practiced diligently, these drllls wlll 
elevate anybodys skllls dramatically could 
elrmrnate 10 years of ha1 and error learnlng' 
Brtan Brown, former US team member 
and coach 

Solo Playboating ... The 
Workbook explalns dozens of 
exerclses that show how to 
Improve your paddllng These 
drllls will help you avold bad hablts 
that anse from Improper practice, 
so you can ellmlnate years of 
learnlng by trlal and error lmprove 
your control and confidence, get 
longer surfs, and have more fun on the river, 
guaranteed! Best when used wlth one or both 
companion vldeos 64 pages 'What an 
advantage you provlde the new paddler by 
provldtng so much quality lnformat~on m 
enjoyable formats1 'John Seals 

Available from your favorite retailer, or 
Performance Video & Instruction, Inc. 
550 Riverbend, Durango, CO 81301 

1-888-259-5805 
www.performancevideo.com 

Custom, hand made 
squirt, surf and white water 

kayaks created as 
individually as you are. 

PS Composites 
2535 Roundtop Rd. 

Middletown, PA 17057 
71 7-944-1 752 

pauls@customkayak.com 
www.customkayak.com 
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ray a koullitlinglcom 

otter bar lodge 
- - kayak school - 

Nestled on a bend of the California Salmon River 
between the Marble Mountains and the Trinity Alps 
in Northern California, you will find kayak paradise. 

Our amenities a m  unmatched. Deluxe lodging; 
gournlet meals; hot tub; sauna; masseuse; moun- 
tain bikes; warm rolling ponds and gorgeous rivers 
for all levels-beginning to advanced. We provide 
state of the art equipment. Our instructors are the 
best you can find. We can tailor your week to be as 
challenging (or relaxing) as you would like! 

Adult 6 Kids Classes Orand Canyon Trips 

Unequaled, I 

o u t b e c  rivers olfcr rom?of the b a t  paddling in 

stone of the north;" thc George, "arctic wonder." 
the Sagucnay. "homc to thc whalcs." Thex and 
others can be your highway to wilderness 
advcntun this summer. 

Our 2000 brochure utalonucs 23 paddk vips 
including canoeing. rafting and-sca ~h;y 
span a range of experience fmm bouldcr busting 
class Iv timIaxcd floats, from 3-day gctaways to 
ltdq expcditiom. Many k t  you fish, too; all arc 
led by accredited, expert local guides. , 

This summer turn thc unknown idto the 
unforgettabk. For a frce brochun call 
1-588-678-3232 or vsit www.qucbccrdv.com 

RIVERSPORT 
2 13 Yough Street 
Confluence. PA 15424 
(814) 395-5744 
e-mail: whiteh20@shol.com 
www.shol.com/kayak 

One of the top whitewater schools i n  the 
country. Riversport offers a safe yet 
challenging experience for first-time beginners. 
as well as experts. 

Friendly instructors, small classes. excellent 
equipment. and a beautiful riverfront camp 
combine to provide the perfect setting for 
learrung whitewater skills. Students are 
carefully placed in  small classes according to 
skill level. paddling interest and age We 
guarantee your satisfaction. Ask about our 
special clinlcs and group rates. 

CUSTOMIZED BOAT RACKS 
t Durable Steel Construction 
t No Camper Top Stress Load 
t Easy Camper Top Removal 
t Carefree Jungle Gym Loading 
t Accessories: Bike Mounts, 

Boat Stackers, Gear Baskets, 
& More! 

Jeeps Pickups 
'd ; Scorl i ity 

1.304.457.5674 
3.0. Box 192 Moatsville, West Virginia 26405 
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Eric "Wick" Southwick went to  the 1999 World Fre6style Championships in  New Zealand with Te!m USA, thew down when it really mattered, 
and paddled away with a gold medaL Congrats to  one of the nicest guys you could ever paddle with. Sweet! 1 

mnespm~ena*vnnpxkeprtheuu 
i n  the women's medal chase, with a h W c  
perfwmancethatwon herabmmmedal. kite 

Canada's sensationd Julie Dion has been shespaddbingaXXtfwheWorlds;shechose 

Solid Gold. Team Wave Sport and UK Team Member lighting up the rodeo circuit all season. ~ ~ f o r P l i 4 c  I. Deb Pinniger paddled an X to her first World Her silver medal at the Worlds was a great 
F- Championship titie. Congratrrtations Deb! ending for this Team W Sport paddler. 

A 

Like It? Paddle It! YOU can stare at, drool over-or even sit in- the same 
Wave Sport boats these champions paddled a t  your Local retailer OR you can test paddle one at a 
You Can Paddle! Day near you. Go right now t o  www.youcanpaddle.com or call 800-311-7245 
t o  find your local deaier or event. With more than 200 educational, on-water You Can Paddle! Days 

-' scheduled nationwide for 2000, you shouldn't have t o  go far. And they're free, so bring a friend. 

Wave Sport 336-434-7470 www.wavesport.com PO Box 4339 Archdale, NC 27263 Dept. AWOlO 

A 
Whitewater Kayaks. Period. 



freestyle flee&) 
1 .  in which any style can be used 

2. fresh, innovative ways to 
playboat including combinations 

of wheels awd spins of all types 
L creativity which defies 

conventional methods 
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